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Summary
Healthy muscle development is a product of a dynamic balance between regeneration and
degeneration. In muscle atrophy, degeneration takes over characterized by a loss in muscle
mass and strength over time. This takes place as the myogenic stem cell pool ceases to
respond effectively to the input signals, causing a defect in the regeneration process. Such a
diseased state occurs normally as we age, as well as in muscle disuse scenarios such as
patients confined to a wheelchair or long-term bed rest. In addition, unloading muscle from
the force of gravity, as experienced by astronauts during spaceflights, also induces muscle
wasting. In fact, an experimental approach that can be used to better understand the
fundamental cellular mechanisms modulating muscle development is through the unloading
of cells from the force of gravity. As research conducted in space is limited to few
experiments because of the elevated costs involved and intrinsic difficulties, several model
systems to mimic the effects of microgravity have been developed using ground-based tools,
where the results must be reconciled with data obtained from spaceflights. Through these
studies, a greater amount of data can been collected, with sufficient experimental repetitions
to obtain statistically significant results. A model used to analyze multiple samples in an
earth-bound facility at an economical cost is the random positioning machine (RPM). As
skeletal muscle has evolved under the force of gravity, it is important to understand how
muscle cells are affected when this constant mechanical input is removed. The findings
conferred through these analyses are fundamental not only for astronauts undergoing
missions in space, but also for humans on earth suffering from muscle atrophy due to aging,
trauma, disease, or prolonged periods of rest and immobilization.
Therefore, this doctoral thesis focuses on the following three aims: i) to present the
calcium-mediated responses to mechanical input in muscle cells, ii) to assess the state-ofthe-art simulation models to study the effects of gravitational forces, and iii) to perform
analyses of gene expression and selected proteins, cell cycle progression, proliferation,
differentiation, and apoptosis in muscle cells under different gravitational conditions.
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In the first part of this thesis, a short introduction into muscle development and a
comprehensive summary about diverse mechanical stimuli that affect calcium homeostasis
on muscle are provided. In muscle tissue, calcium plays a crucial role in the translation of
physical forces to biochemical signals through a process called mechanotransduction. The
downstream responses to mechanical forces mediated by changes in intracellular calcium
concentration

consist

of

cytoskeletal

remodeling,

cell

cycle

progression,

growth,

differentiation, and apoptosis, all necessary for healthy muscle development, repair, and
regeneration. A deregulation from the normal process due to aging, disuse, trauma, or
disease can result in clinical conditions such as muscle atrophy, which entails a significant
loss of muscle mass and strength. The lack of understanding of the interplay between
calcium signaling and the subsequent effects in skeletal muscle raised the need for a
systematic investigation of the calcium-mediated responses to mechanical input in muscle
cells.
The unyielding force of gravity remains often an unnoticed form of mechanical input
sensed by all cellular systems. Thus, in the second part of this thesis, the models used to
simulate micro, partial, and hypergravity are presented, where special attention is given to
methods that mimic muscle disuse through gravitational unloading. In addition, the novel use
of a RPM as a means to simulate partial gravity is described and validated experimentally.
The proliferative capacity and cell cycle progression of myoblasts were analyzed and a
comparison was made between the gravity exposure level (ranging from 0 to 0.6 g) and three
different algorithms used to simulate partial gravity. It was revealed that a linear effect
resulted in relation to the gravity level of exposure, as the myoblasts exhibited a reduction in
the proliferation rate and an accumulation in the G2/M phase of the cell cycle in parallel with
decreasing values of simulated partial gravity.
In the third part of this thesis, the effects of micro and hypergravity on muscle cells were
investigated. In an initial study, the early stages of myogenesis and the expression of specific
calcium-regulated genes were analyzed in cells cultured on a RPM and compared to results
obtained from blocking calcium pharmacologically. This study indicated that cells cultured

xii

under simulated microgravity exhibited a decrease in cell growth, not due to a decline in
viability, but due to a delay in the cell cycle progression. In addition, there was a reduction in
the expression of the transient receptor potential canonical 1 (TRPC1) channel, as well as
two isoforms of the insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1), which are transcriptional events
regulated by calcium. Also dependent on calcium is myoblast differentiation into myotubes,
which was impaired in cells cultured on the RPM. In a subsequent study, a specific analysis
on cell cycle progression was conducted for cells cultured under simulated micro and
hypergravity. In this study, it was revealed that cells cultured under simulated microgravity
were accumulated between the G2 checkpoint and the onset of anaphase, as they were
positive for cyclin B expression. When myoblasts were cultured under hypergravity
conditions (4 g), no difference in cell growth or cell cycle progression was detected when
compared to the 1 g controls.
In conclusion, this thesis shed more light on the development of muscle under different
gravitational conditions. All together, the results indicated that a decrease in proliferation
caused by a calcium-dependent delay in the cell cycle progression characterizes the
mechanoresponse of muscle cells to gravitational unloading. In the future, the information
that the G2/M phase is prolonged in myoblasts cultured under hypogravity can be used to
develop therapeutic options. These countermeasures would assist to accelerate the
progression of the G2/M phase under scenarios of gravity withdrawal and perhaps under
situations of muscle atrophy due to aging, disuse, trauma, or disease as well. Thus, a
potential treatment against muscle atrophy could be designed to recuperate cell growth and
diminish the subsequent loss.
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Zusammenfassung
Gesunde Muskelentwicklung ist ein Produkt eines dynamischen Gleichgewichts zwischen
Neubildung und Rückbildung. Bei der Muskelatrophie überwiegt die Rückbildung, was sich
über die Zeit in einen Verlust an Muskelmasse und Kraft manifestiert. Dies erfolgt, da der
Myogene Stammzellpool nicht mehr wirksam auf die Eingangssignale antworten kann, was
einen Defekt im Regenerationsprozess verursacht. Solch ein Krankheitszustand tritt
normalerweise mit dem Altern, wie auch bei körperlicher Inaktivität und Immobilisierung auf.
Außerdem wird Muskelschwund auch bei der Entlastung der Muskeln von der Schwerkraft,
wie von Astronauten während Raumflügen erlebt, induziert. In der Tat ist die Entlastung von
Muskelzellen von der Schwerkraft ein experimenteller Ansatz, der verwendet werden kann,
um die grundlegenden zellulären Mechanismen der Muskelentwicklungsregulierung besser
zu verstehen. Da die Durchführung von Forschung im Weltraum auf Grund der hohen Kosten
und intrinsischen Schwierigkeiten auf wenige Experimente beschränkt ist, wurden mehrere
Modelle entwickelt, um Schwerelosigkeitsbedingungen am Boden zu simulieren. Da es sich
um Modelle handelt, müssen jedoch die Ergebnisse mit Daten aus Weltraumexperimenten
bestätigt werden. Durch solche Studien kann eine große Menge an Daten gesammelt
werden und Versuche wiederholt werden, um statistisch signifikante Ergebnisse zu erhalten.
Ein häufig benutztes Bodenmodell, welches erlaubt grosse Mengen an Proben kostengünstig
Bedingungen auszusetzen, die der Schwerelosigkeit ähnlich sind, ist die Random Positioning
Machine (RPM). Da sich die Skelettmuskulatur unter der Schwerkraft entwickelt hat, ist es
wichtig zu verstehen, wie Muskelzellen reagieren, wenn dieser konstante mechanische Input
nicht vorhanden ist. Die durch diese Analysen gewonnenen Erkenntnisse sind von
grundlegender Bedeutung, nicht nur für Astronauten während Weltraumflügen, sondern
auch für die Menschen auf der Erde, die unter Muskelatrophie durch Alterung, Trauma,
Krankheit oder körperlicher Inaktivität und Immobilisierung leiden .
Daher konzentrierte sich diese Doktorarbeit auf folgende drei Ziele: i) die Vorstellung
Kalziumvermittelter Reaktionen auf mechanische Reize in Muskelzellen, ii) die Bewertung
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des Standes der Technik bezüglich Simulationsmodellen, um die Auswirkung der
Gravitationskräfte auf Zellen zu studieren und iii) die Untersuchung der Genexpression und
ausgewählter Proteine, des Zellzyklus, der Zellproliferation, Differenzierung und Apoptose in
Muskelzellen unter verschiedenen Gravitationsbedingungen.
Im ersten Teil dieser Arbeit wird eine kurze Einführung in die Muskelentwicklung und eine
umfassende Übersicht über diverse mechanische Reize, die die Kalzium-Homöostase in
Muskelzellen beeinflussen, gegeben. In Muskelgewebe spielt Kalzium eine entscheidende
Rolle bei der Uebersetzung von physikalischen Kräften in biochemische Signale durch einen
Prozess namens Mechanotransduktion. Die nachgeschalteten Reaktionen auf mechanische
Kräfte, vermittelt durch Veränderungen der intrazellulären Kalziumkonzentration, bestehen
aus Zytoskelettumbau, Zellzyklusprogression, Wachstum, Differenzierung und Apoptose; alle
notwendig für eine gesunde Muskelentwicklung, Aufbau und Neubildung. Eine Deregulierung
aus dem normalen Prozess durch Alterung, Nichtgebrauch, Trauma oder Erkrankung kann in
einen klinischen Zustand wie Muskelatrophie führen, die einen erheblichen Verlust an
Muskelmasse und Kraft mit sich bringt. Das fehlende Verständnis der Wechselwirkung
zwischen Kalziumsignalwege und den Folgewirkungen im Skelettmuskel erhöht die
Notwendigkeit für eine systematische Untersuchung der Kalzium-vermittelten Reaktionen auf
mechanische Reize in Muskelzellen.
Die permanent vorhandene Schwerkraft bleibt oft eine unbemerkte Form eines
mechanischen Reizes, der von allen Zellsystemen wahrgenommen wird. So werden im
zweiten Teil dieser Arbeit, die verwendeten Modelle zur Simulation von Mikro-, Teil- und
Hypergravitation vorgestellt, wobei besondere Aufmerksamkeit auf Verfahren gegeben wird,
die die Muskelnichtnutzung durch Gravitationsentlastung nachahmen. Darüber hinaus wird
die neuartige Verwendung der RPM als Mittel zur Teilschwerkraftsimulation beschrieben und
experimentell validiert. Die Fähigkeit zur Proliferation und die Zellzyklusprogression von
Myoblasten wurden analysiert, und es wurde ein Vergleich zwischen verschiedenen
Schwerkräften (im Bereich von 0 bis 0,6 g) und drei verschiedenen Algorithmen, die
verwendet wurden, um die Beschleunigungen zu berechnen, gemacht. Es zeigte sich, daß
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ein linearer Effekt resultiert bezogen auf den Schwerkraftsgrad, da die Myoblasten eine
Verringerung der Proliferationsrate und eine Akkumulation in der G2/M Phase des Zellzyklus
parallel mit abnehmenden Werten der simulierten Schwerkraft aufweisten.
Im dritten Teil dieser Arbeit wurden die Auswirkungen von Mikro und Hypergravitation auf
Muskelzellen untersucht. In einer ersten Studie wurden die frühen Stadien der Myogenese
und die Expression spezifischer Kalziumregulierter Gene in Zellen, welche auf der RPM
kultiviert wurden, analysiert und mit Ergebnissen verglichen, wo Kalzium pharmakologisch
blockiert wurde. Diese Studie zeigte, dass die unter simulierten Mikrogravitation kultivierten
Zellen eine Abnahme des Zellwachstums auswiesen, nicht Aufgrund einer Abnahme der
Lebensfähigkeit, jedoch wegen einer Verzögerung in der Zellzyklusprogression. Darüber
hinaus gab es eine Verringerung der Expression des Transient Receptor Potential
Canonical 1

(TRPC1)

Kanals,

sowie

von

zwei

Isoformen

des

Insulin-ähnlichen

Wachstumsfaktor 1 (IGF-1), deren Transkription durch Kalzium reguliert wird. Auch abhängig
von Kalzium ist die Myoblastendifferenzierung zu Myotuben, die für Zellen, die auf der RPM
kultiviert worden waren, beeinträchtigt war. In einer nachfolgenden Studie wurde eine
spezifische Analyse der Zellzyklusprogression für Zellen, die unter simulierter Mikro- und
Hypergravitation kultiviert worden waren, durchgeführt. In dieser Studie zeigte sich, dass
kultivierte Zellen unter simulierter Mikrogravitation zwischen dem G2-Kontrollpunkt und dem
Beginn der Anaphase angereichert werden, da sie positiv für Cyclin B Expression waren.
Wenn Myoblasten unter Hypergravitations-Bedingungen (4 g) kultiviert wurden, konnte kein
Unterschied im Zellwachstum oder im Zellzyklus im Vergleich zur 1 g Kontrolle festgestellt
werden.
Zusammengefasst wirft diese Arbeit mehr Licht auf die Muskelentwicklung unter
verschiedenen Schwerkraftsbedingungen. Insgesamt zeigten die Ergebnisse, dass eine
Proliferationsabnahme

durch

eine

Kalziumabhängige

Verzögerung

in

der

Zellzyklusprogression die Antwort der Muskelzellen zu einer Schwerkraftsentlastung
charakterisiert. In Zukunft kann die Information, dass die G2/M Phase in unter
Hypogravitation kultivierten

Myoblasten

verlängert

ist,

verwendet

werden,

um

xvii

Therapiemöglichkeiten zu entwickeln. Diese könnten das Fortschreiten der G2/M Phase
beschleunigen unter Schwerelosigkeitsbedingungen und vielleicht sogar unter Situationen
von Muskelatrophie aufgrund von Altern, Nichtnutzung, Trauma oder Erkrankung. Auf diese
Weise, könnte eine potenzielle Behandlung von Muskelatrophie entwickelt werden, um
Zellwachstum wiederherzustellen und die nachfolgende Rückbildung zu vermindern.

xviii

Chapter 1
1. Introduction
1.1 Thesis motivation
1.1.1 Muscle atrophy and the importance of studying muscle development
Skeletal muscle gives the organism movement and force generation as well as creates a
homeostatic buffer system that sustains all other developmental programs [1]. Muscle
degeneration and regeneration occur repeatedly throughout life, where regeneration is
particularly important for healthy muscle development. In healthy muscle, the signals that
stimulate muscle regeneration arise after injury, or a given mechanical input. When
degeneration predominates in a non-healthy scenario as in muscle atrophy, muscle mass
and strength are diminished over time. This takes place as the myogenic stem cell pool
ceases to respond effectively to the input signals, causing a lack in the regeneration process.
Such a diseased state occurs normally as we age, as well as in muscle disuse scenarios as
in patients confined to a wheelchair or long-term bed rest. In addition, unloading muscle from
the force of gravity, as experienced by astronauts during spaceflights, also induces muscle
wasting. Indeed, relieving the force of gravity on cells is one experimental approach that can
be used to better understand the fundamental cellular mechanisms modulating muscle
development. The aim of this thesis is to analyze the response of muscle cells to various
gravitational environments. The C2C12 cell line will be used as a model system to study
muscle development. As shown previously, C2C12 mouse myoblasts are a good in vitro
model system to study muscle cell proliferation and differentiation [2]. The results have
relevance not only to astronauts travelling in space, but also earth-bound conditions of
restricted mobility due to disease, injury, or old age. As the elderly population increases, as
well as the clinical scenarios involving muscle disuse due to illness or trauma, studying the
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mechanism under which muscle mass and strength could be maintained is of utmost
importance.

1.1.2 Motivation for studying muscle cells under micro, partial, and hypergravity
Several physiological systems are altered by the absence of gravity during spaceflight,
including the musculoskeletal system [3]. Indeed, gravity plays an important role in
evolutionary processes responsible for muscle tissue development. Skeletal muscle has
evolved to move objects against the constant force of gravity, principally the postural
muscles. These antigravity muscles, such as the slow soleus, allow the body to sustain an
upright position, and they contain a higher percentage of slow fibers. Evidence supports a
greater susceptibility of the type I muscle fibers (the slow oxidative red fibers) to atrophy in
response to the lack of gravity [4]. These muscles are more affected by the loss of
gravitational force than the non-postural muscles, such as the fast-twitch gastrocnemius [5].
During microgravity exposure, muscles undergo a rapid and profound loss that reduces the
long-term flight capacity of humans [6]. Accompanying the loss of muscle, there is a rapid
decrease in the protein synthetic rate as well as an increase in protein degradation.
The general objective of the present study is to better understand how muscle cells
convert the mechanical signal mediated by gravity into a biochemical response. The random
positioning machine (RPM), also known as a three-dimensional clinostat, will be used to
simulate low gravity conditions, while the hyperfuge, a specially constructed centrifuge, will
be used for researching cell behavior under hypergravity conditions. Biochemical
experiments will be undertaken to elucidate changes in gene and protein expression,
viability, cell cycle progression, proliferation, and differentiation of muscle cells under
different gravitational conditions, ranging from simulated 0 g to 4 g. Specifically, low gravity
conditions (from simulated 0 to 0.6 g) will be used as a model to study muscle atrophy, while
hypergravity (4g) will be used as potential countermeasure against the negative effects of
hypogravity.

2

1.2 Specific aims
The main purpose of this thesis is to analyze muscle cells under different gravitational
conditions, as a means to study muscle development and in an effort to design effective
countermeasures to muscle atrophy. In more detail, the project is defined by the following
three aims:

Specific aim 1: Analysis of calcium-mediated responses to mechanical input in
muscle cells.
In the first aim, the development of muscle in healthy and diseased states will be
introduced. In particular, the role of calcium in muscle development will be discussed by
reviewing relevant literature in the field of mechanotransduction. Special attention will be
given to gravitational unloading as an input, but also other forms of mechanical stimulation
and the subsequent calcium-dependent responses will be analyzed.

Specific aim 2: Investigation of simulation models used to study the effects of
gravitational forces.
This second aims consists of the following two parts:
Specific aim 2a: Assessment of the theory behind micro, partial, and
hypergravity simulation.
In this subaim, state-of-the-art simulation models to study different gravitational
conditions will be analyzed and compared.
Specific aim 2b: Development and validation of a random positioning machine
for partial gravity simulation.
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In this subaim, a novel approach to perform studies under partial gravity simulation
will be described and validated through experiments done with muscle cells and
lymphocytes.

Specific aim 3: Analysis of gene expression and selected proteins, cell cycle
progression, proliferation, differentiation, and apoptosis in muscle cells.
In the third aim, a specific analysis of changes in gene expression and selected proteins in
muscle cells under various gravitational conditions will be performed. The results from these
studies will subsequently be correlated with a general investigation of the cell cycle
progression, growth, and apoptosis. In particular, calcium entry through the transient receptor
potential canonical 1 (TRPC1) channel and the successive calcium-dependent effects on the
cell cycle, proliferation, differentiation, and apoptosis will be examined under microgravity. In
a second step, the analysis on cell growth, cell cycle progression, and cyclin expression will
be extended to hypergravity conditions.

1.3 Outline of the thesis
This thesis consists of the following 5 chapters:



Chapter 1 presents the motivation, the specific aims, and outline of this thesis.



Chapter 2 provides the background of this thesis. First a short introduction into
muscle development is presented. After that a comprehensive summary about
diverse mechanical stimuli that affect calcium homeostasis on muscle is given
based on a literature review. Specifically, the regulation of calcium channels and
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the intracellular stores in mechanotransduction are discussed, along with the
downstream effects on multiple pathways that control the fate of muscle tissue.



Chapter 3 is dedicated to the introduction to micro, partial, and hypergravity, as
well as the validation of a novel RPM system for partial gravity simulation. In the
first part, the state-of-the art models used on earth to simulate different
gravitational conditions are introduced. In the second part, the use of a RPM as a
means to simulate partial gravity is described and validated experimentally with
mouse skeletal myoblasts and lymphocytes. In this study, the proliferative capacity
and cell cycle progression of myoblasts are analyzed, as well as lymphocyte
activation. A comparison is made between the gravity exposure level (ranging from
0 to 0.6 g) and the three different algorithms used to simulate partial gravity.



Chapter 4 concerns the effects of micro and hypergravity on muscle cells.
o

In the first study the calcium-dependent effect of the cell cycle on muscle
cells cultured under simulated microgravity is investigated. The early
stages of myogenesis and the expression of specific calcium-regulated
genes are analyzed in cells cultured on a RPM and compared to results
obtained from blocking calcium pharmacologically.

o

In the second study the focus is the delay of the G2/M phase exit on
muscle cells provoked by simulated microgravity. The proliferative capacity,
cell cycle progression, and cyclin expression of myoblasts cultured on a
RPM are analyzed, where an accumulation of cells between the G2
checkpoint and the onset of anaphase is detected. To complete the study
on the effects of gravitational forces on muscle cells, an analysis of
myoblasts cultured under hypergravity conditions (4 g) is presented and the
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possibility of using hypergravity to reverse the negative effects of
gravitational unloading is discussed.



Chapter 5 entails the overall synthesis of this thesis, including the limitations of
this work as well as potential future steps in this research area.
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Chapter 2
2. Background
2.1 Muscle development in health and disease
The main function of skeletal muscle is to provide force and movement to an organism. All
muscles are comprised of sarcomeres, which are contractile units composed of actin and
myosin filaments and a large protein called titin. Sarcomeres are arranged differently in the
various muscles, as they affect the contractile properties specifically when the muscles
contract and relax [1]. This arrangement is essential to the proper functioning of the
musculoskeletal system as a whole. Muscle fibers generate active tension when the
sarcomeres shorten during a contraction and passive tension when the overlap of the
sarcomeres between the actin and myosin filaments decreases during stretch [2]. These two
types of tensions are fundamental to sustain healthy muscle development [3-5].
In the early embryo, the mesoderm gives rise to the somite, which develops the muscles
of the back, as well as the abdominal and limb skeletal muscles, in separate lineages [6].
Muscle precursor cells in the mesoderm are undifferentiated, proliferative, and presumptive
myoblasts. During embryogenesis, mononucleated myoblasts differentiate and fuse into
multinucleated, non-mitotic myotubes. The maturation of myotubes through innervations
gives rise to skeletal muscle fibers composed of sarcomeres and peripheral nuclei [7].
Myogenesis is the process where the formation and growth of multinucleated myotubes
that compose the muscle fibers takes place. It consists of two stages: 1) proliferation where
mononucleated myoblasts grow to expand the progenitor stem cell pool and 2) differentiation
where these cells withdraw from the cell cycle, align, and fuse into multinucleated myotubes.
Myoblasts recognize, adhere, and align with one another through a process that is calciumdependent [8]. The aligned cellular membranes then unify and vesiculation of the excess
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plasma membrane takes place as a single multinucleated cell forms [9-11]. These events are
specific for muscle cells, as myoblasts do not fuse with other cell types [12].
Cells committed to terminal differentiation start expressing muscle specific genes and
acquire the ability to contract (reviewed in [7]). Additional fusion takes places as myofibers
undergo further maturation and increase in size during periods of growth, where other
myoblasts fuse to existing myotubes, or myotubes fuse together [11, 13]. Before fusing,
myoblasts experience an increase in extracellular calcium influx, together with membrane
depolarization and the activation of acetylcholine-receptor channels [14-16]. At all stages of
development,

muscle

cells

are

characterized

by

their

abundant

expression

of

mechanosensitive ion channels, most of which are regulated by membrane tension and
stretch, and are permeable to calcium [17]. A modulation of their open and close states is
required to promote muscle differentiation, as intracellular calcium regulation is key in
myoblast fusion [18]. It has been shown that while myoblasts align at low calcium
concentrations, they do no fuse until the concentration is increased [19, 20]. Calpain, a
calcium-dependent protease, also regulates myoblast fusion [21]. Indeed, it has been
reported that when its expression is inhibited fusion is reduced [22]. Calmodulin (CaM), a
calcium-binding protein, is also essential, and when its activity is blocked fusion is hindered
as well [23]. Furthermore, CaM regulates downstream signaling pathways that affect muscle
regeneration, such as the nuclear factor of activated T-cells (NFAT) that activates the
transcription of several muscle specific genes in the nucleus [24]. These genes, including
MyoD, myogenin and MRF4, induce muscle differentiation and are expressed by satellite
cells when they become activated [25, 26].
Satellite cells are a small population of cells found between the sarcolemma and the basal
lamina of adult skeletal muscle [27]. Their name is derived from the fact that they reside in
the periphery of differentiated myotubes, prior to their activation. In the quiescent mode, they
are transcriptionally silent and nonproliferative, but when activated by a variety of stimuli,
they expand in number and express specific myogenic markers such as factors from the
MyoD and MEF2 families [28]. Indeed, MyoD expression arises quickly after a stimulus like
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muscle injury [29]. In addition, expression of M-cadherin, a calcium-activated adhesion
protein, is increased when satellite cells become activated, and the expression of other
adhesion proteins, like the neural cell adhesion molecule (NCAM) and the vascular adhesion
molecule-1 (VCAM-1), likewise increases [28, 30, 31]. These molecules play a role in the
adhesion of the satellite cells to the basal lamina and in the migration of the activated
cells [6].
The activation of satellite cells determines muscle growth, regeneration, and repair under
normal conditions and in response to remodeling and injury. Being mononuclear, they are
represented by a small nuclear size compared to the contiguous nucleus of the fused
myotubes [32]. After growing in number due to mitotic activity, these cells fuse with existing
muscle fibers or to each other to form nascent myotubes. The number and activation of
satellite cells depend on the age of the organism, decreasing as the organism becomes
older. Indeed, in newborn mice, 30% of muscle nuclei are accounted to be satellite cells,
decreasing to 4% in the adult stage and to 2% in the elderly [33].
The insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1), which regulates the insulin metabolism as well as
muscle regeneration through satellite cell activation, is secreted by the liver and by skeletal
muscle itself [34, 35]. It is a growth factor that plays a key role in mitogenic and myogenic
processes, increasing in response to stretch and contractile activity [36-39]. Particularly, IGF1 is implicated in myoblast proliferation and differentiation, and can augment the myofiber
size, amino acid uptake, and protein synthesis while repressing protein breakdown [40].
Indeed, it was reported that its overexpression results in muscle hypertrophy [41]. In addition,
IGF-1 administration increases satellite cell proliferation and muscle mass [42]. Other studies
have shown that in overloaded skeletal muscle IGF-1 levels are augmented, where cell
proliferation is increased as well [43, 44].
IGF-1 is an autocrine and paracrine growth factor that has skeletal muscle anabolic
properties [45]. When IGF-1 binds to its receptor it initiates a cascade of events associated
with muscle growth. The IGF-1 gene is spliced in response to diverse stimuli, resulting in
isoforms that have different modes of action towards muscle development and regeneration
9

[46]. Depending on the type of exercise (lengthening, shortening, or isometric contractions),
distinct IGF-1 isoforms are expressed in response to overload and injury [47]. Three different
isoforms are produced in human skeletal muscle, but only two splice variants are expressed
in rabbit and rodent muscle. The main isoform produced by the liver, but also expressed in
other tissues, is IGF-1Ea, and the second isoform, better known for its mechanosensitive
response, is the mechano growth factor (MGF) [48]. The latter variant is identified as IGF1Ec in human muscle, while in rodents it is called IGF-1Eb [49, 50]. The third variant in
humans is known as IGF-1Eb, but as noted above, it is different from the rodent variant with
the same name.
The isoform MGF inhibits terminal differentiation while boosting cell proliferation of
mononucleated myoblasts for secondary myotube and muscle fiber formation, and for
replenishing the satellite stem cell pool necessary for further muscle growth and repair, while
IGF-1Ea induces differentiation by promoting the fusion of myoblasts to form myotubes and
also promotes an increase in cellular mass, although at a lower rate than MGF [51]. IGF-1Ea
enhances muscle regeneration, but still, MGF is more potent in inducing muscle hypertrophy
and initiating local repair processes by activating the satellite cells and enhancing protein
synthesis [52, 53]. Therefore, MGF, rather than IGF-1Ea, is a good candidate to treat muscle
loss as it establishes the cell pool for the growth process, increases the strength of healthy
and diseased muscles, and supports their innervations (reviewed in [54]).
It is known that IGF-1 enhances myoblast proliferation and differentiation through the
regulation of multiple signaling pathways, including NFAT activation as well as the mitogen
activated protein kinase (MAPK) and the phosphatidylinositide 3-kinase (PI3K) pathways [40,
55-57]. Besides IGF-1, other factors have also been shown to be involved in the regulation of
satellite cell activation, like the hepatocyte growth factor (HGF), the fibroblast growth factor
(FGF), the transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β), the platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) ,
the endothelial-derived growth factor (EDGF), nitric oxide, and testosterone (reviewed in [6]).
Conversely, increased levels of several cytokines are implied in the inactivation of satellite
cells [58]. In addition, an elevated concentration of cytokines can impede IGF-1 expression
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and its interaction with its receptor, which causes a loss of muscle mass and function [59]. In
cachexia, a condition that leads to severe muscle wasting due to damage in the nerves
associated with muscle, the decreased levels of IGF-1 are related to the high levels of
circulatory cytokines [60]. As an increased expression of IGF-1 is known to promote muscle
development, low levels of expression have been associated with a reduction of myofiber
size [61].
Myofiber size is characterized by the number of nuclei inside the muscle fiber, and it
affects the contractile properties of muscle [62]. In adult skeletal muscle, hypertrophy occurs
when myofiber size increases concomitant with a raise of myonuclei, while atrophy arises as
it decreases through the loss of myonuclei [63-65]. Hypertrophic responses in both human
and animal muscle models are stimulated by short periods of muscle activity under a high
load [66, 67]. This muscle growth is induced by satellite cell activation, characterized by
increased myoblast number, migratory capacity, and fusion to existing myofibers [32]. The
myofiber size increases with the fusion of myoblasts, where nuclei are added to the fiber, in
addition to augmenting the cytoplasmic volume and protein synthesis.
Muscle atrophy is characterized by a reduction of fiber diameter, force production, fatigue
resistance, and protein content, where the response of the satellite cells appears to be
impinged [68]. This is caused by disease (like cancer or diabetes), neural injuries,
malnutrition, disuse, and advanced age [69]. Indeed, with increased age muscle regeneration
is impaired, probably due to the smaller number of satellite cells that become activated by
injury, thus their capacity to regenerate the myofiber population is decreased (reviewed in
[70]). Starting in adulthood, the average loss of muscle mass is about 1% per year,
accumulating further loss with the passing time [71]. Sarcopenia is a major health problem
that severely deteriorates muscle quantity and quality with age, increasing the risk of injury
and loss of autonomy [72]. It is a clinical condition characterized by a decrease of anabolic
factors and an increment of catabolic agents, and it may be caused partly by a failure in
satellite cell activation [73]. Mechanical unloading the tissue or cells from the force of gravity
can be used as a model to study the effect of aging in muscle regeneration. However, the
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two types of atrophies (age-related and mechanical-based) exhibit different phenotypes.
While muscle atrophy due to disuse or gravitational unloading affects predominantly the
postural muscles which are mainly slow type I fibers, the age-related atrophy is defined by
the loss of fast type II fibers [73, 74]. Still, in both cases a downregulation in the
mechanotransduction process alters the cellular events that lead to a decline in muscle mass
and function, affecting the metabolism and performance in humans [75, 76].
Skeletal muscle has evolved to function under the force of gravity. In space atrophy,
muscle deconditioning due to the lack of gravity is responsible for reduced mass and
strength, anomalous reflex patterns, and decreased fatigue resistance in astronauts [77].
These changes pose a significant threat to their health as they occur quickly and
dramatically, limiting the time astronauts can stay in space in the absence of gravity. Indeed,
after a short period of time in space (less than three weeks), astronauts lose 5 to 15% of
muscle mass and 10 to 20% of strength, and after 6 months of spaceflight, a decrease in
muscle strength up to 40% has been reported (reviewed in [75]). Similar rates of loss have
also been reported in subjects experiencing muscle disuse during long periods of bed rest
and patients confined to a wheelchair, parallel to a prominent decline in protein synthesis as
seen in space [78-80]. It has been reported that in disuse-induced atrophy a dramatic
decrease in protein content, especially myofibrillar protein which content is usually high in
healthy muscle, results in loss of muscle mass and strength [81, 82]. Furthermore, it has
been shown that actin loss is greater than that of myosin, which leads to a decline in peak
force and power of muscle [83]. The balance between protein synthesis and breakdown is
controlled by diverse factors, which can be nutritional, humoral, pharmacological, and
mechanical [84]. Specially affected by mechanical unloading during weightlessness or disuse
are the postural antigravity muscles, like the soleus [83]. These postural muscles contain a
higher percentage of slow-twitch fibers, compared to the non-postural ones. Transitions in
the myofiber type are also common in atrophied muscles, leading to alterations in their
contractile properties [85, 86].
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Another type of diseased state that weakens the musculoskeletal systems is muscular
dystrophy. Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) is a recessive X-linked genetic disease
affecting 1 in 3600-6000 male births, being the most common and devastating of muscular
dystrophies, as it leads to muscle degeneration and eventual death, generally from cardiac or
respiratory failure [87, 88]. It is characterized by the absence of dystrophin, a large
cytoskeletal protein that prevents muscle damage by supporting the cellular membrane and
specific membrane proteins [89]. During periods of stress, dystrophin-deficient muscle
suffers from injuries in the sarcolemma due to a failure of the satellite cells to preserve
muscle regeneration [90]. In addition, the continuous degeneration exhausts the satellite cell
pool, leaving fewer cells available to replenish the losses [91]. It is known that in dystrophic
skeletal muscle intracellular calcium is elevated (reviewed in [92]). Indeed, it has been
reported that in mdx mouse muscle cells, a model for human DMD, calcium channel activity
is abnormally enhanced compared to muscle cells from healthy mice, however, the increased
activity is only present after mdx myoblasts fuse into myotubes [93]. Although a good model
to study DMD, mdx mice do not represent exactly the human condition as they adapt to
muscle degeneration through an expansion of the satellite cell population and therefore
these mice exhibit a normal life span in contrast to the afflicted humans [94].
In summary, conditions undermining muscle development are more common than usually
acknowledged. Skeletal muscle is the most abundant tissue of the human body [84].
Consequently, a loss in muscle mass and strength concerns not only the musculoskeletal
system, but also affects the whole metabolism causing other diseases. As humans, our
independence and quality of life is determined by our state of health, which is reduced with
advancing age and in diseased states. Therefore, studying muscle development in health
and disease is essential in order to aid in the design of potent therapeutic options to alleviate
such clinical scenarios.
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Abstract
Mechanotransduction is a process where cells sense their surroundings and convert the
physical forces in their environment into an appropriate response. Calcium plays a crucial
role in the translation of such forces to biochemical signals that control various biological
processes fundamental in muscle development. The mechanical stimulation of muscle cells
may for example result from stretch, electric and magnetic stimulation, shear stress, and
altered gravity exposure. The response, mainly involving changes in intracellular calcium
concentration then leads to a cascade of events by the activation of downstream signaling
pathways. The key calcium-dependent pathways described here include the nuclear factor of
activated T cells (NFAT) and mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) activation. The
subsequent effects in cellular homeostasis consist of cytoskeletal remodeling, cell cycle
progression, growth, differentiation, and apoptosis, all necessary for healthy muscle
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development, repair, and regeneration. A deregulation from the normal process due to
disuse, trauma, or disease can result in a clinical condition such as muscle atrophy, which
entails a significant loss of muscle mass. In order to develop therapies against such diseased
states, we need to better understand the relevance of calcium signaling and the downstream
responses to mechanical forces in skeletal muscle. The purpose of this review is to discuss
in detail how diverse mechanical stimuli cause changes in calcium homeostasis by affecting
membrane channels and the intracellular stores, which in turn regulate multiple pathways
that impart these effects and control the fate of muscle tissue.

Keywords: mechano-gated calcium channels, calcium signaling, mechanical forces,
mechanosensation, mechanoresponses, muscle atrophy, muscle dystrophy.

Abbreviations: CaM, calmodulin; CaMKII, CaM-kinase II; CCE, capacitative calcium
entry; DAG, diacylglycerol; DMD, Duchenne muscular dystrophy; ECM, extracellular matrix;
EF, electric field; EMF, electromagnetic field; ER, endoplasmic reticulum; ERK, extracellular
signal-regulated kinase; FAK, focal adhesion kinase; InsP3, inositol-1,4,5-trisphosphate;
InsP3R, InsP3 receptor; JNK, c-Jun NH2-terminal protein kinase; MAPK, mitogen-activated
protein kinase; MARCKS, myristoylated alanine-rich C-kinase substrate; MEF2, myocyte
enhancer factor-2; MF, magnetic field; MHC, myosin heavy chain; NFAT, nuclear factor of
activated T cells; PKC, protein kinase C; PLC, phospholipase C; RPM, random positioning
machine; RYR, ryanodine receptor; SAC, stretch-activated ion channel; SAPK, stressactivated protein kinase; SERCA, sarco-endoplasmic reticulum ATPase; SOC, storeoperated channel; SR, sarcoplasmic reticulum; TRP, transient receptor potential; TRPC, TRP
canonical; TRPM, TRP melastatin; TRPP, TRP polycystic; TRPV, TRP vanilloid.
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Introduction
Many physiological functions such as embryonic development, hearing, touch sensitivity,
kidney function, vascular tone and muscle stretch depend on the ability of cells to sense and
react to mechanical stimuli [1, 2]. Defects in mechanotransduction are involved in the
development of many diseases, including muscular dystrophies, cardiomyopathies, and
cancer. These defects may appear as deficits in cellular structure and organization, impairing
mechanosensation, or as mutations or deregulations in the proteins involved in the
downstream signaling pathways directly affecting the normal mechanoresponse. It is
therefore of utmost importance to identify the molecular components encompassing normal
and defective mechanostransduction, in order to improve our understanding of faulty
mechanisms and consequently develop efficient therapeutic strategies against such
diseases.

Mechanotransduction
Mechanotransduction is a process where cells adapt to their physical surroundings by
sensing their environment and translating the mechanical input into biochemical signals. It is
a fundamental process that allows the conversion of physical forces into an appropriate
cellular response. The mechanical input sensed by the cell can be any force applied to the
cell itself, such as stretching or straining the cell membrane, unloading or overloading the
cells through changes in gravitational forces and even exposure to electromagnetic fields.
The sensing of the mechanical stimuli is based on force-induced conformational changes in
mechanosensitive proteins that detect an alteration in the cellular structure. Cells sense the
mechanical forces through cell-cell interactions, cell organelles embedded into the
cytoskeleton, and cell-substrate interactions. Several molecules which are not mutually
exclusive have been proposed to act as biological mechanosensors, including stretchactivated ion channels (SACs) at the cell membrane, transmembrane adhesion receptors
that link the cytoskeleton to the extracellular matrix (ECM) and to other cells (like integrins
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and integrin-associated proteins), sarcomeric proteins (such as titin and myosin) and cell
surface receptors (reviewed in [3, 4]). According to the tensegrity model, cells sense the
mechanical input through surface receptors and immediately respond as the cellular scaffold
transduces the signal [5].

Muscle development
Cells, tissues and organisms are all exposed to internal and external physical forces [6, 7].
The recognition and response to mechanical stimuli is essential in the development and
proper function of a variety of cell types and tissues, including the musculoskeletal system. In
certain cell types called mechanocytes, such as osteoblasts and myoblasts, mechanical
signals deeply impact their gene expression [8, 9]. According to Wolff’s law, bone remodeling
is achieved in response to loading [10]. Similar to bone, it is well-known that skeletal muscle
is responsive to mechanical stimulation, having the inherent ability to adapt its structure,
metabolism and function in response to activity [8]. In particular, stretch has been shown to
be a major mechanical input that up-regulates protein synthesis and promotes muscle growth
[11]. Additionally, as it will become apparent in this review, a variety of studies have been
performed in humans, animals and cell line models by using exercise, electric and magnetic
stimulation, shear stress, disease states and altered gravity exposure to understand the
consequences of these diverse conditions in muscle functionality. Muscle tissue being
sensitive to mechanical force responds by activating diverse signaling pathways, mainly
regulated by calcium that lead to changes in its developmental program [12, 13].
Skeletal muscle has been classified into fiber types depending on their contraction speed
and metabolic capacity. In general, the three classical fiber types are slow-twitch oxidative
(type I), fast-twitch oxidative/glycolytic (type IIA), and fast-twitch glycolytic (type IIB)
(reviewed in [14]). Type I fibers are known as slow-twitch fibers because they exert a slow
contraction involving the type I myosin heavy chain (MHC). These fibers exhibit abundance
in mitochondria, an oxidative metabolism and a high resistance to fatigue. In contrast, type II
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myofibers are called fast-twitch myofibers because they exert fast contractions, experience
fatigue quickly and are mainly glycolytic. The slow fibers are used for endurance and posture
maintenance while the fast fibers are for strength and speed. The fiber type is determined by
the expression of contractile and regulatory proteins, as well as metabolic enzymes [15].
Myogenesis is a process in which muscle precursor cells or myoblasts proliferate, and
then differentiate fusing into multinucleated myotubes. It is essential for muscle growth,
maintenance and repair in case of injuries [16]. A faulty regulation in myogenesis leads to
muscle atrophy, characterized by a decrease in muscle mass resulting from disuse, disease
or injury. Two main conditions associated with muscle atrophy are sarcopenia and cachexia
(reviewed in [14]). Sarcopenia encompasses a chronic loss of muscle mass and strength in
the aging population, while cachexia leads to severe muscle wasting due to damage in the
nerve associated with muscle. In addition, space atrophy also describes a reduction in
muscle mass and strength, as a result of mechanical unloading from the force of gravity. In
these cases, the breakdown rate of proteins exceeds their rate of synthesis. In all of these
conditions, decreased activity results in further loss, creating a vicious cycle between disuse
and increased muscle wasting. Muscle tissue is critical in numerous life-sustaining
processes, not only for producing movement, but also for storing metabolites, aiding in tissue
repair, regulating body temperature, and generating the mechanical strain contributing to
bone maintenance (reviewed in [17]). In addition, skeletal muscle is the most abundant tissue
of the human body; consequently the whole body metabolism is affected by muscle atrophy,
leading to the development of other diseases (reviewed in [18]). As it is clear that a
significant loss of muscle mass is life threatening [19], successful treatments need to be
designed in order to alleviate these clinical scenarios, firstly however the causal mechanisms
that mediate muscle atrophy need to be better understood.
Studying the underlying mechanisms that regulate muscle development under actual and
simulated microgravity exposure is crucial for the identification of the causes and
countermeasures for muscle atrophy in earth-bound clinical scenarios, such as muscle
disuse in bed rest patients and its contribution to sarcopenia in the elderly, in addition to
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improving the sustainment of human life in space (reviewed in [20]). Indeed, muscle
unloading on earth in such conditions leads to a similar atrophy as that seen in space, mainly
portrayed by a pronounced, rapid decrease (>50%) in protein synthesis rates [21, 22].
Though the issue appears to be unsettled, there seems to be stronger evidence pointing
towards the disposition of the slow type I fibers to atrophy when exposed to microgravity
(reviewed in [20]). Indeed, it was shown that postural muscles, which contain a higher
percentage of slow fibers, are more susceptible to atrophy than non-postural ones [23, 24]. In
space atrophy, not only a rapid loss in muscle mass, peak force and power is detected when
muscle is exposed to microgravity, but there is also further muscle fiber damage following
space travel caused by gravitational loading upon the return to earth [25]. Furthermore, bone
mineral density is also affected during space flight, where astronauts experience a negative
calcium balance losing on average 250 mg/day [26]. Similar to muscle atrophy, microgravity
exposure also induces a reduction in bone mass, which is comparable to osteopenia, a
condition where bone mass is lost as a result of disuse in bed rest patients [27]. Changes in
calcium fluxes and the downstream activity of calcium-binding proteins are behind the
mechanotransductive deficits causing these effects [28, 29].
In an attempt to stimulate specific calcium signals to regulate the cell behavior, exposure
to electric fields (EFs) and magnetic fields (MF), separately or in combination have been
studied extensively. Electromagnetic fields (EMFs) affect calcium efflux [30-32] and influx
[33, 34] in numerous cellular systems, stimulating downstream calcium-dependent
processes. MFs by themselves have also been shown to alter the calcium signaling system
in diverse experimental models [33, 35-37]. The physical coupling between calcium signaling
and EMFs could be the result of ion-protein interactions [38, 39] or from the effect of the
induced electric currents in the signaling [40]. Many authors propose that calcium itself as an
ion is the primary target of EMFs during the initial step of coupling [41-44]. In addition, other
forms of stimulation where calcium provokes the activation of downstream signaling
pathways include exercise in the form of muscle stretch [45, 46] and shear stress through
fluid flow [47, 48].
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Calcium regulation
Calcium plays a crucial role in the translation of physical forces to cellular signals through
a mechanism involving changes in its cytosolic concentration. For instance, the opening
frequency of membrane channels, which alters the reaction rate of calcium transportation
into the cell, regulates calcium-dependent downstream signaling pathways as a response
[49-52]. In this review, the calcium mediated responses, which cause a series of effects in
cellular homeostasis in muscle, will be discussed (see Figure 1). Such include the myogenic
responses through changes in cell cycle, proliferation, differentiation and apoptosis; the
cytoskeletal remodeling altering the cellular morphology; the modulation of mechano-gated
ion channels and downstream intracellular processes; and the multiple pathways which are
necessary for muscle tissue regeneration and repair, consisting of the expression of the
nuclear factor of activated T cells (NFAT), as well as the activation of mitogen-activated
protein kinase (MAPK).
Intracellular calcium concentration regulates signaling mechanisms that control various
biological processes crucial in the development and regeneration of an organism. Depending
on the calcium signal, which is unique in a spatiotemporal pattern, responses can range from
short term responses such as gene transcription, signal transduction, contraction and
secretion, to longer term regulation of fertilization, proliferation, migration, differentiation,
apoptosis and necrosis [53, 54]. Indeed, not all responses are positive for cell survival, as
calcium can be highly toxic when its normal concentration is exceeded. A continuous
increase in calcium concentration could lead to cellular damage by the activation of
proteases and the augmented production of reactive oxygen species (reviewed in [55]). It is
therefore essential that calcium homeostasis is maintained to ensure proper cellular function.
Cytosolic calcium concentration is mainly increased by the rapid, transient release of ions
from intracellular stores or by the slow entry of calcium from the extracellular pool into the
cell by membrane channels (reviewed in [56], see also Figure 2). The internal stores are held
by the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), or the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) in muscle cells.
These stores are activated by calcium itself, where its release is controlled mainly by the
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inositol-1,4,5-trisphosphate receptor (InsP3R) and the ryanodine receptor (RYR), while its
return is governed by the sarco-endoplasmic reticulum ATPase (SERCA) pumps, as
illustrated in the right side of Figure 2. Furthermore, the mitochondria also sequester and
release calcium, serving as additional reservoirs (reviewed in [54]). Calcium itself plays a key
role in its own regulatory mechanism, by controlling its own sensitivity, modulating ion
channels, refilling the intracellular calcium stores, and regulating the process of its own
sequestration and extrusion (reviewed in [57]). The dynamics of the calcium transients
resulting from the internal stores are different, depending on the receptor from which calcium
is released. The RYR-mediated signal occurs rapidly (in less than one second), whereas the
delayed long-lasting calcium signal mediated by InsP3R ranges in the order of seconds to
minutes [58, 59].
Through the activation of phospholipase C (PLC), membrane receptors like G proteincoupled receptors and tyrosine kinase receptors generate two second messengers, inositol1,4,5-trisphosphate (InsP3) and diacylglycerol (DAG). DAG works in the cell membrane and
activates the protein kinase C (PKC), whereas InsP3 interacts with the InsP3Rs on the ER,
raising the intracellular calcium concentration by inducing its release from the stores and
initiating a calcium signal within the cell [60, 61]. As a result of depleting the calcium stores
from the ER, a signal is sent to the plasma membrane and the store-operated channels
(SOCs) are slowly activated, allowing capacitative calcium entry (CCE) or store-operated
calcium entry into the cells [62-64]. Calcium influx through these channels serves to mediate
longer term intracellular calcium increases and to replenish the intracellular stores [62, 63].
SAC activity is influenced by the lipid composition of the cellular membrane and the
interaction between the cytoskeleton and the ECM. Indeed, SACs can change their
conformation to open and close in response to the mechanical properties of the lipid bilayer
in which they are inserted, converting membrane stretch into ion current and biochemical
signals (reviewed in [65]). The existence of SACs has been shown in many cell types,
including muscle cells [66-68]. SAC activity is common in neonatal skeletal muscle tissue
and undifferentiated myoblasts, where an increase in calcium influx is provided for myoblast
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maturation, and then SAC expression declines as myoblasts differentiate and fuse into
myotubes [69, 70].
Calcium ions serve different functions inside a cell. Besides controlling most of the
mechanisms implicated in muscle development and regeneration, calcium is required in the
proper functioning of smooth muscles cells, maintaining arteriolar tone [71], and myogenic
constriction [72]. In skeletal muscle, contraction requires transient increases in intracellular
calcium concentration [73]. The purpose of this review is to discuss the relevance of calcium
entry, signaling and downstream responses to mechanical forces during muscle
development, repair, and regeneration. The key mechanosensitive pathways that impart
these effects and control muscle growth and repair will therefore be described along with
examples of diverse mechanical stimuli which regulate their activity.

Myogenic responses: cell cycle, proliferation, differentiation, and apoptosis
Changes in calcium influx initiate a variety of signaling cascades required for cell growth
and division, as calcium is required at different stages of the cell cycle (reviewed in [74]). The
signaling involves receptors, channels, transducers, effectors, enzymes, pumps, and
exchangers, all of which are sensitive to calcium (reviewed in [75]).

Cell cycle
One of the calcium-sensitive proteins that decode cytosolic calcium signals is calmodulin
(CaM), as shown in Figure 2. The interaction between calcium and CaM is necessary in
many cellular processes. In the cell cycle, this interaction is involved during the reentry from
G0, at the G1 checkpoint, in the G1/S and the G2/M transitions, during M phase progression
and at exit from mitosis (reviewed in [74]). Specifically during mitosis, calcium and CaM are
necessary for nuclear envelope breakdown, cytokinesis and the regulation of the actomyosin
contractile ring [76]. This is supported by experiments in where CaM expression was
constitutively increased causing the cell morphology to become flattened while differences in
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the organization of microtubules were observed and the cell cycle progression was altered
[77]. In agreement, changes in intracellular calcium concentration have been described
during G1, S phase, and mitosis, including at the metaphase/anaphase transition and during
cytokinesis, corresponding to the same cell cycle points where the interaction between
calcium and CaM is required (reviewed in [78]). Intracellular levels of CaM are also regulated
during the cell cycle, as well as downstream protein kinases, like the CaM-kinase II (CaMKII)
which is dependent on CaM activation. Indeed, along with calcium and CaM, CaMKII also
mediates the G1/S, G2/M and the metaphase/anaphase transitions (reviewed in [78]).
Cell cycle progression, which marks the proliferation rate, is dependent on extracellular
calcium influx into the cell. When extracellular calcium is depleted, both mouse and human
fibroblasts accumulate in G1 in a reversible manner, as cells continue to proliferate when
normal calcium concentrations are restored (reviewed in [74]). Calcium influx through
permeable calcium channels, contribute to the turning of the cell cycle. Depending on the
specific channel, depletion can induce cell cycle arrest in the G0/G1 state [79] or regulate the
G2/M phase progression [80]. As well as the dependence on extracellular calcium,
intracellular calcium stores also control cell cycle progression. As it has been described
previously, changes in cytoplasmic calcium concentration are generated not only by calcium
influx from the extracellular environment through the calcium channels at the cell membrane,
but also by the release of calcium from the intracellular stores. In concurrence, depletion of
InsP3 stores causes an arrest in cell proliferation through inhibition of DNA and protein
synthesis and accumulation of cells at the G0 state in muscle cells [81].
Mechanical forces can alter calcium concentration, impacting downstream signaling
pathways that affect the cell cycle progression. In skeletal muscle, we reported a hindrance
in cell proliferation in mechanically unloaded C2C12 myoblasts cultured under simulated
microgravity on the random positioning machine (RPM) [82]. We discovered that the slow
cell growth was due to a delay in the G2/M phase exit, where cells accumulated specifically
between the G2 checkpoint and the onset of anaphase [83]. In this study, we have also
shown that hypergravity at 4 g does not affect myoblast proliferation or cell cycle
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progression. Furthermore, by using a novel RPM that simulates partial gravity, we observed
a linear correlation between the slowed cell growth and the accumulation in the G2/M phase
corresponding to the partial gravity level of exposure [84]. We attribute these effects to an
impaired regulation of calcium through mechanosensitive channels disturbed by the removal
of the force of gravity.
As well as having a direct influence on cell cycle progression, calcium also regulates
indirect mechanisms such as the activation of proteases that are in charge of degrading
cyclins, which are crucial in the turning of the cell cycle (reviewed in [78]). In addition,
calcium is also involved in centrosome duplication [85], cellular adhesion to the extracellular
matrix needed through the G1 checkpoint [86, 87], and integrin organization required both at
G0/G1 and in mid-late G1 states [88].

Proliferation
A lot of time has passed since it was first suggested that in the C2 mouse myogenic cell
line, calcium entry through mechanosensitive channels is involved during the early stages of
myogenesis by mediating cellular activities through calcium-sensitive molecules necessary
for cell proliferation [89]. When extracellular calcium concentration is lowered, calcium entry
to the cell is tampered with, leading to a decrease in cell proliferation [90]. Hormones, growth
factors, cytokines, and other proteins regulate and are regulated by calcium homeostasis as
calcium is as a messenger that acts directly on target proteins, or indirectly through calcium
binding proteins. Calcium elicits specific responses depending on the nature of the signal, as
temporal and spatial differences give rise to different reactions (reviewed in [91]). Due to the
complexity of calcium signals and the numerous calcium binding proteins, calcium is used
universally by the cell in most of its functions.
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Differentiation
During myogenesis, satellite stem cells proliferate as myoblasts, then withdraw from the
cell cycle and start to differentiate by expressing muscle specific genes. In this subsequent
process, myoblasts migrate and align with each other, finally fusing with other myoblasts to
form nascent multinucleated myotubes or with preexisting myofibers. These muscle fibers
undergo further maturation by increasing in size and expressing contractile proteins. In
muscle atrophy, the myofiber size decreases with disuse, while in hypertrophy it increases as
with augmenting the mechanical loading during exercise. The myofiber size depends on the
number of nuclei in the fiber, where changes promote an alteration in the contractile strength
of the muscle. For instance, the loss of nuclei due to mechanical unloading causes muscle
atrophy, while an increase in nuclei is related to hypertrophy and recovery from
atrophy [92, 93].
Calcium not only plays a major role in myogenesis by influencing proliferation through the
cell cycle progression, but it also controls differentiation. In the initial phase of differentiation,
calcium activates several myogenic transcription factors such as myogenin and myocyte
enhancer factor-2 (MEF2), which then trigger the expression of muscle specific genes
(reviewed in [94]). Furthermore, myoblast recognition, adhesion, alignment, as well as
membrane union required for fusion are calcium-dependent processes (reviewed in [95]).
The role of calcium in myoblast fusion was originally identified in a report where fusion was
reversibly inhibited when the extracellular calcium concentration was depleted, and restored
when the concentration was increased [96]. Other studies have consistently revealed that
pharmacological blockade of the calcium channels inhibited myoblast fusion [97, 98].
However, calcium entry through these channels is not the only requirement for fusion as the
internal stores are also needed to regulate the changes in intracellular calcium concentration.
Indeed, when drugs were used to deplete these stores, fusion was inhibited [97]. Thus, the
role of calcium in myoblast fusion is both intra- and extracellular and specific of calcium per
se, as other ions cannot substitute its depletion (reviewed in [95]). In addition, the activation
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of calcium sensors such as CaM, is essential for propagating the calcium signaling required
for myoblast fusion [99].
For differentiation to proceed, migration is required to allow myoblast alignment and
subsequent fusion into myotubes. This process involves the activation of calpains, which are
cysteine proteases activated by calcium, and the subsequent proteolysis of myristoylated
alanine-rich C-kinase substrate (MARCKS), which is an actin-binding protein [100]. Indeed,
the expression of calpastatin, a specific inhibitor of calpains, is decreased in fusing
myoblasts [101], and when calpain activity is blocked, so is muscle differentiation [102]. It
has been suggested that membrane fusion by the action of calpains results from the
destabilization of the cellular membrane caused by the degradation of cytoskeletal proteins
[103]. Indeed, by mechanically stimulating C2C12 mouse myoblasts with magnetic beads,
calpain expression was augmented and followed by a breakdown of focal adhesion proteins
[104]. In line with this argument, a significant increase in calpain activity can lead to muscle
atrophy, as it triggers protein degradation [105]. Also in C2C12 myoblasts, it was reported
that a transient overexpression of calcium channels concomitant with an increase of calcium
influx and of calpain activity is needed for cell differentiation [106]. In agreement, we detected
that a decreased expression of the same channel inhibits terminal differentiation in C2C12
myoblasts cultured on the RPM [82]. In their maturation process, it has also been shown that
C2C12 myoblasts undergo cytoskeletal remodeling through the formation of stress fibers,
where their contraction generates mechanical tension in the cell membrane and activates
SACs, triggering calcium-dependent signals necessary for terminal differentiation [69].

Apoptosis
In addition to controlling cell growth and differentiation, calcium also regulates cell death
through apoptosis (reviewed in [107]). Intracellular calcium signals trigger apoptosis through
the Fas system (reviewed in [54]), via calcineurin which is involved in the dephosphorylation
of Bad and its translocation to the mitochondria [108], and through calpains (reviewed in
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[107]) which are implicated in the cell spreading and mobility [109]. By mediating calcium
influx, it has been shown that calcium channels regulate calpain activity in a process
involving cell adhesion [110]. In this study, over-expression of the channels led to cell
detachment and death probably due to the toxicity caused by calcium overload. Indeed, cells
undergoing apoptosis experience an increase in intracellular calcium due to the emptying of
the internal stores as well as an augmented influx from the extracellular medium [111].
Interestingly, while EMFs can protect cells by inhibiting induced apoptosis via calcium
modulation through a mechanism involving enhanced calcium influx, due to an increase in
the number of calcium channels in the cell membrane [112], the rise of intracellular calcium
during apoptosis can also result in cell death [36, 37].
The responses downstream to mechanical stimulation are complex, but they are all mainly
regulated by calcium. Depending on the signal generated, the outcome can vary leading to
differences in viability, cell cycle progression, growth and differentiation. In skeletal muscle,
these results affect the myogenic program responsible for normal development, and thus
alterations may originate abnormalities due to the implied deficits in mechanotransduction.

Cytoskeletal remodeling: cell morphology
Mechanical stimuli are known to regulate cell morphology and function [113]. As cells
sense their extracellular environment, the forces acting at the level of the cellular membrane
are distributed to the cytoskeleton through a mechanism associated with calcium signaling
[114]. In return, the response of the cytoskeleton to membrane tension involves an increase
in calcium influx through SACs, possibly by altering the properties of the lipid bilayer leading
to the subsequent activation of calcium channels [115]. Indeed, the cytoskeleton is involved
in regulating the activity of mechanosensitive ion channels by shifting their opening and
closing states in response to mechanical stress [114, 115]. Furthermore, when the
connection between the cytoskeleton and the plasma membrane is disturbed, the channel
sensitivity is also affected [116].
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Embedded within the lipid bilayer linking the plasma membrane to the cytoskeleton and
the ECM are the focal adhesions. Focal adhesions are composed of protein complexes, such
as integrins, talin, paxillin, and focal adhesion kinases (FAKs) (reviewed in [3], see purple
boxes in Figure 2).

It has been proposed that these proteins could serve as

mechanosensors, initiating key signaling events in mechanotransduction, which entails the
ability of cells to sense and respond to the extracellular environment by modulating the force
generated through such complexes and linking it to the cytoskeleton [117]. In order to
achieve cell spreading and migration, the focal adhesions must be constantly adapted.
Integrins, which are transmembrane adhesion receptors, mediate the generation of force
necessary for cell adhesion and motility on the ECM (reviewed in [118]). They activate
intracellular molecules, such as FAKs, to regulate the signals transduced across the cell
membrane (reviewed in [119, 120]).

Mechanical stress and strain on the cytoskeleton
In embryonic muscle cells, mechanical stress at the cell surface induced by magnetic
microbeads promoted an increase of FAK phosphorylation [113]. It has been suggested that
the activation of FAK leads to an increase in myogenic regulatory factors, which promote
differentiation [121] regulated by calcium-dependent proteases [104]. In addition, it has been
shown that voltage-gated calcium channels, which are critical for myoblast differentiation, are
modulated by integrins [122]. Thus, integrins play a major role in regulating calcium influx,
influencing the mechanotransduction process associated with muscle development. The
force mediated by integrins is regulated by the tyrosine kinase Src [123], which is reciprocally
activated in a calcium-dependent manner during stretch [124].
The cytoskeletal structures, such as actin and microtubules, are essential in triggering a
variety of transduction pathways in response to mechanical stimuli by distributing the sensed
forces throughout the cytoskeleton (reviewed in [125]). Actin, a calcium-sensitive protein that
forms microfilaments, provides the cytoskeleton a scaffold to withstand physical stress [126].
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When mechanical forces are applied to the actin network, the cell stiffness is modified [127].
It has been reported that the application of force through collagen-magnetic beads to
integrins provokes calcium influx as well as calcium-dependent actin reorganization [126]. In
this report, the collagen-beads were bound to cells and the role of calcium in the regulation of
force-mediated actin assembly and membrane stiffness was determined. Under the
stimulation, it was shown that actin filaments accumulated in the submembrane cortex and
that membrane rigidity increased as well as calcium influx. The authors concluded that actin
assembly induced by mechanical forces is dependent on calcium and that actin in turn
influences calcium signaling by modulating SAC activity, as illustrated in Figure 2.
Interestingly, after repeated stimulation, the calcium response was progressively attenuated
over time, showing a protective effect for cells exposed to mechanical forces in the longterm, where the homeostasis of calcium-dependent signaling processes is preserved. This
regulatory mechanism is essential for cell survival, as a prolonged rise in cytoplasmic
calcium induces apoptosis [128].
Cadherins are transmembrane proteins that function as receptors regulating cell-cell
adhesion through a calcium-dependent process. Of special interest is N-cadherin, which is
essential for muscle differentiation. The Rho family of small G proteins, consisting of Rac and
RhoA, control the cytoskeletal reorganization by coordinating the formation and maintenance
of the cadherin-dependent adhesion sites as well as regulating the actin metabolism
(reviewed in [129], see also Figure 2). In C2C12 myoblasts, the formation of cell-cell contacts
by N-cadherin is dependent on the activity of Rac and RhoA [130]. While Rac is not entirely
necessary for contact formation, RhoA is required as it stabilizes N-cadherin at the cell-cell
adhesion sites. This is because on the one hand, RhoA controls the formation of actin
filaments bound to the cell membrane by adhesion complexes, and on the other hand, Rac is
responsible for the formation of tightly packed actin filaments that are linked to the
membrane by focal complexes, not directly influencing cell-cell adhesion sites but still
facilitating their formation [131]. In another line of research, both Rac and RhoA were shown
to influence activation of members from the MAPK family in response to mechanical strain
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[132]. It was proposed by the authors, that the contribution of Rac and RhoA in this activation
is associated to their function in regulating the cytoskeletal organization, and not directly
linked to the signaling cascade in the MAPK pathway.

Other stimuli on the cytoskeleton: magnetic fields and gravitational loading
MFs promote cell shape modifications comprising of changes at the cellular surface and in
the intracellular cytoskeleton. Depending on the field strength, the exposure time and the cell
type being analyzed, cells may experience partial detachment or a stronger adhesion to the
surface where they are growing, resulting in an altered morphology going from round to a flat
shape. Calcium-dependent signaling, influenced by MFs, has been shown to induce changes
in cell morphology, including cell shape modifications and changes in microtubular
reorganization [133]. As the polymerization of actin is a calcium-dependent process, changes
in calcium homeostasis due to MF exposure lead to the reorganization of the
cytoskeleton [134].
Gravitational force also alters the cytoskeletal integrity, thereby affecting cellular functions
such as the transportation of organelles, cell maintenance, division and apoptosis. Indeed,
after exposure to microgravity, cytoskeletal and mitochondria abnormalities were reported as
a result of microtubular disruption [135]. Microtubules, like actin filaments, are involved in
maintaining cell structure, in addition to providing intracellular transport of proteins and
mitochondria. The polymerization of microtubules is a calcium-dependent process affected
by gravitational forces [136]. Thus changes in calcium, due to environmental factors such as
gravity, account for a chain of molecular responses from the cell surface to the cytoskeleton.
Not only microgravity, but also mechanically overloading the cells with hypergravity, causes a
change in the microtubules. Indeed, an increase in phosphorylation of microtubuleassociated proteins was detected in human cells exposed to 35 g [137]. In addition, FAK
activity is also altered by gravity, as phosphorylation of FAK decreased in humans exposed
to mechanical unloading [138]. The changes in FAK activation led to downstream signaling
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alterations such as disturbances on the MAPK pathway, which is essential for cell growth
and differentiation (reviewed in [139]). Consequently, reciprocal changes in calcium
homeostasis and the cytoskeletal dynamics play a substantial role in determining the muscle
tissue fate in response to mechanical stimuli.

Mechano-gated ion channel modulation: converting mechanical signals into
calcium-mediated intracellular processes
Mechano-gated calcium channels are expressed abundantly in muscle at all stages of
development, playing a key physiological role in cardiac, arterial and skeletal myocytes [140].
Of particular interest, are the transient receptor potential (TRP) channels which are ion
channels that participate in the mechanotransduction of a wide variety of organisms, tissues
and cell types, including skeletal muscle (reviewed in [141]). The TRP family is divided into
various subfamilies, many of which have been described as calcium channels, including:
TRP canonical (TRPC), TRP melastatin (TRPM), TRP polycystic (TRPP), and TRP vanilloid
(TRPV) [142]. TRP channels have been shown to be sensitive to various forms of
mechanical forces, including fluid shear stress and membrane stretch, in addition to
controlling vascular smooth muscle contraction and relaxation, and interacting with external
ligands and cellular proteins (reviewed in [143, 144]). In fact, these channels mediate
responses to light, growth factors, pheromones, olfaction, temperature, pH, osmolarity,
vasorelaxation of blood vessels, metabolic stress, as well as other mechanical and
biochemical signals [144].

Faulty channel regulation leads to disease
Mutations in TRP channel proteins have been linked to several diseases, such as cancer
and neurodegenerative disorders [144]. Indeed, TRP channels, being mechanosensitive
SACs, have been implied in the alteration of calcium regulation observed in muscle diseases
such as mdx mouse and human Duchenne dystrophies, stretch-induced muscle damage,
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and cardiac hypertrophy [145, 146]. Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) is a disorder
affecting muscle development caused by a mutation in the dystrophin gene. Dystrophin
comprises a large multimeric protein complex which links the inside of the cell to its outside
[147]. DMD is characterized by a loss of calcium homeostasis in muscles, where the total
calcium content is largely augmented [148] due to increased channel permeability to calcium
caused by an upregulation of the mechanosensitive channel activity [149, 150]. In the
dystrophic mdx mouse model, membrane stretch which causes calcium channels to be in
prolonged opening mode, along with the loss of the downregulation ability of these channels
were shown to contribute to the elevated calcium concentration [140]. This leads to
anomalous muscle contraction, as well as damage to the cell membrane and cytoskeleton,
which consequently results in the loss of muscle cells [151].
As a therapeutic possibility to reverse or prevent the loss of calcium homeostasis in
skeletal muscle, the use of electromagnetic fields has been investigated. Calcium handling
affected by EMFs was studied in undifferentiated C2C12 myoblasts, as well as in terminally
differentiated myotubes [152]. The authors revealed that exposure to EMFs increased the
percentage of cells with voltage-dependent calcium influx in immature myoblasts, while in
mature myotubes, the cytosolic calcium concentration was elevated due to an enhanced
activity of the intracellular calcium stores. These outcomes, which appear dependent on the
stage of cell differentiation, are fundamental in muscle tissue repair and development as they
contribute to the regulation of myogenesis.

The TRPC subfamily
In muscle, one of the most studied TRP subfamilies is TRPC. TRPC activity is regulated
by calcium itself, where CaM, a soluble calcium binding and regulatory protein, is involved
[153]. Calcium influx through TRPC channels control a huge variety of biological functions,
including regulation of smooth muscle cell proliferation, endothelin-evoked arterial
contraction, neuronal differentiation and cardiac hypertrophy (reviewed in [154]). These
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channels play distinct roles depending on the cell type where they are expressed, being
critical in physio-pathological processes like muscle dystrophy, myasthenia gravis, vascular
hypertrophy, and idiopathic pulmonary arterial hypertension [155-157]. Specifically implicated
in muscular mechanotransduction are the channels TRPC1 and TRPC6, which are calcium
permeable channels (reviewed in [142]). It has been shown that TRPC1 is extensively
expressed in the myocytes of the heart, the arteries and the skeletal muscle [158], while
TRPC6 is expressed in general in all the cardiovascular system, including pulmonary artery
smooth muscle cells and vascular endothelial cells [157, 159, 160]. TRPC1 is mainly
upregulated as an adaptive injury response in blood vessels [161] and during myogenesis in
skeletal muscle [155]. In addition, several studies have shown that both channels are
involved in cardiac hypertrophy [142]. It is well-known that the heart, probably the most
important muscle organ in our body, is sensitive to mechanical forces. In correlation, an
increase in intracellular calcium through TRPC channels is responsible for the development
of cardiac hypertrophy [162]. Besides being SOCs, both TRPC1 and TRPC6 are SACs, and
upon membrane stretch they become activated and elevate the intracellular calcium
concentration by a process involving a reduction in the membrane bilayer thickness which
alters the channel conformation to the open state [80, 145, 155, 163].
In a recent study, we examined the early stages of myogenesis under conditions of
simulated microgravity by culturing C2C12 mouse myoblasts, as an in vitro model of the
skeletal muscle phenotype, on the RPM [82]. We detected a decrease in TRPC1 expression,
revealing that a reduction in calcium entry thus appears to be a pivotal event in muscle
atrophy. Furthermore, we proved that by relieving the constant force of gravity on cells one
can better understand the cellular responses leading up to muscle atrophy as a consequence
of mechanical unloading.
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Other TRP subfamilies: TRPV and TRPP
Many TRP channels have been shown to be activated by cell swelling or stretching as a
result of cell volume regulation by extracellular calcium influx [164, 165]. Cell volume
regulation is critical for a wide range of cell types to function properly and survive. Other TRP
channels involved in mechanosensing and translating the response into calcium signals
include TRPV and TRPP channels. For instance, TRPV4 is a volume-activated, calcium
permeable channel [164] and TRPP2 regulates calcium influx by detecting mechanical
deflections of primary cilia in renal epithelial cells, governing downstream signaling cascades
associated with cell growth and differentiation [166].

There are many different types of

calcium channels within muscle cells, but importantly, it is the calcium entry through these
channels and the changes in intracellular calcium concentration that regulate downstream
pathways which control muscle tissue regeneration and repair.

Muscle tissue regeneration and repair: NFAT activation
NFAT is a transcription factor that is activated by the calcium-dependent phosphatase
calcineurin (reviewed in [167]). In the resting state, NFAT is usually located in the cytoplasm
in a phosphorylated latent form. As illustrated in the center green boxes in Figure 2, when the
intracellular calcium concentration is increased, calcium binds to the calmodulin-calcineurin
complex in the cytoplasm and activates calcineurin, which dephosphorylates NFAT by
removing the phosphate groups that mask its nuclear localization signal, and induces its
translocation into the nucleus where its function as a transcription factor is enabled [168]. Its
nuclear accumulation induces the DNA binding to target promoter elements either by itself or
with the aid of other transcription factors (reviewed in [167]). When activated by calcium,
calcineurin is also present in the nucleus; therefore it is able to maintain the
dephosphorylated status and nuclear localization of NFAT. As nuclear calcium decreases,
calcineurin is no longer activated, so NFAT is rephosphorylated by kinases and leaves the
nucleus, terminating its function as a transcription factor (reviewed in [167]). Hence, for the
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NFAT signaling pathway to be activated, both cytoplasmic and nuclear calcium are
required [169].
NFAT, as described by the name itself, was discovered in T lymphocytes, but has now
been shown to be expressed and function in numerous cellular systems, including skeletal
muscle. Indeed, NFAT plays a key role in various skeletal muscle processes such as growth
and development (reviewed in [170]), regulation of hypertrophy [171, 172], and remodeling
by directing myofiber type transformation [173, 174].

Effects of electrostimulation on muscle fibers and NFAT expression
Mechanical stimulation, such as exercise training, causes an increased oxidative
metabolism in skeletal muscle, inducing fiber transition from type II to type I. During the
transformation, the fast myofibers change their contractile and metabolic characteristics to
those attributed to the slow fibers. It has been reported that NFAT activity regulates this
process by upregulating the slow MHC and downregulating the fast MHC gene expression
(reviewed in [175]). When activated, NFAT maintains the slow type I while repressing the fast
type II gene and protein expression (reviewed in [14]). NFAT activity is higher in slow
myofibers compared to the fast fibers and by inhibiting NFAT activation, the slow MHC
expression is downregulated, whereas the fast type MHC is upregulated [176]. When primary
myocytes were subjected to electrostimulation, a fast to slow fiber transformation was
detected through the nuclear translocation of NFAT [174]. Interestingly, in this study the
resting calcium concentration remained constant, thus the authors proposed that the NFAT
signaling pathway is activated by the repetition of rapid, high amplitude calcium transients
instead of a sustained rise of the resting calcium concentration. Thus, in muscle
transformation, this calcium signal marks the first step that leads to calcineurin activation,
NFAT nuclear translocation and the switch in MHC gene expression [12].
Recent work in primary skeletal muscle cells and C2C12 cells stimulated electrically have
shown that the source for NFAT activation is through extracellular calcium and its release
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from intracellular stores involving RYR but not InsP3R [177]. Nevertheless, the results
indicated that calcineurin participates in the regulation of InsP3R expression, suggesting that
NFAT activation might be involved as well in the signaling required for InsP3R synthesis. In
agreement, store-operated calcium release through InsP3R has been linked to TRPC1
expression [154], which is also under control of the NFAT pathway [178].
Various molecules dependent on calcium signaling, besides NFAT, have been shown to
be involved in skeletal muscle remodeling, such as MEF2 and calcineurin [179, 180]. The
calcium-dependent activation of calcineurin regulating NFAT dephosphorylation and nuclear
translocation is essential in the process of fast to slow fiber type transformation. In fact,
calcineurin activity, like NFAT, is needed in maintaining the slow fiber phenotype, and when
inhibited, the slow contractile proteins are decreased, inducing a transformation towards the
fast fiber phenotype [173, 181].
The translocation of NFAT in response to electrical activity appears to require stimulation
patterns similar to the ones presented in the slow fibers. A study conducted on adult mouse
skeletal muscle from flexor digitorum brevis (mostly fast type fibers), revealed that electrical
stimulation using activity patterns characteristic of slow fibers (at 10 Hz) activated the NFAT
signaling pathway, but this did not occur in response to the stimulation patterns typical of fast
fibers (at 50 Hz) [182]. The reason for this pattern dependency could be explained by the fast
to slow fiber type transformation, as NFAT is predominantly active in the slow fibers. Thus,
stimulating the fast type fibers with a pattern simulating slow fiber activity could encourage
this transition. In another study, NFAT was activated by both low and high frequencies in a
rat myotube model [177]. The discrepancies between these two studies may be reflected by
the initial fiber type of the skeletal muscle at the point where stimulation is subjected, as well
as differences in the developmental stage of the muscle which may present distinct
responses to the same patterns of stimulation, and the specific NFAT isoform that is being
analyzed. In fact, there appears to be four NFAT isoforms (NFATc1, NFATc2, NFATc3 and
NFATc4) expressed in muscle cells, which translocate to the nucleus at specific stages of
myogenesis [183]. After a rise in intracellular calcium, nuclear translocation of NFATC3 was
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detected only in myoblasts, whereas NFATC1 and NFATC2 were present only in myotubes
[184]. Specifically, nuclear localization of NFATC2 was only observed after the initial cell
fusion to form new myotubes but not in the already matured myotubes [185].

Other stimuli altering muscle fibers and NFAT expression: mechanical unloading
and stretch
To investigate the effect of mechanical unloading on muscle, research on various animal
models has been conducted in response to actual and simulated microgravity. Through these
studies, it has been revealed that postural muscles, containing a high percentage of slow
fibers, are more susceptible to atrophy under these conditions [23, 24]. In agreement with our
recent findings and considering the fact that NFAT controls the expression of TRPC1 [178],
we speculated that NFAT activation is reduced in myoblasts cultured under gravitational
unloading, as TRPC1 expression was downregulated [82].
Another type of mechanical stimulation, passive stretch, was investigated in regards to
muscle fiber transformation in differentiating C2C12 myocytes [186]. In this report, both fast
and slow MHC expressions were upregulated, while no change was detected in the
phosphorylation levels of NFAT and MEF2. Interestingly, a previous study in adult rabbit
fibers showed that passive stretch led to muscle growth and fast to slow fiber type
transformation induced by changes in intracellular calcium concentration [187]. The
controversy in the apparently opposing outcomes may be settled by recognizing that the
studies were conducted on different cells with diverse lengths of exposure time to passive
stretch. The differentiating C2C12 cells had not formed fibers before the analysis was carried
out, so it is plausible that changes in the NFAT signaling pathway cannot be detected if the
fiber transition is not yet possible. Furthermore, careful interpretation must be made
according to the length of stimulation, as a counter regulatory mechanism could be activated
when cells are under- or overloaded.
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Muscle tissue regeneration and repair: MAPK pathway
The MAPK pathway is a family of serine/threonine kinases that become activated upon
tyrosine/threonine phosphorylation through diverse stimuli, including mechanical input,
cytokines, growth factors, and mitogens (reviewed in [188]). As shown in the left green boxes
in Figure 2, the MAPK cascade is divided in three major subfamilies: the extracellular signalregulated kinases (ERKs), c-Jun NH2-terminal protein kinases (JNKs) or stress-activated
protein kinases (SAPKs), and p38 MAPKs (reviewed in [189]). All of them are activated by
the phosphorylation of the mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase (MEK), which is activated
by Ras. The MAPK pathway is involved in the regulation of cellular processes required for
adhesion, cytoskeletal dynamics, growth, differentiation, and apoptosis through a mechanism
often involving calcium interaction (reviewed in [190]). For instance, in skeletal muscle it has
been reported that calcium influx through the activation of SACs leads to an increased
activation of the ERK cascade, while inhibition of these channels inhibits ERK activity [191].

MAPK activation through stretch, stress and electrical stimulation
All three MAPK cascades (ERK, JNK, and p38) are activated by mechanical stresses
such as cell stretching [192, 193] and fluid shear stress [194]. By being responsive to
mechanical stimuli, MAPKs play a critical role in myogenesis [195, 196]. Exercise [197] and
electrical stimulation [198] have been shown to activate the MAPK pathway in rat skeletal
muscle. In C2C12 myoblasts, cyclic stretch induced proliferation while inhibiting
differentiation into myotubes by increasing the phoshorylation of p38 and decreasing the
phosphorylation levels of ERK [199]. In the same study, the authors reported that by
inhibiting the phosphorylation of p38, the phosphorylation of ERK was increased in the
stretched cells, enhancing myotube formation. In contrast, another study reported that cyclic
stretch increased the phosphorylation of all three MAPK cascades, rather than only of p38, in
C2C12 mouse myoblasts [200]. The difference observed in the responses, even if performed
under the same kind of stretch with the same type of cells, depends on the details of the
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applied stimulus, such as the magnitude and duration, as well the time of analysis, which
differ in the above two studies. An additional study confirmed that both ERK and p38 are
activated by mechanical stimulation [132]. In this report, mechanical strain was applied to
human fibroblasts by the magnetic attraction of superparamagnetic arginine-glycine-aspartic
acid (RGD)-coated beads. The authors revealed that the two small G proteins, Rac and
RhoA, participated in sensing the mechanical forces that led to the modulation of ERK
activity.
In addition to cellular stretch and strain, proper adhesion to the ECM is another form of
mechanical stimulus that can lead to the regulation of MAPK activity. In NIH-3T3 fibroblasts,
MAPK activation was obtained through cell adhesion to fibronectin, vitronectin and type IV
collagen by involving cytoskeletal reorganization through integrin mediation [201].
Consistently, in DMD a disruption of the coupling between the cytoskeleton and the ECM
causes abnormal activation of ERK in response to stretch [191]. In this study, a higher level
of activation of ERK was detected in mdx muscle fibers compared to controls upon stretch,
but this was inhibited when calcium influx was obstructed by lowering the extracellular
calcium concentration or blocking the calcium channels. Accordingly, it was concluded that
when the mechanotransduction signaling is impaired, cell function and viability are affected
resulting in muscle damage.

Other stimuli altering MAPK activation: gravity and electromagnetic fields
When cells were overloaded by hypergravity, the mechanical input enhanced ERK
phosphorylation, as it was observed in primary human osteoblast-like cells in response to
13 g [202]. In a similar cell line, EMFs did not induce phosphorylation of ERK [203], but
exposure of lens epithelial cells to EFs induced phosphorylation of ERK [204]. As MAPK
activation varies greatly in response to different stimuli, there is not enough data to assess
the therapeutic potential of regulating this pathway to overcome muscle deterioration. Further
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studies in skeletal muscle are therefore needed to define the mechanical inputs that
stimulate normal and anomalous responses of the MAPK cascades.

Conclusion
The examples mentioned in this review demonstrate the relationship between calcium
signaling and mechanotransduction, which work together mostly through feedback
mechanisms that couples cellular functions with the extracellular environment. Cellular
mechanosensing and the succeeding mechanoresponse are both critical for the maintenance
and regeneration of normal muscle development. As skeletal muscle is sensitive to
mechanical input, any event that disrupts this process would result in a clinical condition, like
muscle atrophy. The inability to effectively maintain muscle mass is of utmost clinical and
socioeconomic importance. In order to counteract the faulty mechanism observed in such
conditions, it is important to understand first how mechanical stimuli are translated to
biochemical responses, and specifically identify the consequent cascade of events, mainly
governed by calcium signaling. By means of model systems such as gravitational unloading
to imitate muscle disuse, we gain further insights on the deregulation of the
mechanotransduction signaling. And by studying the response of muscle to exercise, stretch,
electric stimulation, hypergravity and EMF exposure, therapies can be developed to combat
or possibly reverse the detected deregulations due to disuse, trauma, or disease.
Reconciling the data gathered in the precedent experiments with ongoing and future studies
will make the specific role of calcium and the contributing factors in mechanotransduction
clearer in the understanding of muscle development in order to design potent
countermeasures against such clinical scenarios.
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Figures

Figure 1. Calcium regulation of cellular processes. The myogenic responses consist of
changes in cell cycle, proliferation, differentiation, and apoptosis. The cytoskeletal
remodeling alters the cellular morphology. The modulation of mechano-gated ion channels
regulates downstream intracellular processes. The multiple pathways which are necessary
for muscle tissue regeneration and repair include the nuclear factor of activated T cells
(NFAT) and the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) family.
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Figure 2. Calcium-dependent cellular responses. In muscle, the internal stores are
held by the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR), where calcium release is controlled mainly by the
inositol-1,4,5-trisphosphate receptor (InsP3R) and its return is governed by the sarcoendoplasmic reticulum ATPase (SERCA) pumps. Calcium binds to calmodulin (CaM) in the
cytoplasm and activates calcineurin, which dephosphorylates nuclear factor of activated T
cells (NFAT) and induces its translocation into the nucleus, where it initiates muscle
remodeling gene transcription. The mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway is
activated through extracellular ligands and intracellular calcium. It consists of the mitogenactivated protein kinase (MEK), phosphorylated by Ras, which in turn phosphorylates the
downstream MAPK subfamilies: the extracellular signal-regulated kinases (ERKs), c-Jun
NH2-terminal protein kinases (JNKs) or stress-activated protein kinases (SAPKs), and p38
MAPKs. Focal adhesions are composed of protein complexes such as integrins and focal
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adhesion kinases (FAKs), which link the cytoskeleton to the extracellular matrix (ECM). Actin,
a protein that forms microfilaments, is part of the cytoskeletal scaffold that influences calcium
channel activity and in turn its assembly is calcium-dependent. The Rho family of small G
proteins, consisting of Rac and RhoA, control the cytoskeletal reorganization by regulating
the actin metabolism.
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Chapter 3
3.

Simulation

models

for

micro,

partial, and hypergravity
3.1 Introduction to micro, partial, and hypergravity
simulation
3.1.1 Models for microgravity simulation
Gravity unloading experienced through spaceflight and other earth-bound models affects
various biological functions [1]. As the number of experiments performed in space under true
microgravity is limited due to intrinsic difficulties and economical costs, scientists have
developed simulations and validated ground-based techniques to study in detail the effects of
gravity on different biological systems, in particular the musculoskeletal system. For in vivo
human studies, underwater immersion, bed rest, joint immobilization and limb suspension
are used, while in animals, especially rats and mice, hindlimb suspension, joint
immobilization, tenotomy, denervation, and spinal cord transaction are the common methods
[2-4]. Clinostat rotation, free fall by means of a machine or a drop tower, and sounding
rockets are used for in vitro microgravity simulation. In addition, parabolic flights are used for
both in vivo and in vitro studies under actual microgravity.

Clinostat rotation
Clinostat rotation appears to mimic microgravity by averaging the gravitational vector
continuously over time, simulating the almost zero gravity environment of space by obtaining
low gravity values in the range of 0.02 g [5-7]. Slow and fast rotating clinostats provide a two-
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dimensional rotation, though the rotation rate must be constant and fast enough to prevent
gravitropic responses but sufficiently slow to circumvent major acceleration forces,
predominantly the centrifugal forces that may be greater than the sensitivity threshold of the
system under study [8]. Fast rotating clinostats have an angular velocity of 30 to 100 rpm,
while the slow rotating clinostats operate at a much lower velocity, usually between 0 and 5
rpm. Microgravity simulation by continuously changing the orientation of the gravity vector
can result in similar effects compared to true microgravity if the changes in the orientation are
faster than the time it takes for the cells to respond to gravity [9]. In this case, the cells would
be continuously rotating in all directions and would not have the time to respond to the
gravity vector pulling down in each particular direction. Consequently, it is generally accepted
that the samples are then mechanically unloaded and that the response detected is a
consensus of the vector-averaged gravity environment [10].
Clinostat rotation is a practical technique as it provides scientists a tool to perform
numerous experiments at near zero gravity for a long duration of time. Though not identical
to real microgravity, studies performed under such conditions mimic the results obtained in
space, validating gravity simulation on earth [11-13]. Indeed, clinostat rotation has been
proven to be an effective tool to verify data from spaceflights, to generate additional data,
and to design experiments by testing hypotheses and preparing instrumentation for eventual
spaceflights [5, 14]. The downside, however, is that the rotation may contribute to additional
physical forces not encountered in space, such as shear forces, turbulence, and vibrations,
which can alter the effects caused purely by the lack of gravity. Still, to discard these artifacts
the results can be compared to motion controls that mimic these forces and the effect of
gravity unloading experienced by the samples can therefore be attributed correctly.
An important consideration when using clinostat rotation to simulate microgravity is to
place the samples near the axis of rotation (in the center of the rotating frames) to avoid the
effect of hydrostatic pressure [15]. In the classical clinostat mode, circular rotation happens
around the horizontal axis and the specimens experience a zero time-averaged gravitational
force in this plane [16]. In this setting, only one of the two frames rotates at constant speed,
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while the other frame is oriented horizontally. It has been acknowledged, however, that threedimensional random rotation provides a better simulation of weightlessness compared to the
classical clinostat [17]. In the two-dimensional clinostat mode, rotation occurs in a repetitive
and predictable path that does not cover symmetrically all orientations. Consequently,
random motion is needed to cover all possible orientations [10]. In the random mode, the
frame speed and the direction of rotation are randomly varied so that the trajectory is
unpredictable and symmetrical. Still, on the negative side, there is a residual gravitational
force felt by the cellular cultures, due to the chronic gravitational stimulation [8]. This residual
force may be affected if the attached cells experience a dislodgment of their cytoskeleton or
intracellular components when rotated, provoking altered effects on the cells.

Random positioning machine (RPM)
The RPM is a three-axis clinostat, where the gravity vector is continually reoriented as in
the traditional clinostat, but with increased directional randomization [18]. It has two frames
rotating each randomly and autonomously, one inside the other, driven by separate motors
and controlled by a computer to produce smooth movement [19]. The motor engines are
controlled by feedback signals from encoders and sensors on the frames. In this machine,
samples are again fixed as close as possible to the center of the inner rotating frame to
neglect centripetal acceleration, especially when high rotation speeds, multiple samples, or
large sample volumes are used [8]. When using fluids on the RPM, the sample flask has to
be filled up completely and closed tightly, avoiding the formation of bubbles and the loss of
liquid during rotation. This is because gas bubbles cause fluid motion and shear stress,
driven by the density differences of the rotated volume and by the inertia of the fluid together
with the acceleration of the RPM [9]. However, these effects can be diminished by selecting
a low angular velocity. The angular velocity of the rotation can generally be chosen between
30° and 360°/s, though for comparison among different experiments it is usually set at 60°/s
(around 1 rad/s). Temperature can be controlled by either placing the RPM in a temperature-
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controlled room or inside an incubator, or by installing a small incubator directly on the RPM
platform. Experiments performed with mammalian cells are usually maintained at 37°C.
The RPM was developed in 1986 by Japanese researchers to study plant growth [20].
Later on, Dutch Space built up the first prototype instrument. Nowadays, the recent RPM
models include an electronic box which powers the experiment by controlling the
temperature, sensors, illumination, and in addition provides the connection for online video
recording [21]. The state-of-the-art models include as well advanced microscopy equipment
for live cell analyses. An example from this technology is the digital holographic microscope,
which enables a noninvasive and quantitative detection of subtle changes in the cellular
cytoskeleton without the use of fluorescent probes [22]. An additional feature that increases
the experimental setup possibilities is the automated fluid handling, where cells can be
bathed with fresh culture medium while the wastes are washed away, and also the medium
composition can be exchanged for instance from growth medium containing a high amount of
serum to differentiation medium containing other factors [9]. If this feature is not available,
the duration of experiments is limited because the cells need to be supplied with nutrients.
Depending on cell type, the cultures could maximally last without a change of medium in
average for one week.

Rotating wall vessel (RWV)
The RWV is a bioreactor that combines clinostatic rotation and free fall, developed by
NASA (National Aeronautics and Space Administration) at the Johnson Space Center [23,
24]. In this rotary cell culture system, a cylindrical culture vessel rotates slowly around a
horizontal axis. An excellent mass transfer of nutrients is maintained as direct gas exchange
with the medium is achieved through oxygen and carbon dioxide diffusion across a semipermeable membrane. The vessel wall and the medium surrounding the cells rotate at the
same speed, and therefore, the cells do not form aggregates as they have a tendency to be
distributed uniformly throughout the vessel [25]. Indeed, under this condition microgravity is
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simulated as the cells are suspended in a free fall environment, falling continuously through
the medium at a terminal velocity [26]. At this velocity, the cells experience zero acceleration
because the acceleration of gravity is balanced by the fluid resistance [27]. The orientation of
the vessel is continuously altered, thus the cells move only through very small distances in a
circular path within the medium, where the collisions between cells are negligible and the
hydrodynamic shear is very low [27]. Consequently, the RWV is a good model for simulating
microgravity, as in space the shear stress and turbulence are almost null [28]. The problem
arises when the cell number grows because their ideal circular paths become altered causing
impacts between them. An important consideration for this system as well is that the sample
tube has to be filled completely without bubbles.
Both the RWV and the RPM have been used to simulate the effects of hypogravity on
various cell culture systems [29-31]. The average gravity acting on the cells through these
models is reduced to about 0.01 g, close to the gravitational force encountered on the space
station or on a spacecraft [32, 33]. To achieve gravity conditions below 0.01 g, costly
equipment such as drop towers, sounding rockets, and airplanes are needed.

Drop towers
In drop towers, microgravity is achieved when objects are dropped and experience free
fall, but this lasts only for about 4 seconds (reviewed in [7]). In Bremen, Germany, there
exists a drop tower featuring a drop chamber 110 m high with a diameter of 3.5 m, where
experiments are placed inside a pressurized capsule [34]. The drop takes place by opening a
suspension device, and at the end of the fall the capsule is decelerated in an 8 m tank filled
with small polymeric balls. Though the samples experience hypergravity during this last
phase, the levels do not exceed 50 g [34]. The whole structure is protected from wind
perturbations, and normally two or three drops are conducted within a day.
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Sounding rockets
Sounding rockets are launched up to an altitude from 250 to 750 km, returning to the
ground after a 15 minute flight by following a suborbital trajectory, which allows between 7 to
13 minutes of microgravity before entering the earth’s atmosphere (reviewed in [7]). The
experimental setup goes inside a cylindrical canister that can hold up to a few hundreds of
kilograms of instruments. NASA has been launching sounding rockets since 1959, while the
European Space Agency (ESA) started using this approach for microgravity research in
1982.

Parabolic flights
Parabolic flights, when airplanes fly in a vertical parabolic trajectory, can provide a
condition of microgravity but for less than one minute, usually between 15 to 35 seconds,
depending on the aircraft and the ability of the pilot (reviewed in [7]). Besides being used to
conduct short-term microgravity experiments, during these flights operational procedures are
also validated and astronauts are trained for future space missions. In 1973, the first
parabolic flights were initiated by NASA with the Twin KC-135 Stratotankers. These were
used until 2004, when they were replaced by a McDonnell Douglas C-9 previously owned by
KLM Airlines and the US Navy. ESA started doing parabolic flights in 1984 using the Airbus
A300 Zero G through the company Novespace in the Bordeaux-Mérignac airport. In 2005, a
commercial operator called the Zero-Gravity Corporation started offering parabolic flights
with Boeing 727 jets for both scientific research and tourism.

Nowadays, the German

Aerospace Centre (DLR) and the Canadian Space Agency are also involved in organizing
parabolic flight campaigns. Usually, a parabolic flight lasts around 3 hours and 30 parabolas
are traced. During the flight, the plane flies in a parabola by ascending at 45° and then
descending again at 45°. Microgravity is achieved during the parabola, and hypergravity is
experienced when ascending and descending, at approximately 2 g.
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Free fall machine (FFM)
The FFM is based on gravity sensitive periods or windows within a cell where results have
shown a similar effect compared to real microgravity experiments [35]. This machine was
invented by D. Mesland at the European Space Research and Technology Centre
(ESTEC) [36]. In this instrument, the sample flasks are tied to a sliding carriage that moves
up and down a rod guided by a perpendicular shaft. At the bottom of the guiding shaft there
is spring which pushes the carriage, controlled by an electronic unit that computes the
strength of the propelling force according to the maximal height of the carriage. Therefore,
the sample flasks experience free fall in both their way up and down for about 1 second.
There is energy loss, however, but it is compensated by a displaceable electric magnetic
mass. In addition, the orientation of the flasks is changed during their ascent to level out the
shock of impact caused by the landing at the bottom (reviewed in [7]).

Suspension and immobilization
In muscle, the mechanical unloading on earth due to long periods of immobility produce
the same kind of atrophy as detected in space [37]. Indeed, unilateral limb suspension
(ULLS) has been shown to be effective in inducing losses in muscle mass and function since
1991 [38]. Subsequent studies have confirmed the validity of muscle atrophy caused by
ULLS, with results similar to those obtained during spaceflights and bed rest [39]. In rats and
mice, hindlimb suspension by tail harnessing is one model that removes the weight from the
hindlimbs, mimicking the effects of gravitational unloading on the postural muscles. As there
is no need to immobilize joints or transect nerves or tendons, this model is usually preferred
for animal studies by researchers, and therefore there is a large amount of data available
[40]. Still, total and partial body immobilization has been used in both humans and animal,
resulting in reduced muscle protein anabolism leading to muscle atrophy [41].
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Bed rest
For human studies, bed rest is the most widely ground-based simulation technique used
to investigate the long-term effects of microgravity. Bed rest can be with head-down tilt or
not, but commonly, subjects remain in 6° head-down tilted beds from several minutes to
months, depending on the study, and the dietary intake and room temperature are
controlled [42]. Similar physiological effects as those experienced in real microgravity (such
as facial puffiness, nasal congestion, and distension of vessels) have been reported in bed
rest studies [43]. In additon, as observed during weightlessness, bed rest also mechanically
unloads the musculoskeletal system, increasing the distance between invertebral disks,
altering the mechanical properties of the spine, and causing back pain in the subjects [44].
The King’s College London in the United Kingdom has a hydraulic pneumatic tilt table
measuring 2 m long and 55 cm wide, where subjects can be placed at various angles from 6°
head-down to 70° head-up [34]. The table has an adjustable harness to secure the subject,
along with a foot rest and a cushioned saddle. In Brazil, the Microgravity Centre has an
electronic tilt table that measures 1.95 m long and 60 cm wide with a harness as well, and an
inclination that can be selected from 0° to 20° head-down [34].

Underwater immersion
Another ground-based microgravity simulation technique is underwater immersion, where
gravity is nullified by neutral buoyancy [34]. Indeed, an object experiencing neutral buoyancy
does not sink or float, it remains embedded in its surrounding medium. In the NASA Neutral
Buoyancy Facility at the Johnson Space Center the preparation for future spaceflights by
testing procedures, developing hardware, and training astronauts has been possible since
the mid-1960s. In Russia, there is another Neutral Buoyancy Facility, located at the Gagarin
Cosmonauts Training Center. The disadvantages of water immersion as a tool to simulate
microgravity include the effect of drag, which can be minimized by performing tasks slowly in
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the water, and that astronauts are not weightless inside their suit, which is overcome by
precise suit sizing.

Other models
Over two decades ago, the tumbling table, an instrument that turns upside down the cell
culture flasks every 20 seconds, was developed to mimic the effects of the fast-rotating
clinostat, though it has not been widely used by the scientific community [45]. It is also
possible to simulate microgravity through magnetic levitation, however this method is not
commonly used as well [46, 47]. To mimic more closely the conditions of space, radiation
should also be considered, as experiments performed on or very near to earth are shielded
from space radiation by the earth’s atmosphere. Such experiments can be done in balloon
flights, though centrifuges onboard spacecrafts that attain artificial gravity are more accurate
controls. Stratospheric balloons can serve to throw experimental packages as well, which are
exposed for approximately 1 minute of microgravity during their fall. However, this is
expensive and comes with a high risk of failure.

3.1.2 Models for partial gravity simulation
Most methods used to simulate microgravity are also applicable for partial gravity
simulation, with appropriate modifications. Indeed, partial gravity experiments have been
carried out by the means of body suspension devices, tilted bed rest and neutral buoyancy,
as well as during special parabolic flights [34]. When experiencing underwater immersion,
the subject is ballasted to obtain the desired partial gravity loading. Similarly, in bed rest
studies the table is tilted up to a certain degree to achieve the same conditions. The
suspension technique uses cables to lessen some of the weight from the subject,
proportional to the partial gravity level under study. The first partial gravity parabolic flight
campaign by ESA that provided gravity conditions like those on the Moon and Mars with the
Zero G Airbus took place in 2011. Though still not widely used, partial gravity parabolic flights
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are becoming more and more common at the present time. In addition, another technique
that can be used to study partial gravity is the RPM. In fact, our laboratory recently designed
and built a new RPM where partial gravity is simulated [48]. To our knowledge, this is the first
time such machine is used to analyze cell cultures in vitro under different gravitational loads.
For a more detailed view on these models, please refer to chapter 3.2 on this thesis.

3.1.3 Models for hypergravity simulation
To broaden our knowledge on the effects of altered gravity on cells, different tools are also
available to investigate hypergravity. In general, specially constructed centrifuges are used,
like the Medium Sized Centrifuge for Acceleration Research (MidiCAR) or the Large
Diameter Centrifuge (LDC) facility of ESA in the Netherlands. Such centrifuges create an
artificial acceleration as a result from the gravitational acceleration of earth and the
centripetal acceleration produced by the rotating arm. MidiCAR is suitable for experiments
using standard laboratory hardware, and consists of replaceable rotor arms of various
lengths and 8 standard experiment vessel positions on the rotor [25]. The LDC system
consists of a swing gondola attached to a large rotating arm, where various experimental
devices can be incorporated [49, 50]. The Hyperfuge, a centrifuge developed and
manufactured in our laboratory for experiments with cells, can produce from 2 to 162 g by
rotating at 50 and 2000 rpm respectively (reviewed in [7]). In addition, the angle between the
growth surface and the rotating arms can be arranged in order to obtain the gravitational
force perpendicular to the growth surface.
Research done on living systems under hypergravity conditions dates back to 1806,
where the first report was published about the role of gravity on plant growth [51]. After that,
frog and sea urchin eggs, as well as other unicellular organisms were studied (reviewed in
[52]). Experiments with animals have also been possible in specially designed centrifuges,
particularly for chickens, frogs, mice, and rats (reviewed in [7]). Nowadays, artificial gravity
has been mostly studied to serve as a potential treatment against the negative effects of
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microgravity, which is meant not only to replace earth’s gravitational force, but also to
generate hypergravity. When flying in space, centrifuges can provide a 1 g environment
inside the spacecrafts and furthermore, they can be valuable in the Moon or Mars to
counteract the effects of hypogravity [53]. Indeed, the use of increased gravity exposure may
prevent the physiological deconditioning experienced by astronauts in space. It is believed
that multiple physiological systems can benefit from exposure to artificial gravity, particularly
the musculoskeletal system [54]. A human-powered centrifuge, named the Space Cycle (SC;
[55]), has been developed for this purpose. The SC has two short centrifuge arms, one built
with a gondola structure which allows subjects to stand and perform squats, and the other is
a cycle ergometer that allows a person to pedal and power the SC. In this way, artificial
gravity is generated from the centripetal acceleration of the rotating centrifuge. In the
gondola, a variety of exercises can be performed and other devices can be incorporated as
well, such as a treadmill, to expose subjects to hypergravity, exercise, and impact
loading [56]. Bicycle ergometers have also been used by themselves in short-arm
centrifuges, specifically to study the use of hypergravity as a countermeasure to simulated
weightlessness [42, 57].
Besides pure gravitational loading, other mechanical stimuli impinged on cellular cultures
such as accelerational and vibrational forces produced by the centrifuge itself must be taken
into account with the appropriate motion controls. In addition, the effects of inertial shear,
hydrostatic pressure variation [51], and the gradient of accumulation or depletion of nutrients
and cellular waste products should also be controlled [58]. Culture flasks are usually filled
completely with medium to assure that all cells are covered with fluid, and placed in a
swinging bucket rotor. If the sample is positioned in a flat surface, and not inclined by an
angle, the gravity vector is not uniform and it would cause inertial shear towards the edge of
the platform [59]. Although hydrostatic pressure caused by increased gravity levels is relative
to the column of medium above the cells, previous studies have shown that the pressure
levels produced by centrifugation are within the physiological range, not causing artifacts in
the cellular system [60]. As with the clinostats, temperature can be controlled by either
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placing the centrifuge in a temperature-controlled room or inside an incubator, or by installing
a small incubator directly on the rotating arms. State-of-the-art equipment could also be
mounted on the centrifuge for live cell analyses and automated fluid handling.
Future development of these models will allow scientists to conduct more research under
different gravitational loads, expanding our knowledge on the mechanisms involved in the
biological responses to changes in gravity exposure.
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Abstract
Important in biotechnology is the establishment of cell culture methods that reflect the in
vivo situation accurately. One approach for reaching this goal is through 3-D cell cultivation
that mimics tissue or organ structures and functions. We present here a newly designed and
constructed Random Positioning Incubator (RPI) that enables 3-D cell culture in simulated
microgravity (0 g). In addition to growing cells in a weightlessness-like environment, our RPI
enables long-duration cell cultivation under various gravitational loads, ranging from close to
0 g to almost 1 g. This allows the study of the mechanotransductional process of cells
involved in the conversion of physical forces to an appropriate biochemical response. Gravity
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is a type of physical force with profound developmental implications in cellular systems as it
modulates the resulting signaling cascades as a consequence of mechanical loading. The
experiments presented here were conducted on mouse skeletal myoblasts and human
lymphocytes, two types of cells that have been shown in the past to be particularly sensitive
to changes in gravity. Our novel RPI will expand the horizon at which mechanobiological
experiments are conducted. The scientific data gathered may not only improve the
sustainment of human life in space, but also lead to the design of alternative
countermeasures against diseases related to impaired mechanosensation and downstream
signaling processes on earth.

Keywords: partial gravity, random positioning machine, mechanical unloading,
mechanotransduction, muscle cells, lymphocyte activation.

Introduction
Recent tissue engineering studies have revealed striking discrepancies between the
behavior of cells cultured in 3-D and 2-D, where 3-D cell cultures mimicked intact tissue in
terms of viability and gene expression [1, 2]. Indeed, 3-D cell culture is one favorable
approach for reducing the gap between artificial cultivation in vitro and the in vivo
physiological situation. The benefits of 3-D cell cultivation over 2-D monolayers are featured
due to the increased cell to cell contact, as well as cell to extracellular matrix interaction, and
the accumulation of nutrients and growth factors [3]. It has been shown that cell growth in 3D can be achieved through the randomized movement employed by rotating bioreactors
which simulate microgravity [4]. Furthermore, this platform provides a constant circulation of
nutrient medium, removing the higher waste concentrations that are usually found in the
microenvironment adjacent to the cell surface [5].
The first instruments used to simulate microgravity were clinostats, developed in
1879, a long time before the beginning of space exploration, by Julius von Sachs, a botanist
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who wanted to investigate gravitropism in plants [6]. The uni-axial clinostat worked by slowly
rotating the specimens around a longitudinal horizontal axis. In this way, for example, the
growing plant was experiencing a continuously reoriented gravity vector over a long period of
time. Later on, fast rotating clinostats were developed and introduced to negate the
gravitational force on cells growing in culture media. In order to study such cells, the
diameter of the rotating part of the clinostat had to be small to avoid the generation of
centrifugal forces, and the rotational speed had to be much faster (40-100 rpm). In the fast
rotating clinostat, research on single mammalian cells and unicellular organisms could be
performed since small samples no longer experience the turning of gravity as they are in
simulated weightlessness [7]. Limitations of the fast rotating clinostat motivated the
development of other instruments that allowed larger samples to be cultivated under
simulated microgravity. The Rotating Wall Vessel (RWV) is one example of such a device
that provides an environment with low-shear forces, allowing cells to grow even as 3-D
aggregates [8]. Since the late nineties, a 3-D clinostat called a Random Positioning Machine
(RPM) has been intensively used for ground-based research. The RPM, originally developed
by T. Hoson in Japan, applies the principle of neutralizing gravity by vector averaging [9].
Numerous experiments have already proven that this technique generates data that is
indeed very similar to the data obtained in space [10-13].
As access to real weightlessness in space is very limited and expensive, scientists
have always been interested in having earth-bound tools available to perform pilot studies in
simulated microgravity. These instruments are of great importance to test hardware and
processes under microgravity approaching conditions and in studying biological systems
under these specific settings. The RPM, though not totally equal to real space, is a good tool
for preparing space experiments, for testing newly developed instruments, and for studying
biological systems of interest under simulated weightlessness, as well as for gathering
enough valuable data that can be used for statistical purposes. Nevertheless, one of the
major constraints of the RPM so far has been that no simulated partial gravity values could
be attained. With the increasing interest of the scientific community to return man to the
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Moon and to go further in the exploration of Mars, studies performed with these two gravity
fields (0.16 g and 0.38 g, respectively) are becoming increasingly valuable. At the present
time these types of studies have been performed in head-up tilt studies, in body suspension
devices, and for a short duration in parabolic flights [14-16]. Long-term experiments at a
cellular level have not yet been possible except when performed in a centrifuge in real space
such as during the IML-2 mission in 1994 with the NIZEMI slow rotating microscope [17]. As
well as using partial gravity for space related studies, having various gravitational
environments available for conducting research opens new approaches to investigate the
mechanobiology of cells ranging from single mammalian cells to microorganisms.
In this paper, we present a newly designed and built RPM equipped with an
integrated incubator, thus called Random Positioning Incubator (RPI) that in addition to
generating simulated microgravity, offers new features such as partial gravity simulation
during an extended period of time. Using this machine, environments from close to 0 to
almost 1 g can be generated by several algorithms. A machine of this type increases the
variety of experiments which can be tested in general and additionally allows the exploration
of effects on biological samples in conditions which are difficult to create, such as the gravity
field of the Moon or Mars. The data reported in this study was gathered with mouse skeletal
myoblasts (adherent cells) and human lymphocytes (non-adherent cells), in an attempt to
better understand how deconditioning the cells through mechanical unloading by reducing
gravity affects two major physiological mechanisms: the skeletal muscle and the immune
system. These two mammalian cell types have repeatedly demonstrated high sensitivity to
simulated microgravity [18-20]. As gravity provides a stimulus for their maintenance, we
hypothesized that partial gravity exposure would produce changes in their behavior and
sought to investigate whether this response was proportionally linear, nonlinear, or set by a
threshold with decreasing gravity levels. The answer to this question is essential, not only for
aerospace physiology, but also necessary in order to comprehend the effects of mechanical
unloading associated with clinical scenarios on earth, such as aging and illness arising from
immobilization and prolonged periods of bed rest.
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Materials and methods
Random positioning incubator (RPI)
The RPI equipment consists of two independently rotating gimbal-mounted frames, each
axis being motorized by an electrical drive to control random, or other positioning,
sequences. Through a dedicated algorithm the samples are constantly reoriented with
respect to the earth gravity vector. This allows the distribution of the vector in space, leading
over time to an average gravity value smaller than 1 g. A unique feature of our present RPM,
the RPI version, is the integration of a miniaturized CO2 incubator including a 14 liters test
chamber, mounted at the center of rotation of both frames (Fig. 1). The specially
functionalized incubator is supplied with electrical power and CO2 (and other experimental
supplies) throughout the experiment’s duration. Important data such as temperature, CO2
levels, and mean gravity values are monitored automatically. Our present RPI will be
described in more details elsewhere (manuscript under review).

Myoblasts
C2C12 mouse skeletal myoblasts were obtained from ATCC (American Type Culture
Collection, LGC Standards S.a.r.l., Molsheim Cedex, France) and cultured in a medium
consisting of Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (Life Technologies, Lucerne, Switzerland)
supplemented with 20% fetal bovine serum (PAA, Basel, Switzerland) and 2 mM LGlutamine (Life Technologies) in a humidified atmosphere at 37°C in 7% CO 2. Cells were
passed every two days and were only used for experimentation before the 15th passage.
Myoblasts were seeded at 8000 cells/cm2 in 25 cm2 flasks (Semadeni, Ostermundigen,
Switzerland) 15 h before the start of each experiment. Immediately before being placed on
the RPI, the flasks were carefully filled with media, avoiding the formation of bubbles. Cell
counting was performed manually with a hemocytometer (Biosystems, Nunningen,
Switzerland) on trypan blue (Life Technologies) treated cells to assess cell concentration and
viability, according to the dye exclusion method [21]. The counts were carried out in duplicate
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per independent sample after 24 h of growth on the RPI or inside an incubator under normal
culture conditions (1 g control). Cell growth was also monitored with the CellTrace CFSE Cell
Proliferation Kit (Life Technologies), according to the manufacturers’ protocol. Briefly, cells
were stained with 5 μM carboxyfluorescein diacetate, succinimidyl ester (often called CFSE)
in phosphate buffered saline + 0.1% bovine serum albumin at 37°C for 10 min. Cells were
plated and collected after 24 h of growth under different gravitational conditions, and then resuspended in 3.7% Cell Fix (BD Biosciences, Allschwil, Switzerland) for overnight storage at
4°C before fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) analysis. CFSE is a dye that passively
diffuses into cells, reacting with intracellular amines and forming fluorescent conjugates.
Following initial staining of the mother cells, subsequent rounds of cell division dilute the
amount of dye inherited by daughter cells by one half with each division. For cell cycle
analysis, cells were collected after 10 h of culture on the RPI or on the incubator and fixed.
Samples were stored at -20°C in 70% ice cold ethanol for at least 12-18 h prior to staining.
Cell cycle was analyzed based on DNA content through propidium iodide (PI) with RNase
staining by FACS. CFSE fluorescence intensity and cell cycle profiles were analyzed and
quantified with the FlowJo flow cytometry analysis software (TreeStar Inc., Ashland, OR,
USA). To quantify G0/G1, S, and G2/M populations, the Watson model was used to fit the
histograms of single gated cells [22]. FACS Calibur (BD Biosciences) was used for
acquisition and appropriate settings for forward and side scatter gates were applied to
examine 20 000 events per sample. The blue laser with excitation at 488 nm was used, with
FL1 channel detector for CFSE and FL2 channel detector for PI staining. Data (means ±
standard deviations) were obtained from three or four independent series of experiments.

Lymphocytes
Whole peripheral blood was obtained from healthy human volunteers. Peripheral blood
lymphocytes (PBL) were isolated using Ficoll gradient (Histopaque; Sigma, Buchs,
Switzerland), red blood cells were lysed and finally T-cells were purified further using
enrichment columns as per the manufacturer’s instructions (R&D Systems, Abingdon, United
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Kingdom). T-cells were re-suspended into RPMI 1640 (Life Technologies) with 10% fetal calf
serum (Life Technologies). The cells were loaded at a concentration of 1 to
2 x 106 cells/ml inside the "LYCIS" hardware, which has been developed specially for space
experiments. This hardware is based on the principle of moving pistons that allows the
loading of cells in the absence of air bubbles and the injection of substances rapidly without
opening the hardware. The cells were preconditioned at each experimental environment for
60 to 90 min prior to activation with a concanavaline A (conA) / anti CD28 mixture (BD
Biosciences) for T-cells or only with conA (Sigma) for the PBL. After 20 to 22 h of incubation
at 37°C under the respective gravity conditions, the cells were harvested and stained. The
staining was carried out according to the supplier using PE-CD25 marker (Miltenyi Biotec,
Bergisch Gladbach, Germany) which is an early marker for lymphocyte activation. Stained
cells were analyzed on the FACS Calibur using 10 000 events per sample. The FlowJo
software was used to gate the cells and fit the histograms. The 1 g samples of each
experiment were considered as 100% activated, and were used to standardize the other
samples among the different experiments. A non-activated sample was used as negative
control. Data (means ± standard deviations) were obtained from three independent series of
experiments.

Algorithms
Simulated microgravity on a RPM is achieved by gravity vector averaging to zero as
described earlier (Hoson et al. 1997). Thereby the earth gravity vector is distributed over time
by constantly reorienting the samples to random positions, where eventually the mean
gravity will converge to a small value. As described below, we adjusted the distribution of the
gravity vector in order to obtain a desired mean gravity value. As a quality measure for the
distribution of orientation we use the mean gravity over time, defined by

(1).
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Here, the mean gravity values in the three directions are defined as follows:

,

,

(2).

If the pattern of random positions are chosen such that the earth vector spends more time
in one particular area (considered in the local frame of the sample), partial gravity will result.
There are numerous motion patterns possible to create simulated partial gravity by fulfilling
the above equations. We developed and used three different algorithms; all of them based
on a random walk algorithm described elsewhere (manuscript under review). In brief, this
random walk algorithm rotates both frames with constant rotational velocity and inverts the
direction of rotation (forward or backward) at random times. The velocity transition takes
place at a constant rotational acceleration. This unmodified random walk algorithm was
employed for the 0 g experiments. The simulated partial gravity level that can be achieved is
limited to a certain maximum that depends on the algorithm used and the corresponding
parameters. In addition, the accuracy and the time necessary to reach the desired partial
gravity value is algorithm-dependent (Fig. 2). The stability of our applied algorithms was
verified with numerical simulations (Fig. 3). In this study, we used the following three different
algorithms:
Simulated partial gravity based on random walk with two velocities (Two Velocities)
- To achieve a particular mean gravity value, the local vector of one direction is enlarged by
making the rotation velocity position dependent. In principle, the RPM slows down, when this
vector is pointing downward. Thus, the RPM spends slightly more time in one direction than
in the others. The relation of the nominal to the slower velocity determines the resulting mean
gravity. Since the random walk algorithm is based on random numbers, two consecutive runs
will not reproduce the same result. Therefore, the velocity relation is controlled by a
predictive controller: While the nominal (or faster) velocity is fixed, the slower velocity is
initially guessed based on numerical simulations. The RPM runs then for 1 h such that the
mean gravity value can be stabilized. Based on the deviation from the desired mean gravity,
the value of the lower velocity is refined. The RPM subsequently runs again for 1 h, after
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which the slower velocity is again corrected. This interval of letting the mean gravity stabilize
for 1 h with a subsequent refinement of the slower velocity is repeated until the end of the
experiment. We were able to achieve up to 0.6 g reliably, which is close to the upper limit.
This algorithm ensures that the frames are always in motion. However, it takes at least 2 h to
achieve the desired partial gravity value (Fig. 2).
Simulated partial gravity based random walk and flexible static intervals (Flexible
Static Intervals) - Since random walk reduces the mean gravity value towards zero, this
algorithm interleaves the random walk with static phases, whereby the frames are stopped at
one particular position. The timing of the static phases is controlled by the computer online,
depending on the actual and the desired mean partial gravity value. The algorithm basically
stops the RPM at a predefined position if the mean gravity value is smaller than desired and
it continuous in random walk if the mean gravity value is larger. In order to suppress too
frequent switches between static and random walk, the RPM has to spend a minimum
amount of time in random walk until it can switch back again to static mode. This motion
pattern allows the simulation of partial gravity values close to 1 g. At high partial gravity
values (> 0.6 g) however, one has to keep in mind that the samples would be standing still
for most of the time.
Simulated partial gravity based random walk and fixed static intervals (Fixed Static
Intervals) - This algorithm works like the Flexible Static Intervals algorithm, except that the
time spent in random walk or static position is fixed and constant throughout the experiment.
The relation of the rotating to the static time determines the resulting mean gravity value. For
example, if the frames rotate for 40% of the time in random walk and are static for 60% of the
time, a mean gravity of 0.6 g will result. In our experiments we used a cycling period of
2.5 min (e.g., for a 0.6 g experiment the RPM spends 1 min in random walk, followed by
1.5 min standing still, where the cycle is continuously repeated). This algorithm, again, allows
reaching partial gravity values close to 1 g. However, the samples would be standing still for
most of the time at high partial gravity values (> 0.6g) as is the case when applying the
Flexible Static Intervals algorithm.
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For all three partial gravity algorithms and the unmodified random walk, the nominal
rotational velocity was 60°/sec for the myoblast experiments and 40°/sec for the lymphocyte
experiments.

Results
Cell proliferation is decreased in correlation with reduced partial gravity levels
One of the most prominent consequences of manned space travel is muscle atrophy [23].
It is therefore relevant to examine how muscle maintenance is compromised by prolonged
exposure to reduced gravitational forces. C2C12 mouse muscle cells were grown either
under simulated microgravity (0 g), simulated partial gravity (0.2, 0.4, and 0.6 g), or at
terrestrial gravity (1 g), and their total numbers were quantified 24 h afterwards. The three
different algorithms for partial gravity simulation (see Materials and Methods) were compared
to gain insights in their potential to influence the induction of biological effects on the cells. By
normalizing cell growth to the 1 g control, an increased proliferation rate is visible as the
partial gravity level gets bigger, where the values increased linearly from 43.08 ± 5.71% at
0 g to 100% at 1 g when using the Two Velocities algorithm (Fig. 4A). Similarly, the Flexible
Static Interval algorithms also produced analogous results though with smaller values.
However, with the Fixed Static Interval algorithm, the values varied between 52.13 ± 6.44%
at 0.2 g, 48.71 ± 2.72% at 0.4 g, and 54.70 ± 5.16% at 0.6 g, thus no relation between the
simulated partial gravity level and the cell counts was established. These effects were
confirmed by using the alternative analysis method for cell proliferation, CFSE staining,
where the median fluorescence intensity (MFI) was determined. The normalized MFI
decreased linearly from 269.56 ± 66.25% at 0 g to 100% at 1 g when using the Two
Velocities and Flexible Static Intervals algorithms (Fig. 4B). Thus, cells grown on the RPI at
increasing partial gravity levels exhibit a steadily decrease in fluorescence intensity, meaning
that the cells divide faster at higher partial gravity levels, accordingly losing fluorescence
intensity. However, with the Fixed Static Intervals algorithm, there was no correlation with the
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partial gravity level of exposure, as the normalized MFI varied between 176.53 ± 25.19% at
0.2 g, 183.46 ± 4.58% at 0.4 g, and 161.23 ± 7.74% at 0.6 g.

Simulated partial gravity does not cause an increase in cell death rate
The possibility of whether the decrease in cell propagation observed in reduced partial
gravity levels was due to an increased cell death under these conditions was investigated.
After growing myoblasts under simulated partial gravity or at 1 g, no significant difference
was observed between all the samples, as they all exhibited nearly 100% viability,
irrespective of the type of algorithm used to simulate partial gravity (Fig. 5). In agreement
with our previous results, this data indicates that another mechanism such as the cell cycle
progression plays a more substantial role in determining the cell growth pace under partial
gravity, as the decrease in cell proliferation rate was not due to enhanced cell death in
response to gravitational unloading [18].

Cells accumulate at G2/M phase in relation to partial gravity exposure
As simulated microgravity slows down the cell cycle progression of myoblasts [24], we
hypothesized that the decelerated proliferation rate observed in myoblasts grown under
partial gravity is also due to retardation in the cell cycle. As the Two Velocities algorithm
showed the most consistent relation between the level of simulated gravity exposure and
proliferation, only this algorithm was tested for cell cycle analysis. In this case, the
percentage of cells in G0/G1 and S phases increased (Fig. 6A) while the percentage in G2/M
phase decreased (Fig. 6B) as the partial gravity values augmented. Specifically, the
percentage of cells accumulated within the G2/M phase were 38.95 ± 6.54% at 0 g, 31.68 ±
4.97% at 0.2 g, 26.95 ± 4.87% at 0.4 g, 21.55 ± 3.33% at 0.6 g, and 16.40 ± 1.98% in the 1 g
control. By fitting the data into a linear regression model (Fig. 6C), a correlation value equal
to 0.98 was obtained, indicating the close relation between G2/M phase accumulation and
the simulated partial gravity level. It is remarkable that the same effect observed in cell
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proliferation is also detected in the cell cycle analysis, where the magnitude of the effect
depends on the extent of partial gravity exposure. As we have previously shown, the slowed
proliferation observed in the mouse myoblasts might thus be explained by a delay in the
G2/M phase progression after 10 h of cultivation on the RPM [18]. To discard the possibility
that the particular protocol followed when performing experiments on the RPI causing false
positive results, two control experiments were conducted at the same time with cells cultured
at 1 g. Therefore, additional samples were placed inside a standard laboratory CO2 incubator
filled with culture media (Ctrl) and under normal culture conditions (Inc). The analysis
showed no difference between these two controls, indicating that our experimental protocol
does not lead to an artifact on the RPI samples. Subsequently, the effects we observed are
caused merely by simulated partial gravity exposure.

Lymphocyte activation rate is dependent on the level of partial gravity exposure
It has been known for decades that the activation of lymphocytes is severely impaired
under microgravity conditions in space [25, 26]. We therefore investigated a potential relation
between the different levels of simulated gravity ranging from 0.2 to 0.6 g (by using the three
algorithms introduced) and the activation rate of lymphocytes. Cells activated in the presence
of simulated 0.2 g using the Two Velocities algorithm were as poorly activated as the 0 g
samples, whereas the cells activated at simulated 0.6 g responded similarly to the 1 g
control, standardized as 100% of activation (Fig. 7). Interestingly, the activation level of the
0.4 g exposed cells was almost in the middle of the two other gravity levels (0.2 and 0.6 g).
Although the level of gravity was correlated with the level of lymphocyte activation in all three
simulation modes, the effect of simulated partial gravity using the Two Velocities algorithm
led to an analogous correlation pattern compared to the results gathered with the C2C12
cells. With this algorithm, the percentage of activated cells went from 39.29 ± 6.32% at 0.2 g,
to 68.20 ± 23.09% at 0.4 g, and 80.60 ± 21.29% at 0.6 g.
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Discussion
Our upgraded RPI offers the possibility of studying cellular systems during simulated
microgravity as well as partial gravity environments, an advantage over previous microgravity
simulating devices like the classical RPM where a variety of gravity levels was not possible.
Mounting the incubator on the rotating frame instead of placing a small RPM into an
incubator brings several advantages not yet found with other products, such as: the volume
available for tests is larger, offering therefore more samples to be tested under identical
conditions at the same time; the sample contamination originating from the machinery is
completely avoided (e.g., through outgassing/offgassing from oil-grease lubrication, from the
electronic circuitry and its cabling, and from wear debris); the test conditions can be
controlled much better as the essential parameters (like temperature, CO2 levels, etc.) are
more homogeneously distributed because there is no heat dissipation and unplanned
ventilation by a rotating motorized equipment in the incubator; the addition of supplementary
functions, such as daylight and UV illumination, do not interfere with the machinery
exigencies installed in the incubator.
By illustrating the behavior of cells at different gravitational loads, our RPI helps to unravel
how partial gravity affects the biological processes necessary to sustain life in different space
scenarios, such as on the Moon or Mars. Furthermore, this knowledge facilitates the
comprehension of the mechanobiological processes that happen within each cell on earth,
from sensing the diverse gravitational forces to transducing the signals through various
pathways to elicit an appropriate response. Defects in mechanotransduction may appear as
deficits in cellular structure and organization, impairing mechanosensation, or as mutations
or deregulations in the proteins involved in the downstream signaling pathways, directly
affecting the normal mechanoresponse. In order to improve our understanding of such faulty
responses and consequently develop efficient therapeutic strategies against the related
diseases it is important to identify the molecular components encompassing normal and
defective mechanotransduction. The omnipresent gravitational force can be regarded as a
physical force influencing cells, tissues, and organs as other forces do, gravity thus exerts a
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mode of mechanical input to cells that can have profound biological implications. Studying
the behavior of cells cultured under different gravitational loads broadens our understanding
of disorders related to mechanical stimulation relevant not only for astronauts exposed to low
gravity, but also for patients on earth suffering for example from muscle wasting disorders or
a weak immune system. Our experimental data obtained here from two different cell types
(mouse skeletal myoblasts and human lymphocytes) demonstrated their sensitivity to the
gravitational environment by proving a strong correlation between the different levels of
simulated gravity exposure and the observed biological effect in a reproducible manner.
Three different algorithms for simulating partial gravity were tested and the cellular
response was compared. On the one hand, the mouse myoblasts showed a reduction in the
proliferation rate, while cells accumulated in the G2/M phase of the cell cycle in parallel with
decreasing values of simulated gravity (Fig. 4 and 6). On the other hand, the activation rate
of human lymphocytes dropped with a decline in gravity level (Fig. 7). In addition, data
obtained from the lymphocyte experiment demonstrated a strong correlation between the
level of activation and the magnitude of the simulated gravity field regardless of the type of
algorithm applied. In contrast, a relation between the proliferation rate and the gravity level in
the myoblasts was observed only when using the Two Velocities and the Flexible Static
Intervals algorithms. Perhaps the Fixed Static Intervals algorithm triggers an effect in these
cells that seems to be threshold dependent, where the cells respond only after reaching this
threshold, regardless of the actual gravity value that is simulated by the RPI. The different
reactions of the two types of cells (myoblasts and lymphocytes) might be due to the fact that
they are adherent and free floating cells, respectively. Therefore, in the Fixed Static Intervals
algorithm, the fixed time in static position might be more easily recognized by adherent cells
than by free floating cells. In this case, it could be that the time the myoblasts spent at 1 g
was already long enough to trigger the normal terrestrial response in a percentage of the
cells, whereas the time spent at 0 g could trigger the opposite effect on the remaining
percentage of cells, averaging as a result of a time duration threshold.
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Calcium signals control various cellular responses in skeletal muscle as well as in
lymphocytes [27-29]. Indeed, we previously described how disturbed calcium entry through
mechanosensitive channels affects proliferation, cell cycle progression, and gene expression
during simulated microgravity [18]. The difference in cellular responses between the three
algorithms tested for partial gravity could therefore be caused by diversions in calcium entry
which impinge on downstream signaling pathways. Thus on the one hand, the cells would
sense the partial gravity level at which they are exposed through calcium channels, and
depending on the algorithm, this could be enough to elicit a linear response according to the
gravitational force where cells respond gradually to the mechanical unloading. On the other
hand, the stimulation could trigger an effect on calcium entry only when a certain threshold is
reached, impounding the expected cellular response.
Though difficult to correlate with our results from single cell behavior, studies
performed on whole organisms have shown a similar trend when measuring various
parameters in different partial gravity environments. During parabolic flights, human subjects
showed that the external work required to walk a given distance is significantly less at lower
gravity [16]. Consistently, a study done on suspended subjects with a strapped harness
reported that the vertical, forward, and total external work per stride also declined following a
linear trend with diminishing gravity [30]. In a similar study performed on suspended mice,
the peak hind limb force was reduced as well linearly with decreasing gravity values [31]. As
for experiments performed on humans underwater with a treadmill and an adjustable
ballasting harness, the results are in agreement with the data mentioned above [32].
Research focusing on load-carrying in partial gravity also by underwater immersion
confirmed that energy expenditure and stride rates dropped while the forward lean exhibited
by subjects increased dramatically with diminishing gravity levels [33].
Recently, the possibility of humans running in place on water was investigated, where
the subjects, suspended with a harness, experienced different levels of partial gravity just
above the water. The predicted available impulse and the number of successful subjects that
could generate enough muscle power to run in place over a wading pool decreased linearly
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with increasing gravity levels [34]. Other studies performed on humans, also under
suspension, have focused on the performance of chest compressions under partial and
microgravity. In both reports, the mean frequency of external chest compression did not
result in a pattern relative to the level of gravity exposure in either male or female subjects
[15, 35]. On another area of research, investigators studied the human perception of
verticality during a recent parabolic flight campaign of partial gravity. In this case, the authors
found out that the gravity level must exceed a certain threshold to be recognized as a
reference for verticality, which was of 0.3 g, depicting an onset where the effect of gravity
exposure was detected [36].
In summary, there are three different outcomes that can be detected with changing
partial gravity values: a linear effect, a result that depends on a certain threshold, and no
correlation between the exposure level and the response. As whole organisms respond
differently than single cells, an explanation for what we observe cannot be attained from the
studies mentioned above. For that reason, our new RPI uniquely provides the advantage of
studying single cell behavior, something that was not possible until now. In this way, our RPI
mediates a valuable tool to perform cell experiments under partial gravity environments
where the exact mechanoresponse that gives rise to specific signals in each individual cell
can be investigated as a reaction from mechanical unloading.

Conclusions
We are introducing a novel instrument called Random Positioning Incubator (RPI) for 3-D
cell culturing that in addition to growing cells under simulated microgravity, allows the
generation of a partial earth-like gravity field of various values. Therefore, studies of cell
growth behavior under a nullified gravity vector environment as well as under different
simulated gravity fields (from 0 to 1 g) are now possible. Such a technique opens new
aspects of biotechnology and enables the study of fundamental cellular mechanisms
modulating mechanically-regulated tissue development and maintenance.
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In our frame of study there appears to be two different responses to changes in partial
gravity, one being set by a threshold from where the effect can be detected, and the other
one varying in proportion to the gravity exposure level. In this report, we have unraveled the
possibility of exploring the effects of partial gravity on biological samples at an earth-bound
facility in a comparable manner. To our knowledge, this is the first time simulated partial
gravity has been achieved by using a RPM-like device. The techniques that have been used
so far to simulate partial gravity include ballasted underwater immersion, parabolic flights,
over-head suspension, off-loading pulley systems, and tilted bed rest studies [37, 38].
However, all of these have specific advantages and disadvantages. On the one hand, the
over-head suspension, off-loading pulley systems, and tilted bed rest studies are economical
techniques, but they are not suitable for cell culture analyses and they restrict the freedom of
movement in humans and animals. While underwater immersion has no constraints on
movement, it entails an inconvenient hydrodynamic drag. On the other hand, parabolic flights
offer freedom of movement, with no hydrodynamic drag, and are appropriate for cell culture
studies, but they are expensive and the partial gravity exposure only lasts for a short duration
(ranging approximately from 20 to 40 seconds). Moreover, on-board centrifuge facilities
inside a spacecraft have been suggested to enable investigators to study the effects of
partial gravity [39]. This comes, however, at an expensive cost and is limited to a few
experiments only, restricting the amount of data that can be gathered. For these reasons, our
newly designed and built RPI is a breakthrough tool that will enable scientists to investigate
partial gravity on cell cultures and small organisms for up to a long duration at the gravity
field of interest, such as that of the Moon or Mars, with countless reproducible experiments
and at an economic cost. In addition to broadening the scope of available tools to study the
behavior of biological systems affected by space travel, our RPI can be employed as a
method to explore the effects of mechanical unloading on cells through partial gravity, being
a relevant model system with which to better understand the cellular responses subsequent
to mechanotransduction. Studying the underlying mechanisms that regulate muscle
development and the immune system activation under partial gravity exposure is crucial for
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the identification of the causes and countermeasures for trauma and earth-bound diseases
as well as to improve the sustainment of human life in space.
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Figures

Figure 1. A recent version of the random positioning incubator (RPI) as designed and
developed by the project partner FHNW based on collaboration and requirement
specifications of ETHZ. The RPI consists of two gimbal-mounted frames, which are driven by
electrical motors, and a CO2 incubator mounted at the center of rotation of both frames.
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Figure 2. Timeline of the mean gravity values for the algorithms. The Two Velocities
algorithm (top track) achieves partial gravity through position dependent rotation velocity,
whereby the frames are permanently rotating. The mean gravity value is controlled with a
predictive controller. In contrast, the Flexible Static Intervals algorithm (middle track) controls
the mean gravity value by particular intervals between random walk and static phases. The
interleaving timing of the random walk and static phases is flexible and controlled online. The
Fixed Static Intervals algorithm (bottom track) works similarly but has fixed periods of random
walk and static phases. The nominal rotational velocity was 60° /sec for the three algorithms.
Note: for presentation reasons, the time scale is not identical.
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Figure 3. Verification of the stability of the algorithms through numerical simulations; all of
the algorithms are based on a random walk pattern which depends on a sequence of random
numbers. The stability was verified by 500 numerical runs. The resulting mean gravity value
was taken following a simulated experiment of 20 h in the case of Two Velocities algorithm
(left), and 5 h in the case of Flexible Static Intervals (middle) and Fixed Static Intervals (right)
algorithm. The nominal rotational velocity was 60° /sec for the three algorithms.
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Figure 4. Cell proliferation decreases with reduced partial gravity levels. Cell proliferation
was assessed by counting cells manually (a) or by CFSE staining (b). The counts and
median fluorescence intensity (MFI) of cells grown on the RPI after 24 h were normalized to
the values of cells grown inside an incubator under normal culture conditions (1 g). Three
different algorithms for partial gravity simulation (see Materials and Methods) were compared
in the following order: Two Velocities, Flexible Static Intervals, and Fixed Static Intervals.
Means ± standard deviations were obtained from three independent series of experiments.
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Figure 5. Cell viability is not affected by partial gravity. Cell viability was assessed by
counting trypan blue treated cells manually, following 24 h of growth on the RPI or inside an
incubator under normal culture conditions (1 g). The three different algorithms for partial
gravity simulation (see Materials and Methods) were compared in the following order: Two
Velocities, Flexible Static Intervals, and Fixed Static Intervals. Means ± standard deviations
were obtained from three independent series of experiments.
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Figure 6. Partial gravity causes cells to accumulate at G2/M phase. Cells were collected
10 h after cultivation under partial gravity (RPI) or at 1 g (Ctrl and Inc). The Two Velocities
algorithm was used to obtain partial gravity (see Materials and Methods). The cell cycle was
analyzed and the percentage of cells in G0/G1 + S phase (a) and in the G2/M phase (b) is
displayed, as well as the linear regression model with data from G2/M phase cell
percentages (c). Means ± standard deviations were obtained from four independent series of
experiments.
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Figure 7. Lymphocyte activation depends on partial gravity exposure. Cells were treated
after an adaptation period of 60 to 90 min with an activator solution and then cultured for 20
to 22 h on the RPI. Three different algorithms for partial gravity simulation (see Materials and
Methods) were compared in the following order: Two Velocities, Flexible Static Intervals, and
Fixed Static Intervals. The 1 g samples of each experiment were considered as 100%
activated, and were used to standardize the other samples among the different experiments.
A non-activated sample was used as a negative control. Means ± standard deviations were
obtained from three independent series of experiments.
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Abstract
Of all our mechanosensitive tissues, skeletal muscle is the most developmentally
responsive to physical activity. Conversely, restricted mobility due to injury or disease results
in muscle atrophy. Gravitational force is another form of mechanical input with profound
developmental consequences. The mechanical unloading resulting from the reduced
gravitational force experienced during manned spaceflight results in oxidative muscle loss.
We examined the early stages of myogenesis under conditions of simulated microgravity
(SM). C2C12 mouse myoblasts in SM proliferated more slowly (2.23x less) as a result of
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their being retained longer within the G2/M phase of the cell cycle (2.10x more) relative to
control myoblasts at terrestrial gravity. Blocking calcium entry via TRP channels with SKF96365 (10-20 M) accumulated myoblasts within the G2/M phase of the cell cycle and
retarded their proliferation. On the genetic level, SM resulted in the reduced expression of
TRPC1 and IGF-1 isoforms, transcriptional events regulated by calcium downstream of
mechanical input. A decrease in TRPC1-mediated calcium entry thus appears to be a pivotal
event in the muscle atrophy brought on by gravitational mechanical unloading. Hence,
relieving the constant force of gravity on cells might prove one valid experimental approach
to expose the underlying mechanisms modulating mechanically-regulated developmental
programs.
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Introduction
Underappreciated is often the importance that mechanical forces play in tissue anabolism.
Mechanical stimuli impinging upon cells are transduced into changes in electrical or
molecular dynamics that are then translated into enzymatic cascades which mediate
changes in cell behavior, in essence, cellular mechanotransduction. Several distinct modes
of mechanical input are perceived by cells including stressing and straining the cell
membrane, stretching the extracellular matrix, or substrate, on which the cells attach, or
flowing fluid across the cell surface (1). Gravitational force is another mode of mechanical
input with profound developmental implications, particularly for skeletal muscle (2).
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Our postural (antigravity) muscles evolved to maintain body posture against a constant
gravitational load. Antigravity muscles such as the soleus are comprised predominantly of
oxidative slow muscle fibers that endow us with the ability to sustain an upright position
against the unyielding force of gravity without experiencing much fatigue. Accordingly,
gravitational force, or any mechanical load for that matter, is important for oxidative muscle
maintenance. The mechanical unloading that ensues during manned spaceflight results in a
predominant loss of oxidative muscle mass and strength (2, 3). Physical inactivity on earth
likewise sacrifices oxidative muscle, whereas exercise preferentially promotes the
development of oxidative muscle, both processes serving to validate that mechanical load is
indeed an anabolic stimulus for oxidative muscle maintenance (4). During prolonged
exposure to microgravity (> 1 week) muscles experience a rapid and profound decrease in
size, power and fatty acid utilization (5). Underlining the observed changes in muscle force
generation and metabolism are decreases in protein synthetic rate, concomitant with
increases in protein catabolism (6). Thus, by revealing the mechanotransduction pathways
modulated by gravitational forces in muscle, we will be in better position to determine the
biochemical cascades responsible for slow muscle maintenance as much on earth as during
manned space travel.
For any regenerative response to be meaningful, however, the expansion of the requisite
stem cell pool is an obligate requirement. Calcium signaling pathways in turn, regulate stem
cell entry or withdrawal from the cell cycle with consequent proliferation or differentiation as
developmental outcomes, respectively. The cell cycle is commonly divided into four stages
where cells transverse it in the following order: G1 (gap 1-diploid chromosomal content), S
phase (DNA synthesis-diploid plus additional chromosomal content), G2 (gap 2-tetraploid
chromosomal content), and M phase (mitosis and cytokinesis). Progression through the cell
cycle is largely regulated by calmodulin- and calcineurin-dependent phosphorylation events
at several key junctures within the G1 and G2 phases. The presence, or absence, of calcium
hence, determines if cells continue to proliferate or if they withdraw from cell cycle in segue
to terminal differentiation. Each turn of the cell cycle comes to fruition with cytokinesis,
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producing two new daughter cells with which to either expand the progenitor cell pool for
immediate tissue regeneration or to replenish the stem cell pool for future regenerative
responses.
In vivo, the myogenic satellite cell pool lies dormant beneath the basal lamina and
sarcolemma of muscle until stimulated to proliferate by a combination of diffusible trophic
factors and mechanical stimulation of the immediate muscle environment. Activated
myoblasts then migrate to the site of muscle injury and predominantly fuse with existing
muscle fibers to repair them and increase their biosynthetic capacity (7). Myogenesis plays
itself out somewhat differently in vitro where myoblasts, after reaching a critical density
conferring sufficient cell-cell contacts and conditioning (paracrine and exogenous) of the
bathing media, align themselves into linear arrays, and fuse their membranes to form
multinucleated nascent myotubes (8), which later absorb additional myoblasts to increase in
size and augment biosynthetic capacity (9). Both the fusion of myoblasts and the biosynthetic
capacity of muscle decrease with disuse (mechanical unloading), leading to muscle atrophy.
Noteworthy is the reduction in the paracrine release of insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1) in
response to reduced mechanical stimulation which underlies part of the deficit (10). Indeed,
an inherent defect in cellular mechanotransduction characterizes advanced age with
resultant anomalous IGF-1 expression and compromised regeneration (11).
IGF-1 is essential for skeletal muscle development and regeneration as it stimulates
myoblast proliferation, differentiation and ultimate fusion (12, 13). The IGF-1 gene is
alternatively spliced to produce two principal isoforms (14): 1) the IGF-IEa isoform is
constitutively expressed in myoblasts and myotubes and promotes differentiation; 2) the
mechanogrowth factor (MGF) variant, also called IGF-IEb in rodents, is reputed to be
expressed preferentially in response to mechanical stimulation and has been implicated in
promoting myoblast proliferation as well as offsetting terminal differentiation (15). On the
biosynthetic level, IGF-1 plays a critical homeostatic role in skeletal muscle, promoting
protein synthesis, mitigating ubiquitin-dependent protein degradation and inhibiting apoptosis
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(16). IGF-1 has also been shown to stimulate store-operated calcium influx (17, 18) favoring
myogenesis at the level of the cell cycle as well.
Muscle development is subject to calcium-dependent transcriptional regulation (19).
The calcium-activated phosphatase, calcineurin, and the myogenic transcription factors
whose activity it regulates, the nuclear factor of activated T-cells (NFAT) and myocyte
enhancer-binding factor 2 (MEF-2) (19), are required for the expression and function of
several proteins required for the fruition of myogenesis, including IGF-1 (20) and myogenin, a
myogenic transcription regulator (21). Moreover, two other calcineurin-regulated gene
products, PGC1- alpha (peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor gamma coactivator 1
alpha) (19) and TRPC1 (transient receptor potential canonical type 1) (22), have been shown
to promote the expression of oxidative muscle, elucidating a relationship between calcium
entry and the oxidative muscle phenotype that is promoted by physical activity, yet resorbed
by forms of mechanical unloading such as during prolonged manned space flight. A positive
feed-forward mechanism of action is thus unveiled whereby mechanically-gated calcium
influx through TRPC1 upregulates IGF-1 expression that, in turn, causes sequestered
TRPC1 channels to translocate to the muscle membrane (23), further augmenting calcium
entry and accentuating NFAT-dependent upregulation of IGF-1, myogenin, PGC1- alpha and
TRPC1 expression. Indeed, calcium-dependent NFAT activity is mitigated when TRPC1
channel activity is silenced (24).
The transient receptor potential (TRP) channels confer cells with the ability to detect
and respond to diverse forms of sensory stimuli (reviewed in (25)). As mechanical stimuli are
ever present, in particular the earth’s constant gravitational field that sets a backdrop for all
other dynamic mechanical inputs, a majority of TRP channels has evolved to detect various
modes of external mechanical input (26). Six subfamilies of TRP channels have been
described: TRPC (canonical), TRPV (vanilloid), TRPM (melastatin), TRPP (polycystin),
TRPML (mucolipin), and TRPA (ankyrin) (reviewed in (27)). These channel proteins are
ubiquitously expressed in many tissues and cell types. Of special interest is TRPC1, the
predominant isoform expressed in proliferating C2C12 myoblasts (28, 29), a widely used in
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vitro model system to study the early stages on myogenesis (30). TRPC1 has been
demonstrated in various cell systems to act both as a stretch-activated cation channel (SAC)
(31) as well as a intracellular calcium store-operated cation channel (SOC) whose activity is
regulated by inositol 1,4,5-triphosphate (IP3) (reviewed in (32)). Indeed, both modes of gating
mechanisms have been reported in skeletal muscle arising from the same channel (33).
TRPC1 stimulates cell division by providing a source of calcium that facilitates the
turning of the cell cycle (34). Pharmacological blockade of TRPC1 arrests cells from
completing cell division (35). In addition, calcium oscillations have been recorded during both
the G1/S and G2/M phase of the cell cycle (36). Nevertheless, TRPC1-mediated calcium
entry appears not only to regulate myoblast proliferation, but evidence also suggests that
TRPC1-mediated calcium entry is required for differentiation, although the temporal
relationship correlating these two effects is unclear given that other calcium channels types
are preferentially expressed as myoblasts commence to differentiate (37). Importantly, TRP
channels are capable of supporting calcium entry in myoblasts during the early stages of
expansion before they are electrically excitable (25). Therefore, although voltage-gated
calcium channels likely assist in later stages of myogenesis, their contributions are certainly
deferred until after commencement of differentiation. In particular, L- and T-type voltagegated calcium channels have been implicated in supporting calcium entry during alignment in
preparation for fusion (38, 39, 40).
Muscle maintenance is of great socio-economic and clinical relevance. As our largest
composite organ, skeletal muscle has evolved to play a major homeostatic role in human
well-being and longevity. Dramatic losses of skeletal muscle mass are associated with an
increased risk of cardiovascular disease, diabetes, osteopenia, and degenerative joint
disease, while concomitantly reducing resistance to infection and compromising the ability to
overcome trauma (41). As the mean age of the human race steadily raises and issues of
restricted mobility because of trauma, weakness, or disease increasingly plague our swelling
number of elderly, ways of maintaining muscle mass in the elderly and physically
immobilized is reaching global urgency. In order to develop effective countermeasures
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against muscle atrophy, the underlying catabolic mechanisms evoked by mechanical
unloading need to be studied from numerous perspectives and the independent result sets
compared and reconciled. Mechanobiological studies are confounded by the fact that
mechanical inputs impinging upon cells are broad in scope and difficult to silence without
cytotoxic consequences. Here we employ simulated microgravity (SM) as a method to
explore the effects of mechanical unloading on the early stages of muscle development by
means of nulling the gravitational field vector impinging on cells using a random positioning
machine (RPM). The RPM has been previously shown to effectively recapitulate the effects
of microgravity (42, 43). Cells transduce mechanical signals into a biochemical response
(calcium entry) by recruiting the activity of mechanically-gated cation channels that gather
membrane tension via their association with the actin-based cytoskeletal network through its
connection to the extracellular matrix mediated by integrin and laminin complexes (44, 45).
Here we test the hypothesis that SM might alter calcium influx through mechanically-gated
cation channels of the TRP lineage with adverse developmental consequences initiated
during the early stages of stem cell expansion (46). The calcium and mechanical sensitivity
of myogenesis will be revealed as important points of exploitation for the future development
of novel therapeutic strategies to reverse muscle wasting disorders in the elderly and infirm.

Materials and methods
Cell culture
C2C12 mouse skeletal myoblasts were obtained from ATCC (American Type Culture
Collection, LGC Standards S.a.r.l., Molsheim Cedex, France) and cultured in medium
consisting of Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM; Life Technologies, Lucerne,
Switzerland) supplemented with 20% fetal bovine serum (FBS; PAA, Basel, Switzerland) and
2 mM L-Glutamine (Life Technologies) in a humidified atmosphere at 37°C in 7% CO2. Cells
were passed every 2 d and were only used for experimentation before the 15th passage.
Myoblasts were seeded 15 h before the start of each experiment at 8000 cells/cm 2 in 25 cm2
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flasks (Semadeni, Ostermundigen, Switzerland), except when used for microscope imaging,
where cells were seeded at 5000 cells/cm2 in slideflasks (Milian, Geneva, Switzerland). The
differentiation of myoblasts was facilitated with a change in serum composition of the
medium from 20% FBS to 2% horse serum (HS; PAA).

Random positioning machine (RPM)
The RPM was developed by Dutch Space, formerly Fokker Space, Leiden, Netherlands.
The RPM is in essence a 3D clinostat, in which the gravity vector is continually reoriented
allowing the simulation of microgravity conditions. Samples are fixed near the center of two
frames that simultaneously rotate independently of the other, one inside the other. The
rotation of each frame is random and driven by separate computer-controlled motors. For the
experiments described in this report the angular velocity of rotation was 60°/s. The RPM was
kept in a temperature controlled room at 37°C. Microgravity simulation lasted from 6 h to 6 d.
Control samples (1g) were placed on the non-mobile base of the RPM, thereby experiencing
the same environment, yet without random rotation.

Cell proliferation and viability
Cell counting was performed manually with a hemocytometer (Biosystems, Nunningen,
Switzerland) on trypan blue (Life Technologies) treated cells to assess cell concentration and
viability, according to the dye exclusion method (47). The counts were done in duplicate per
independent sample after 6, 12, 24, 48 and 72 h of growth on the RPM or after 6, 12 and
24 h of culture with 10 or 20 µM SKF-96365 (Sigma, Buchs, Switzerland).

Apoptosis assay
The samples were fixed after 6, 12 and 24 h of microgravity simulation using 10% Cell Fix
(BD Biosciences, Allschwil, Switzerland) for 30 min, followed by storage at -20°C in 70% ice
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cold ethanol for at least 12-18 h prior to staining. Apoptosis was detected using the staining
Apo-Direct Kit (BD Biosciences), according to the manufacturer’s protocol. In short, samples
were incubated with the DNA Labeling Solution (containing FITC dUTP and TdT enzyme) for
60 min at 37°C and analyzed in propidium iodide (PI)/RNase solution for simultaneous cell
cycle detection by fluorescent activated cell sorting (FACS). Staining controls were prepared
with fixed cells single stained and unstained; a positive apoptotic control was obtained by
incubating cells for 15 h with 1 mM hydrogen peroxide (H2O2, Sigma).

Fluorescence histochemistry
Differentiated cells grown in slideflasks were fixed for 10 minutes in 4% paraformaldehyde
(Sigma) followed by 2 washes with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). The cells were
permeabilized for 5 minutes in PBS containing 0.1% Triton X-100 (Sigma) and washed twice
with PBS. The slides were then incubated for 5 minutes at room temperature with PBS
containing 200 ng/ml 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI; Sigma) followed by 2 washes with
PBS. Slides were later incubated for 20 minutes at room temperature with PBS containing
1% bovine serum albumin (Sigma) and 5 U/ml Rhodamine-Phalloidin (Life Technologies) and
washed twice with PBS. The slides were finally embedded in mounting medium
(Polysciences, Basel, Switzerland) and analyzed using a fluorescence microscope Axio
Observer Z1 (Zeiss, Basel, Switzerland). For each sample, 5 images were taken after 2 and
6 d of culture on the RPM with differentiation media. The fusion index (fused nuclei / total
nuclei) and number of nuclei per myotube were calculated taking into consideration that a
myotube consists of three or more fused nuclei.

Ki67 expression
The samples were fixed and stored after 1, 2 and 3 d of microgravity simulation at -20°C
in 70% ice cold ethanol for at least 12-18 h prior to staining. Ki67 expression was detected by
staining samples with the PE Mouse Anti-Human Ki-67 Set (BD Biosciences), according to
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the manufacturer’s protocol. In summary, cells were washed and stained with the conjugated
antibody in PBS with 1% FBS, 0.09% NaN3 for 30 min at room temperature in the dark.
Samples were then analyzed in PI/RNase solution for simultaneous cell cycle detection by
FACS. Staining controls were prepared with fixed cells single stained and unstained; PE
Mouse IgG1 was used as an isotype control to exclude fluorescent background noise.

Total RNA preparation
Total RNA extractions were performed using Qiashredder, RNeasy Mini kit and RNaseFree DNase Set (Qiagen, Hombrechtikon, Switzerland) according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. The extracted RNA quantification and purity were determined using OD
measurements at 230/260/280/340 nm with Shimadzu UV 160 Spectrophotometer (Burkard
Instrumente, Geroldswil, Switzerland) or Eppendorf Biophotometer Plus (Eppendorf AG,
Hamburg, Germany).

Reverse transcription
Transcribed cDNAs were obtained using Superscript III (Life Technologies) according to
the manufacturer’s instructions (Random primers, 500 µg total RNA/10 µl reaction,
60 minutes incubation) in a GeneAmp PCR System 2400 (Perkin Elmer, Schwerzenbach,
Switzerland). The obtained cDNAs were diluted 1:20 in nuclease-free water (Life
Technologies).

Quantitative PCR
The primers for IGF-IEa and IGF-IEb (MGF) were used as described in (48), while TRPC1
and TRPM7 primers as described in (49). The reference gene glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate
dehydrogenase (GAPDH) was designed with Beacon Designer 7.0 (PREMIER Biosoft
International). The reference genes N-acylaminoacyl-peptide hydrolase (APEH) and
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component of oligomeric golgi complex 2 (COG2) were selected by using RefGenes as
described in (50) and designed with Primer-BLAST. For quantification the following primer
sequences were used: IGF-IEa, forward, 5'-GCT TGC TCA CCT TCA CCA GC-3', reverse,
5'-AAT GTA CTT CCT TCT GAG TCT-3'; IGF-IEb, forward, 5'-GCT TGC TCA CCT TCA
CCA GC-3', reverse, 5'-AAA TGT ACT TCC TTT CCT TCT C-3'; GAPDH, forward, 5'-GAG
AAA CCT GCC AAG TAT GAT GAC-3', reverse, 5' GAA GAA TGG GAG TTG CTG TTG
AAG-3'; TRPC1, forward, 5'-CAA GAT TTT GGG AAA TTT CTG G-3', reverse, 5'-TTT ATC
CTC ATG ATT TGC TAT-3'; TRPM7, forward, 5'-CGG AGC TGG TCG CAC AAT TA-3',
reverse, 5'-CCT GGA AGA CAT CTG TGA GG-3'; APEH, forward, 5'-TGG GCC TGT GTA
TGA AGA TGA CTG C-3', reverse, 5'-TGG GAC GCT TCT TCT CCG CCA-3'; COG2,
forward, 5'-GCC TGG GCA AAT GCT GGT CCG-'3, reverse, 5'-AAC GGG CCT GAC AGA
AAG CTC AC-'3. Quantitative PCR was performed with the iCycler iQ5 Real Time PCR
Detection System (Biorad, Reinach, Switzerland). 4 µl of cDNA template, 10 µl of Power
SYBR Green PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems, 4367659), 0.5 µl (10 µM) of the
described primers (Microsynth, Balgach, Switzerland) and 5 µl of nuclease-free water were
used in a total reaction volume of 20 µl according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The
amplification protocol included an initial denaturation step of 5 min at 94 °C, followed by 40
cycles, each consisting of 15 s at 94 °C, 15 s at 54 °C, and 30 s at 72 °C. The specificity was
assessed by melt curve analysis and the linearity of the assays was determined by serial
dilutions. All measurements were performed in triplicates. Gene expressions were calculated
using Bio-Rad iQ5 standard edition 2.1 (Biorad). The real time quantitative PCR data was
standardized to the reference genes (GAPDH for the RPM experiment; APEH and COG2 for
the synchronized cells experiment) and to the calibrator sample (sample 0 h for the RPM
experiment; sample G0/G1 for the synchronized cells experiment).

Cell cycle synchronization and analysis
Cells were synchronized at G0/G1 by addition of 1 mM hydroxyurea (HU; Sigma), an
inhibitor of DNA synthesis, for 3 h. Cells were then washed twice with PBS and cultured with
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fresh growth media to resume cycling into S and G2/M phases. Cells were accumulated
within the G2/M phase 6 h after HU release. To block TRPC channels, cells were cultured for
10 h with 10 or 20 µM SKF-96365. Cells were fixed and stored at -20°C in 70% ice cold
ethanol for at least 12-18 h prior to staining. Cell cycle was analyzed based on DNA content
through PI/RNase staining by FACS.

Flow cytometry
Cell cycle, apoptosis and Ki67 expression analyses were conducted with a FACS Calibur
(BD Biosciences) outfitted with FL1 channel detector for FITC and PE, and FL2 channel
detector for PI staining. Appropriate settings for forward and side scatter gates were applied
to examine 20,000 events per sample. Gates on single cells were set to determine apoptotic
cells and Ki67 positive cells with unstained cells and a positive double stained control. The
percentage of apoptotic cells and Ki67 positive cells, and the cell cycle profiles were
analyzed and quantified with the FlowJo flow cytometry analysis software. To quantify
G0/G1, S, and G2/M populations, the Watson model (51) was used to fit the histograms of
single gated cells.

Statistics
Data (means ± SD or SEM) were obtained from three independent series of experiments.
Statistical analysis was performed with the R programming software using the Welch two
sample t-test against control at each time point or analysis set. Differences were considered
statistically significant at p < 0.05 (indicated with a single asterisk) or very significant at
p < 0.005 (indicated with a double asterisk).
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Results
Simulated microgravity slows cell proliferation with minimal induction of cell death
One of the clearest consequences of manned space travel is muscle atrophy (5). To help
elucidate the underlying mechanism whereby muscle maintenance is compromised by
prolonged exposure to reduced gravitational force, we examined the early stages of
myogenesis under conditions of SM. Whereas control myoblasts doubled their numbers in
less than 24 h, myoblasts grown in SM took significantly longer to achieve the same
magnitude of increase. C2C12 mouse muscle cells were grown either under SM or at
terrestrial gravity and their total numbers quantified at 6, 12, 24, 48 and 72 h. Differences in
growth rate between terrestrial gravity and SM were evident as early as 6 h after initiating the
simulation of microgravity and steadily increased with time up to 3 d. After only 24 h of
initiating the comparison the mean number of cells in SM was 105.38 ± 14.14% compared to
234.45 ± 21.93% for the 1g control samples (Fig. 1A). After 3 d the analysis was terminated
as confluence would have been achieved in the control cultures, concomitant with contact
inhibition, complicating the interpretation of the results (Fig. 1A, inset). Nonetheless,
extrapolating from these data, the doubling time for each of the samples was calculated
during their exponential growth phase as previously described (52). The doubling time for
control cultures was calculated to be approximately 14 h, whereas myoblasts experiencing
SM took twice as long to double in number, approximately 30 h. The decrease in cell
proliferation rate was not a consequence of enhanced cell death in response to gravitational
unloading as only a relatively nominal decrease in cell viability in the SM samples was
observed (Fig 1B) but it did not significantly increase with time for up to 72 h (Fig 1B, inset).
Apoptosis was assayed using either trypan blue inclusion microscopically or by detecting
internucleosomal cleavage of DNA using flow cytometry. Although, control samples exhibited
nearly 100% viability at all time points, an increased incidence of apoptosis of approximately
8% was observed on the RPM after 24 h (Fig. 1C), a relatively small value compared to the
greater than 50% depression in cell growth observed at this same time in response to SM.
Therefore, although apoptosis plays a minor role in the observed depression in cell number
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in response to growth in SM, a mechanistic slowing down of cell proliferation appears to be a
major determinant of the effects of SM.

Simulated microgravity inhibits myoblast terminal differentiation
For myogenesis to be functionally meaningful, a robust phase of proliferation must
precede withdrawal from the cell cycle in preparation for differentiation. It could be reasoned
hence, that in cases where proliferation is mitigated, subsequent differentiation would
likewise be stymied. Our experiments verified this assertion and showed that extending the
exposure of myoblasts to SM under differentiating conditions resulted in fewer (Fig 2A) and
smaller (Fig 2B) myotubes being formed after 6 d of culture. To gain further insight into the
differentiation profile of cells cultured under SM, we followed the expression of Ki67, a
protein commonly utilized as a marker for proliferating cells due to its expression during all
active phases of the cell cycle; an absence of Ki67 is taken to indicate redirection towards
terminal differentiation (reviewed in (53)). In agreement with our fusion data, we found out
that cells cultured on the RPM with differentiation media for 1, 2 and 3 d exhibited a higher
percentage of positive cells expressing Ki67 (Fig 2C), indicating that the depressed
proliferation observed in SM is accompanied by a failure to withdraw from the cell cycle. This
result does not contradict our finding that SM mitigates proliferation, as cells blocked within a
particular phase of the cell cycle may neither undergo division nor transverse to
differentiation. It is interesting to note that Ki67 expression is decreased with time in both
samples respectively, validating the accuracy of the assay as more cells exit the cell cycle
and commence differentiation with each passing day.

TRPC1 and IGF-I isoforms are downregulated by simulated microgravity
TRPC1 acts as a mechanically-gated cation channel, supporting calcium entry into the
cell (32). We have previously found that mechanically-gated channel expression is highest in
myoblasts after 1 d in tissue culture, coinciding with the heightened calcium requirement for
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myoblasts undergoing log phase expansion (46). As such, the expression of TRPC1 is likely
to positively influence calcium-dependent, mechanically-mediated regenerative mechanisms
by stimulating the expansion of the stem cell pool. In agreement with this supposition it has
been previously reported that calcium influx via TRPC is crucial for myoblast proliferation
(54), whereas pharmacological blockage of TRPC1-mediated calcium entry arrests
proliferation (55). Moreover, here we detect a significant downregulation of TRPC1
expression at a point where proliferation commences to be depressed in SM, at 12 h after
culture on the RPM (Fig. 3). As calcium entry is likely decreased with the downregulation of
TRPC1, generalized calcium-dependent signaling will be likewise affected, for instance, IGF1 gene transcription, which is modulated by calcium conferred by a NFAT upstream
regulatory element (20). It is thus of relevance that we found the expression of both MGF and
IGF1-Ea isoforms to be decreased when cell cultures were grown under gravitational
unloading for 12 h, coincident with the reduced TRPC1 expression in SM. As IGF-1 regulates
cell proliferation, differentiation, as well as generalized cellular biosynthesis, the
downregulation of TRPC1 by SM would certainly affect muscle maintenance (13).

TRPC1 expression is decreased during G2/M phase
As calcium entry regulates cell cycle progression (56), we examined changes in TRPC1
expression during the distinct phases of the cell cycle. To this end, cells were synchronized
within different cell cycle phases (Fig. 4A) and TRP channel expression was assayed by
PCR quantification for each phase. Calcium entry is required immediately after mitogenic
stimulation, in particular for the transition across the G1/S boundary following cytokinesis
(reviewed in (34)). In agreement, we detected that TRPC1 expression is most elevated
during G1 whereas it decreases during G2/M phase (Fig. 4B). Likely contributing to the
observed effect is the fact that TRPC1 transcription is regulated by calcium (via an NFAT
regulatory element), which itself provides (22). This cell cycle-dependent change in TRPC1
expression may serve to regulate progression from G2/M to G1 and hence, modulate
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calcium-dependent proliferation. Accordingly, disturbances in TRPC1-mediated calcium entry
would alter proliferation.

Simulated microgravity accumulates cells at G2/M phase slowing cell growth
As a decrease in TRPC1 expression was observed both in response to growth in SM as
well as during the G2/M phase of the cell cycle, we tested whether SM might cause
myoblasts to accumulate within the G2/M phase. When cultured on the RPM for 10 h, the
percentage of cells residing within G0/G1 dropped from 32.14 ± 6.31% in 1g to 16.22 ±
7.52% in SM (Fig. 5A). Accordingly, the proportion of cells remaining within G2/M grew to
46.30 ± 8.08% in SM from 22.05 ± 5.56% in control (1g) myoblasts, corresponding to a 2.10
fold increase. The slowed proliferation observed in SM might hence be explained by a
retardation in G2/M phase progression, quite possibly downstream of reduced TRPC1mediated calcium entry as a result of gravitational mechanical unloading. To validate our
argument that accumulation of myoblasts within the G2/M phase of the cell cycle is a
downstream consequence of reduced TRPC1 activation, we grew cells in the presence of
SKF-96365, a known blocker of TRPC channels (57) and looked for an analogous
accumulation in the G2/M phase. As expected, blocking TRPC1 resulted in a strong
accumulation of myoblasts within the G2/M phase of the cell cycle in a dose-dependent
manner (Fig. 5A). Moreover, SKF-96365 treatment also resulted in attenuated myoblast
proliferation (Fig. 5B) and differentiation (unpublished observations) in further agreement with
our hypothesis that SM mitigates myogenesis by reducing TRPC1-mediated calcium entry.

Discussion
TRPC1 channel activity has been intimately linked to proliferation in many cell types (28,
35, 58, 59, 60) and is the predominant cation channel expressed in proliferating C2C12
myoblasts (29). TRPC1 expression is highest during the early expansion phase of C2C12
myoblasts and gradually decreases as differentiation proceeds (28). Moreover, whereas
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TRPC1 mRNA levels decrease in parallel with the slowing of proliferation in C2C12
myoblasts, TRPM7 mRNA levels increase as proliferation attenuates, yet concomitantly with
the onset of differentiation (unpublished observations). The ability of TRPC1 to convert
mechanical signals into calcium entry, a fundamental cellular mechanotransduction event
(28), accounts for the ability of mechanical stimuli to promote the proliferation of C2C12
myoblasts at the expense of their differentiation (61). Mechanistically, as TRPC1-mediated
calcium entry feeds-forward its own expression (22), mechanical stimulation would sustain
TRPC1 expression, extending the proliferation phase as well as offseting myoblastic
maturation towards a more differentiated myogenic phenotype (61). Conversely, yet in
agreement with the previous line of argumentation, here we showed that mechanical
unloading as a result of SM, mitigates TRPC1 expression (Fig. 3), blunts proliferation (Fig. 1)
and defers differentiation (Fig. 2). Specifically, we demonstrated that gravitationally unloaded
myoblasts exhibited a slowing of cell proliferation due to a delay in their progression from
G2/M phase into the G1 phase of the cell cycle (Fig. 5), coincident with reduced TRPC1
expression (Fig. 4). The results of this study and others thus clearly indicate that calcium
entry via TRPC1 channels primes the cell cycle and is necessary for myogenesis to reach
fruition (28, 29, 46).
Mechanically-gated calcium entry also regulates the expression of proteins necessary for
myogenic determination. In response to mechanical stimuli, TRPC1 channels open, allowing
calcium entry that activates several calcium-dependent transcriptional pathways (32). One
such calcium-activated transcriptional pathway essential for myogenic determination is that
governed by NFAT. NFAT translocates into the nucleus to commence transcription of
muscle-specific genes in response to dephosphorylation by calcineurin, a calcium-calmodulin
activated phosphatase (62). NFAT controls the expression of IGF-1 (20), myogenin (21) and
TRPC1 (22) itself, establishing a calcium-dependent signaling cascade that accentuates
early calcium-dependent transcriptional events necessary for proliferation and subsequent
myogenic differentiation. We showed here that both IGF-1 isoforms are downregulated
concomitant with the decreased expression of TRPC1 in the myoblasts cultured under
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gravitational unloading. As IGF-1 accentuates muscle development in transgenic mice (63),
its reduced expression surely contributes to the depressed in vitro myogenesis reported
here. The MGF isoform of the igf-1 gene has been implicated in supporting myoblast
proliferation in response to mechanical input (10) and its expression is likewise attenuated by
SM. The reduced paracrine expression of MGF has been linked to muscle loss and has been
implicated in certain muscle disorders. Finally, muscle cells become less responsive to
mechanical input (physical activity) during advanced age with consequent attenuated MGF
expression (11). Reductions in MGF expression in response to SM might thus reflect
attenuated mechanically-regulated myogenic gene expression.
Whereas TRPC1 expression was downregulated after 12 h of culture under SM, TRPM7
expression was unchanged. Both TRPC1 and TRPM7 support mechanically-gated calcium
entry into the cell, however, TRPM7 is unique in that it is also permeable to Mg 2+ (64) and is
intimately linked to regulating cell-substrate attachment, causing a detachment of cells (as
during cytokinesis) when it is preferentially expressed (65). The fact that TRPM7 expression
is not influenced by SM could be explained by its distinct modes of regulation. TRPM7 is
ligand-gated cation channel whose modes of activation include phosphorylation and Mg2+ATP; by contrast, it is reputedly neither calcium-activated nor store-operated as is more
characteristic of TRPC1 (reviewed in (27)). Store-operated calcium entry, on the other hand,
has been shown to be intimately involved in proliferation of diverse muscle types (29, 66, 67).
The TRP channels most openly implicated in store-operated calcium entry are from the
TRPC and TRPV subfamilies (29). It thus appears that reduced calcium influx, via store- and
stretch-activated TRPC cation channels, is a fundamental mechanotransductive deficit
accounting for disuse atrophy.
The inability to effectively maintain muscle mass is of utmost clinical and socioeconomic
importance as it adversely influences overall health status and compromises one’s
independence. Skeletal muscle is exquisitely developmentally-sensitive to mechanical input
(physical activity), where calcium entry plays a key role in instigating the initial stages of
muscle regeneration. We have shown that SM provides a relevant model system with which
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to better understand the cellular responses leading up to muscle atrophy as a consequence
of mechanical unloading. In response to prolonged exposure to SM, C2C12 myoblasts
experience a change in growth pattern that is largely mediated by changes in calciumdependent cell cycle regulation and gene expression pattern. This information will be of
assistance in developing more effective countermeasures to combat, or possible reverse,
disuse muscle atrophy because of trauma or disease.
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Figures

Figure 1. Simulated microgravity slows cell proliferation with minimal induction of cell
death. A) Normalized cell number 6, 12 and 24 h (and 24, 48 and 72 h in the inset) after
cultivation at 1g (dark grey columns) or under simulated microgravity (white columns). All
values were normalized to the initial 1g (6 h or 1 d in inset) value. B) Cell viability was
assayed by trypan blue exclusion determined in parallel with cell counting. Apoptosis was
detected fluorometrically by labeling broken DNA strands 6, 12 and 24 h after cultivation at
1g or simulated microgravity. The simulated microgravity (white columns) samples show a
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minimal but not significant decrease in live cells (C) thus a slight increase in apoptotic cells
compared to the the 1g control (dark grey columns). Addition of 1 mM H2O2 for 15 h was
used as a positive apoptotic control (medium grey columns). Means ± SD were obtained from
three independent series of experiments, *: p < 0.05; **: p < 0.005.

Figure 2. Simulated microgravity inhibits myoblast terminal differentiation. Cells were
cultured for 6 h with growth media on the RPM, then media was changed to induce
differentiation. A) Fusion index (fused nuclei / total nuclei) and number of nuclei per myotube
(B) were calculated 2 and 6 d after cultivation at 1g (dark grey columns) or under simulated
microgravity (white columns). Means ± SEM were obtained from three independent series of
experiments in which 5 images were analyzed per condition. C) Ki67 expression was
analyzed after 1, 2 and 3 d of cultivation at 1g (dark grey columns) or under simulated
microgravity (white columns) with differentiation media. Means ± SD were obtained from
three independent series of experiments, *: p < 0.05; **: p < 0.005.
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Figure 3. Calcium-regulated transcriptional events are specifically downregulated by
simulated microgravity. The expression of the TRPC1, MGF and IGF1-Ea genes were
decreased when cultured under conditions of simulated microgravity (white columns) for 12 h
when compared to cultures grown at 1g (dark grey columns). By contrast, the gene
expression of TRPM7 was not significantly downregulated by simulated microgravity.
Samples were first normalized to their respective 0 h control (immediately before starting the
experiment) and then to their respective (12 h) 1g control. Means ± SD were obtained from
three independent series of experiments, *: p < 0.05; **: p < 0.005.
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Figure 4. TRPC1 expression is decreased during G2/M phase of the cell cycle. Cells were
synchronized with hydroxyurea (HU) and prepared for either cell cycle analysis by FACS (A)
or RNA harvested for PCR quantification (B). Representative histograms of cell cycle profiles
under unsynchronized control (black) and synchronized (dark grey) states: immediately after
HU release cells resided in the G0/G1 phase (left) and 6 h later transited as a population into
the G2/M phase (right). TRPC1 gene expression was reduced in cells synchronized in the
G2/M phase. TRPC1 expression in G2/M samples was normalized to that of cells in the
G0/G1 samples. Means ± SD were obtained from three independent series of experiments,
*: p < 0.05; **: p < 0.005.
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Figure 5. Pharmacologically blocking TRP channels with SKF-96365 mimics the effects of
simulated microgravity by causing cells to accumulate in G2/M phase of the cell cycle and
thereby slowing their proliferation. A) Cell cycle analysis showing the percentage of cells
residing within the G0/G1 phase decreased while the percentage of cells within the G2/M
phase increased in response to simulated microgravity or after administration of SKF-96365.
Cells were collected after 10 h of cultivation at 1g (dark grey columns) or under simulated
microgravity (white columns), or after 10 h of incubation with 10 µM (light grey columns) or
20 µM (patterned columns) of SKF-96365. B) Cell proliferation was assayed after 6, 12 and
24 h in untreated cells (1g; dark grey columns) or after incubation with 10 µM (light grey
columns) or 20 µM (patterned columns) of SKF-96365. Similar to growth in simulated
microgravity (see Figure 1), pharmacologically blocking calcium entry via TRPC channels
slowed cell growth rates and caused no increase in cell death. All counts were normalized to
the control in the first time point. Means ± SD were obtained from three independent series of
experiments, *: p < 0.05; **: p < 0.005.
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Abstract
Prolonged spaceflight gives rise to muscle loss and reduced strength, a condition
commonly referred to as space atrophy. During exposure to microgravity, skeletal muscle
myoblasts are mechanically unloaded and respond with attenuated cell proliferation, slowed
cell cycle progression, and modified protein expression. To elucidate the underlying
mechanisms by which muscle mass declines in response to prolonged microgravity
exposure, we grew C2C12 mouse muscle cells under conditions of simulated microgravity
(SM) and analyzed their proliferative capacity, cell cycle progression, and cyclin B and D
expression. We demonstrated that the retarded cell growth observed in SM was correlated
with an approximate 16 h delay in G2/M phase progression, where cells accumulated
specifically between the G2 checkpoint and the onset of anaphase, concomitantly with a
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positive expression for cyclin B. The effect was specific for gravitational mechanical
unloading as cells grown under conditions of hypergravity (HG, 4 g) for similar durations of
time exhibited normal proliferation and normal cell cycle progression. Our results show that
SM and HG exert phenomenological distinct responses over cell cycle progression. The
deficits of SM can be restored by terrestrial gravitational force, whereas the effects of HG are
indistinguishable from the 1 g control. This suggests that the mechanotransduction apparatus
of cells responds differently to mechanical unloading and loading.

Keywords: mechanotransduction, muscle atrophy, cell cycle, cyclins, microgravity,
hypergravity, mechanical unloading.
Abbreviations:

CaM,

calmodulin;

CaMKII,

CaM-modulated

kinase

II;

CFSE,

carboxyfluorescein diacetate, succinimidyl ester; FACS, fluorescence activated cell sorting;
FB,: fetal bovine serum; GM, growth media; HG, hypergravity; IGF-1, insulin-like growth
factor 1; MFI, median fluorescence intensities; PBS, phosphate-buffered saline; PI,
propidium iodide; RPM, random positioning machine; SM, simulated microgravity; TRPC1,
transient receptor potential channel 1.

Introduction
Macroscopic mechanical forces are key in tissue anabolism, particularly of skeletal
muscle. An often underappreciated form of mechanical input of profound developmental
consequence is the unyielding force of gravity. Skeletal muscle has evolved to confer
movement and stability against the constant force of gravity. This capacity of skeletal muscle
is largely endowed by our antigravity (postural) muscles, such as the gluteal and abdominal
muscles but particularly, the soleus, that allow us to sustain an upright position for prolonged
periods while experiencing relatively little fatigue. Our antigravity muscles are functionally
adapted to this task via their higher expression of slow muscle fibers, also known as
oxidative or red fibers, reflecting their rich blood supply, myoglobin content, enrichment in
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mitochondria and consequently, elevated aerobic energy substrate utilization. Importantly,
slow, oxidative muscles are preferentially sacrificed by the removal of gravitational force,
whereas predominantly fast-twitch, glycolytic muscles such as the extensor digitorum longus
and gastrocnemius, are relatively spared [1, 2]. The significant loss of oxidative muscle mass
that results during space travel limits the capability of humans to undertake long-term
missions [3]. The muscle loss ensuing during gravitational mechanical unloading is a
combined consequence of decreased protein synthesis, increased protein degradation, and
reduced regenerative capacity at the level of the muscle progenitor cell pool [1].
Succinctly, cells convert mechanical signals into biochemical responses, a process that is
short-circuited in cases of systemic mechanical unloading, as arises during space travel
characterized by reduced gravitational force. We previously demonstrated that simulated
microgravity (SM) results in a deceleration of the cell cycle downstream of mitigated
mechanically-induced calcium entry [4]. In this report, we extended the analysis by
examining cyclin expression in cells grown under SM as well as hypergravity (HG). The
turning of the cell cycle is facilitated by calcium and is divided into four stages: G1, S, G2,
and M phases. A restriction point exists within G1 that dictates if cells continue to divide and
transit into the S phase, or if they exit from the cell cycle and enter a quiescent state called
G0, where proliferation is restricted––as a segue to differentiation. G1 and G2 are gaps,
serving mainly as regulatory stages into subsequent phases. During the S phase, DNA is
replicated (post-G1). In the M phase (post-G2) cell duplication occurs, characterized by
mitosis and cytokinesis. The cell cycle kinases regulate the progression through the cell
cycle and are activated upon association with cyclins that are themselves regulated at the
level of synthesis and degradation by cell cycle-specific ubiquitin ligases expressed at
specific stages of the cell cycle [5]. The expression of certain cyclins hence serves as a
manner to determine the position of cells within the cell cycle. For instance, cyclin B is
synthesized at the exit of S phase and is degraded at the end of mitosis, whereas cyclin D is
typically expressed during G1 [6]. It has been previously shown that the degradation of cyclin
B is a requirement for the termination of cytokinesis at the end of mitosis [7].
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Calmodulin (CaM) is a fundamental calcium-activated regulatory protein governing many
calcium-dependent processes, including the cell cycle at several key locations. CaM
sequentially participates in the transition of cells from G1 to S phase, from G2 to mitosis and
from anaphase to metaphase. Indeed, reduced expression of CaM results in cell cycle arrest
in G1, G2, or metaphase depending on when depression is evoked [8]. Although the
instigating source of calcium can be varied depending on cell type and state of differentiation,
calcium has been shown to induce the expression of CaM-modulated kinase II (CaMKII) that,
in turn, activates cyclin B, allowing the transition from G2 to M phase [9]. This same mitotic
kinase, after a delay, activates proteasomal degradation of cyclin B, required for the
metaphase/anaphase transition [10]. We have previously shown that SM reduces the
expression of the mechanically-regulated cation channel, transient receptor potential channel
1 (TRPC1), as well as two isoforms of insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1), transcriptional
events regulated by calcium [4]. We hypothesized that the resultant depression of calcium
entry into the cells as a result of SM would alter the balance of CaMKII activation and would
be reflected as a change in G2/M phase progression downstream of altered cyclin B
expression.
In this study, we used SM as a method to mechanically unload muscle cells to help
understand the underlying molecular mechanisms giving rise to muscle atrophy in response
to disuse on earth or arising from long-term travel in space. To attain a more comprehensive
understanding of the role that gravitational forces play on muscle development we also grew
myoblasts in the presence of HG. Surprisingly, HG exerts no effect over cell cycle regulation,
unlike the noticeable accumulation of cells within the G2/M phase of the cell cycle observed
with SM. Being exquisitely mechanosensitive, skeletal muscle tissue is robustly responsive to
changes in intracellular calcium concentration. The strong dependence of skeletal muscle
maintenance on mechanical loading and the relevance of skeletal muscle to human wellbeing create a socio-economic urgency to develop therapeutic strategies to counteract
muscle loss as a result of advanced aging or immobilization due to disease or injury. This
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process inevitably commences with the understanding of the molecular mechanisms
compromised by mechanically unloading muscle cells.

Results
SM inhibits cell proliferation
We sought to investigate the underlying mechanism by which muscle mass declines in
response to microgravity exposure. C2C12 mouse muscle cells were cultured under SM or at
1 g and their growth assessed by CFSE staining, where fluorescent intensity is inversely
related to the ability of a cell population to expand (see “Materials and Methods”; Cell
proliferation). No difference was observed between our 1 g control conditions, cells
maintained within the random positioning machine (RPM) environment (RPM control), or
inside a standard tissue culture incubator (incubator control). Conversely, cells placed onto
the RPM and thus, experiencing SM, showed an overall higher fluorescence intensity (less
dilution of the dye content per cell i.e., less cell division) and, as a population, exhibited a
relatively smaller shift to lower fluorescence values (leftward) with time in culture, when
compared with either control state, indicating attenuated expansion under conditions of
gravitational mechanical unloading (Fig. 1A). Although a trend for slowed cell expansion was
apparent as early as 6 h after initiating the experiment, the difference between conditions
became more apparent with time. Examining the median fluorescence intensities (MFI)
normalized to the 6 h RPM control, both controls exhibited increasing statistical significance,
whereas the RPM sample did not (Fig. 1B), demonstrating that the cells were dividing much
more slowly on the RPM. Comparing the cells cultured under SM and the time-matched
controls, a significant difference was observed at 12 h, but not at 24 h, meaning that cell
propagation is slowed, although not completely halted in SM. From our previous results, we
know that this decrease in propagation is not due to a reduction in cell survival, but to a
change in cell cycle progression [4].
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SM accumulates cells at G2/M phase
To investigate the cause for the slowed proliferation observed in SM, we monitored the
time course of cell cycle progression. Culturing cells on the RPM for 6 and 12 h resulted in
their depletion from the G0/G1 and S phases (Fig. 2A), concomitant with their accumulation
in the G2/M phase. After 6 and 12 h of commencing SM culturing conditions, 36.63 ± 6.08%
and 44.61 ± 2.15% of the cells remained within G2/M, respectively (Fig. 2B), corresponding
to a 2.62 and 2.44-fold increase over their respective control samples. After 24 h, in contrast,
the cells cultivated under SM recovered and exhibited a similar cell cycle profile as cells
cultivated at 1 g. This could be explained if cells in SM overcame the blockage by some other
means, or by the eventual accumulation of calcium to achieve a threshold necessary for cell
cycle progression; hence, progression through the cell cycle would be retarded, not
prevented. No difference was observed between either 1 g controls (incubator or RPM
environment) throughout the time course.

G2/M phase exit is selectively delayed by approximately 16 h under SM
We next set out to determine the exact duration of the blockade temporarily imposed by
SM. To this end, cells were pharmacologically synchronized in the G2/M phase, after which
they were placed directly onto the RPM where they were allowed to progress to the G0/G1
checkpoint. At 2, 12, 18, and 24 h of culture, cellular DNA content was analyzed by FACS to
monitor cell cycle progression under 1 g and SM. Whereas the majority of the cells cultivated
under SM were retained in the G2/M phase for approximately 18 h before proceeding to the
G0/G1 checkpoint, control cells commenced their transit to G0/G1 already by the first time
point, 2 h (Fig. 3A). Indeed, the SM samples did not show an appreciable increase in the size
of the G0/G1 peak (shaded gray) until after 18 h. Explicitly, after 2 h of release from
synchronization, 59.71 ± 6.62% of the cells on the RPM remained within the G2/M phase,
whereas 46.13 ± 3.30% of control cells remained therein and yet, comparable in magnitude
(49.43 ± 9.18%) to the percentage of cells cultivated in SM retained within G2/M and
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released 18 h earlier (Fig. 3B). This data indicates that there is an approximately 16 h delay
in the G2/M phase progression when cells are grown under SM.

G0/G1 and S phase progressions are not altered under SM
To determine if G0/G1 and S phase progression are similarly affected by SM, cells were
synchronized at the G0/G1 checkpoint and then placed on the RPM or at terrestrial gravity
and their cell cycle profile was analyzed 2, 4, and 6 h after their release from
pharmacological blockade. As apparent from the representative histograms, the majority of
cells in all samples traversed to the S phase after 2 h, indicating that there was no obvious
alteration in G0/G1 progression in cells cultured in SM compared with terrestrial gravity
(Fig. 4). In addition, all cells reached the G2/M phase after 6 h of being released from the
blockade. Based on these results, it appears that the progression through G0/G1 and S
phases is not disturbed by SM. This observation further corroborates our earlier assertion
that microgravity simulated on the RPM is not generally cytotoxic to cells and validates our
model system of environmental mechanical unloading [4].

Cyclin B, but not cyclin D, expression is augmented by SM
The expression of certain cyclins serves as a reference for determining the general
location of a population of cells within the cell cycle [6]. To determine the exact sub-phase
where cells grown under SM are accumulated within the G2/M phase, we followed the
expression of cyclin B. The expression of cyclin B commences to increase at the exit from S
phase, reaches its peak as cells enter mitosis and then recedes at the transition of
metaphase to anaphase due to calcium-dependent proteolytic degradation [11, 12]. Our
analysis showed that after 6 and 12 h, 40.37 ± 1.01% and 42.53 ± 3.95% of the cells,
respectively, were cyclin B positive in the RPM samples (Fig. 5A). These values are
dramatically elevated compared with control samples exhibiting 22.33 ± 2.16% and 24.17 ±
1.30% of cyclin B positive cells after 6 and 12 h, respectively. After 24 h, the statistical
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significance disappeared as the percentage of positive cells expressing cyclin B decreased
to 20.07 ± 3.45% in cells grown under SM, close to the value of 22.5 ± 0.79% observed in the
control cells. This effect paralleled our previous cell cycle analysis where cells accumulated
within the G2/M phase after 6 and 12 h of SM, but recovered after 24 h. More precisely
therefore, this analysis indicates that it is the progression from the G2 checkpoint to
metaphase that is being specifically delayed under conditions of SM. Again, there was no
difference detected between the distinct 1 g controls (incubator or RPM environment)
throughout the entire time course.
As cells accumulated in the G2/M phase of the cell cycle as a result of cultivation in SM
were positive for cyclin B for up to 12 h, we tested the possibility that these same cells would
have reduced expression of other cyclin classes characteristic of other phases of the cell
cycle. Cyclin D is commonly expressed in early G1, marking the commitment of cells to
transit into S phase [6]. There was no significant difference, however, in the samples placed
on the RPM or in 1 g controls regardless of time of inspection with reference to cyclin D
(Fig. 5B). Indeed, nearly all the cells, irrespective of their cell cycle position, were positive for
cyclin D, suggesting that cyclin D levels are less vulnerable to decrements in cytosolic
calcium and more widely distributed throughout the cell cycle [12, 13].

HG does not affect cell proliferation, cell cycle progression or cyclin B and D
expression
In an attempt to gain a wider understanding of the gravity threshold sensed by cells, we
grew cells under conditions of HG. We tested the possibility that HG would have the opposite
effect of SM, promoting cell proliferation and thus becoming a potential therapy for muscle
atrophy. However, no significant difference in cell growth or cell cycle profile was observed
after 6, 12, or 24 h of exposure to 4 g when compared with the 1 g controls (Figs. 6, 7A and
B). The G0/G1, S and G2/M phase progressions were also analyzed under HG and proved
identical results to terrestrial controls (Fig. 8A and B). To complete the analysis, cyclin B and
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D expressions were also investigated, although no effect was observed (Fig. 9A and B). In
conclusion, based on these results, 4 g did not provoke any effect on cell growth, cell cycle
progression, or the expressions of cyclin B and D when compared with 1 g controls.

Discussion
Loss of muscle mechanical stimulation, both exogenously (gravitational force) and
inherently (physical activity), results in muscle atrophy and reduced force generation.
Although humoral, nutritional, and physical factors all contribute to the observed loss of
muscle regenerative capacity during the loss of gravitational force, here we focus on the
mechanical factors impinging on myogenesis whose absence retards the onset of
myogenesis. Astronauts suffer from muscle loss during prolonged spaceflight at a rate of 1%
per month, despite undertaking active countermeasures such as exercise (aerobic and
resistance), muscle training suit (laced with elastic bands) usage, metabolic intervention
(pharmacological and nutritional), electrical stimulation, and exposure to artificial gravity
through centrifuges and cycling [1, 14]. However, none of the before mentioned approaches
has been successful in preventing space atrophy.

Muscle wasting is not a condition

restricted to space travel, but is a broad range clinical scenario with profound health
implications exhibited on earth in response to mechanical dysfunction on the neurologic,
muscular and environmental (vocation, injury, disease, and so forth) levels. The severe
muscle loss observed with advanced age is unique in that it results from a combination of all
of the previously mentioned instigating scenarios. Commencing in mid-adulthood and, if not
compensated for by physical activity, a process of overall net muscle loss commences at a
rate of around 1% per year [15]. A common denominator in all of these cases is a biologic
mechanical dysfunction, adversely influencing downstream cellular mechanotransduction
pathways. Gravity, as a mechanical force per se, is essential for muscle development and
maintenance. As we age, the mechanosensitivity of muscle toward gravitational force is
reduced, producing similar changes as those experienced by astronauts [16].
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Here we show that SM slows the proliferation of myoblasts by retarding their exit from the
G2/M phase of the cell cycle. As adequate proliferation of the progenitor cell pool is an
obligate requirement for an efficacious regenerative response, our observed inhibition of
myoblast proliferation under conditions of SM in vitro may help explain the muscle loss
suffered by astronauts during spaceflight. Now armed with the information that the G2/M
phase is prolonged in myoblasts cultured under SM, therapeutic options can be developed
that would assist to accelerate the G2/M phase progression under scenarios of gravity
withdrawal and thusly, recuperate cell growth and diminish subsequent muscle loss. Further
research is needed to determine whether the observed delay in G2/M progression is
constitutive as long as SM is maintained or whether myoblasts ultimately adapt and
compensate for the loss of mechanical input. The continual loss of muscle mass observed in
astronauts during prolonged space flight supports the former mechanism as being most
prevalent. This lies in agreement with our previous work, where we cultured myoblasts for
3 d under SM and detected a decrease in their proliferation rate together with a prolongation
in the doubling time during the entire period of analysis, therefore the relevance of
developing treatments to circumvent the delay in G2/M phase progression [4].
The elevated expression of cyclin B we report is consistent with the increased percentage
of cells in the G2/M phase, as cyclin B peaks at mitosis, yet must be degraded in a calciumdependent manner for progression to anaphase [11, 12]. Its upregulation during the G2/M
phase moreover, mirrors our previous observation that calcium-mediated gene expression is
mitigated by reduced gravitational force [4]. Specifically, degradation of cyclin B is required
for the termination of cytokinesis, explaining its retention during the G2/M phase [7]. We did
not find a difference, however, in cyclin D expression between samples exposed to SM or the
1 g controls. The vast majority of cells, regardless of their cell cycle distribution or
gravitational load, were cyclin D positive. Although, typically considered G1-specific proteins,
the expression of type D cyclins has been observed in all phases of the cell cycle and hence,
their loss might better reflect G1 arrest [13, 17].
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Our results corroborate previous reports conducted in true microgravity where G2/M
phase exit was delayed, slowing proliferation, and moreover, validate our method of
simulating microgravity as physiologically relevant. Human lymphocytes (Jurkat) were
arrested in the G2/M phase after 4 h of cultivation during spaceflight [18]. Consistent with our
present work, these lymphocytes recovered their normal cycling profiles after 48 h; again
indicating that transit through the G2/M phase is only transiently delayed by gravitational
mechanical unloading. In MCF-7 human breast cancer cells flown in space, a delay in mitosis
was observed concomitant with abnormalities in microtubule organization [19, 20]. The
cytoskeleton transmits mechanical forces to subcellular structures involved in dynamic,
adaptive and homeostatic responses to mechanical input. Reducing the gravitational force
might therefore disrupt the ability of the cytoskeleton to organize and reorient to mechanical
forces, adversely influencing cell behavior. Disorganization of the microtubular network could
also contribute to the delay in the G2/M phase exit reported here. The spindle apparatus is a
microtubular-based cellular structure that mediates chromosomal segregation during mitosis.
Reduced mechanical input, by compromising microtubular function, might thus impede
mitotic chromosomal segregation, complicate cytokinesis and ultimately delay entry into the
G0/G1 checkpoint. It remains to be determined whether the microtubular network is similarly
compromised by SM in our cell system and will be the focus of our future studies.
We were the first to show that mechanically silencing TRPC1 activity by SM reduces
TRPC1 expression, retarding the exit of cells from the G2/M phase and retaining them
therein [4]. Analogously, it has been previously shown that pharmacologically blocking
TRPC1-mediated calcium entry downregulates TRPC1 expression and similarly slows
proliferation [21]. Further paralleling our results, others have shown that silencing TRPC
activity either pharmacologically or genetically causes cells to accumulate within the G2/M
phase,

and

again

slows

their

proliferation

[22,

23].

Therefore,

mechanically,

pharmacologically, or genetically synchronizing cells within the G2/M phase is characterized
by reduced TRPC channel expression, where presumably, mechanically-gated calcium entry
is compromised [4, 21-23]. The fact that SM blocks cells in a state when TRPC1 expression
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is lowest (during G2/M phase) is intriguing and suggests that TRPC1-mediated calcium influx
is able to overcome the effects of microgravity, until entry in G2/M when TRPC1 expression
is downregulated, at which point the cells are no longer able to progress to the next phase. In
the context of our results on myoblasts maintained in SM, TRPC1-mediated calcium entry
might still be sufficient to promote the expression of cyclin D and allow progression through
G1, yet be inadequate in G2/M to promote the degradation of cyclin B and permit G2/M
phase exit (Fig. 5). What encompasses the recovery of cells under G2/M arrest after 16 h in
SM is still unresolved, but may entail an accumulation of calcium via other pathways to reach
a threshold value of calcium-dependent degradation of cyclin B to permit progression.
Microtubular dynamics is regulated by intracellular calcium, which is altered during
weightlessness and by SM [4, 24]. Moreover, the activity of mechanically-gated TRP
channels is influenced by the cytoskeletal organization [25, 26]. The loss of gravitational
force would hence alter both cytoskeletal organization and TRP-mediated calcium entry in a
mutually detrimental manner at the level of the membrane. On the time scale of minutes,
cytoskeletal disruptions would adversely influence the gating of mechanically-gated
channels. On a more protracted time scale, the decrease in the radius of curvature of the cell
membrane (cell rounding) due to its detachment from the extracellular environment during
blockage before cytokinesis in SM would diminish membrane tension and consequently
reduce mechanically-mediated calcium entry via stretch-activated cation channels [4, 27].
Calcium influx activates CaM that, in turn, controls cell cycle progression, promoting cell
growth and division [28]. In line with our working hypothesis, reduced calcium influx through
mechanically-gated channels can account for some of the developmental deficits observed in
response to mechanical unloading by silencing the permissive influence that activated CaM
has over G2/M phase transition and exit from mitosis. Calcium increments are necessary for
general progression through the cell cycle having been correlated with the breakdown of the
nuclear envelope, the transition from metaphase to anaphase, as well as during cytokinesis
[29]. Moreover, an increase in cytosolic calcium is required for CaM activation, which, in turn,
activates store-operated calcium entry through TRPC1 via a mechanism involving CaMKII
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[30]. Accordingly, a reduction in TRPC1-mediated calcium entry in response to SM, via both
stretch-activated and a store-operated channel gating modalities, would ultimately mitigate
CaMKII expression, augmenting cyclin B expression and explaining the retention of cells
within G2/M phase [26, 31]. Conversely, constitutive overexpression of activated CaMKII has
been shown to delay mitosis as well as augment cyclin B expression, which, although
apparently contradictory to our results, emphasizes the importance for well-regulated calcium
influx in a temporally and spatially-specific manner, rather than tonic and global changes in
transmembrane calcium entry [32].
An analysis of the effect of gravity over cell homeostasis would be incomplete without an
accompanying examination of cell behavior under increased gravitational force. We therefore
conducted a series of analyses on cells cultured at 4 g. We did not observe any effect on
growth, cell cycle progression, or in the expression of cyclins B or D under conditions of HG.
Perhaps, a threshold exists, below which HG is not perceived by cells and they behave as if
experiencing terrestrial gravity. Our results do agree, however, with a recent study where the
effects of various levels of HG (5, 10, and 20 g) were analyzed [33]. These authors reported
that a 2 h exposure to 5 g produced no noticeable difference in cell expansion relative to 1 g.
We were able to extend these results by showing that HG, in accordance with its innocuous
effects over cell proliferation, exerted no influence over cell cycle progression. An increase in
cell proliferation, however, was detected at 10 g, and was more pronounced at 20 g [33]. As
our goal was to develop a potential treatment against muscle atrophy, we did not test such
elevated gravitational loads, as they would not be feasible for human-based therapies. In
another recent study, CCND1 expression (encoding cyclin D) was analyzed in endothelial
cells exposed to different gravitational loads during a parabolic flight campaign. In this study,
HG (1.8 g) induced a decrease in gene expression, whereas the combination of HG and
microgravity during the parabolic flights produced an increase [34]. The authors concluded
that cells cultured under HG exhibited expression patterns of slowed cell cycle progression,
while the cells exposed to both HG and microgravity showed signs of induced proliferation.
Although we did not analyze the combined effects of HG and SM, we did not detect any
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changes on the myoblasts cultured under HG (4 g). Thus, the previously reported changes
may be specific for cell type or are instigated by a lower level of HG or the combination of
microgravity and HG. These results suggest that the mechanotransduction apparatus of cells
responds selectively to different forms of mechanical input and demonstrates the complexity
under which the cell cycle is regulated under distinct mechanical loads. Hence,
understanding the underlying molecular mechanisms that control cell cycle progression in
response to mechanical stress will ultimately translate into the development of more effective
therapies to circumvent disuse muscle atrophies.

Conclusion
We have demonstrated that the retarded cell growth that we previously reported in SM is
due to an approximately 16 h delay in the G2/M phase progression, where cells accumulated
specifically between the G2 checkpoint and the onset of anaphase [4]. Based on our
previous work, this accumulation is likely due to a calcium-dependent downregulation of
TRPC1 expression, inhibiting CaMKII and slowing cyclin B degradation. Our ongoing
research will help us determine the specific factors that cause this delay and will assist in the
development of effective countermeasures against muscle atrophy.

Materials and methods
Cell culture
C2C12 mouse skeletal myoblasts were obtained from ATCC (American Type Culture
Collection) and cultured in growth medium (GM) consisting of Dulbecco modified Eagle
medium (Life Technologies) supplemented with 20% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Life
Technologies) and 2 mM L-Glutamine (Life Technologies) in a humidified atmosphere at
37°C in 7% CO2. Cells were passed every 2 d and were only used for experimentation
before the fifteenth passage. Myoblasts were seeded 15 h before the start of each
experiment at 8000 cells/cm2 in 25 cm2 flasks (Semadeni).
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Random positioning machine (RPM)
The RPM was developed by Dutch Space, formerly Fokker Space; it is in essence a 3-D
clinostat, in which the gravity vector is continually reoriented allowing the simulation of
microgravity conditions. Samples are fixed near the center of 2 frames that simultaneously
rotate independently of the other, one inside the other. The rotation of each frame is random
and driven by separate computer-controlled motors. For the experiments described in this
report the angular velocity of rotation was 60°/s. The RPM was kept in a temperature
controlled room at 37 °C. SM lasted from 6 to 24 h. Control samples at 1 g were placed on
the non-mobile base of the RPM, thereby experiencing the same environment, yet without
random rotation, and inside the incubator under normal culture conditions.

Hyperfuge
The hyperfuge (Diport AG) is a centrifuge specially constructed for research under HG
conditions where the speed and the angle of inclination of the cell culture flasks can be
regulated to obtain the desired HG force ranging from 2 to 150 g. For the experiments
described here, the hyperfuge was set at 4 g, with a speed of 154 rpm and a 14° angle of
inclination. The hyperfuge was kept in a temperature controlled room at 37 °C. HG
stimulation lasted from 6 to 24 h. Control samples at 1 g were placed on the non-mobile base
of hyperfuge, thereby experiencing the same environment, yet without the centrifugal
rotation, and inside the incubator under normal culture conditions

Cell proliferation
Cell growth was monitored with the CellTrace CFSE Cell Proliferation Kit (Life
Technologies), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, cells were stained with
5 μM carboxyfluorescein diacetate, succinimidyl ester (often called CFSE) in phosphatebuffered saline (PBS) + 0.1% bovine serum albumin at 37 °C for 10 min. Cells were plated
and collected after 6, 12, and 24 h of growth under different gravitational conditions, and then
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resuspended in 10% Cell Fix (BD Biosciences) for overnight storage at 4 °C before
fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) analysis. CFSE is a dye that passively diffuses
into cells, reacting with intracellular amines and forming fluorescent conjugates. After initial
staining of the mother cells, subsequent rounds of cell division dilute the amount of dye
inherited by daughter cells by one half with each division.

Cell cycle synchronization and analysis
Cells were synchronized at G0/G1 by addition of 1 mM hydroxyurea (Sigma), an inhibitor
of DNA synthesis, for 3 h. Cells were then washed twice with PBS and cultured with fresh
GM to resume cycling into S and G2/M phases. Cells were accumulated within S phase 2 h
afterwards, followed by G2/M phase accumulation 6 h after the release. Cells were fixed at
various intervals of growth under different gravitational conditions and stored at -20 °C in
70% ice cold ethanol for at least 12–18 h prior to staining. Cell cycle was analyzed based on
DNA content through propidium iodide (PI)/RNase staining (BD Biosciences) by FACS.

Cyclin expression
The samples were fixed after 6, 12, and 24 h of growth under different gravitational
conditions with 75% ice cold ethanol for cyclin B detection and 100% ice cold methanol for
cyclin D, and stored at -20 °C for at least 12–18 h prior to staining. Samples were stained
with FITC Cyclin B1 Antibody Reagent Set (BD Biosciences) and FITC Mouse Anti-Human
Cyclin D1 Antibody Set (BD Biosciences) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. In
summary, cells were permeabilized with 0.25% Triton X-100 for 5 min on ice, washed, and
stained, respectively, with cyclin B or cyclin D antibodies diluted in PBS + 0.1% NaN3 + 1%
heat inactivated FBS for 30 min at room temperature in the dark. Samples were then
analyzed in PI/RNase solution for simultaneous cell cycle detection by FACS. Staining
controls were either singly stained or unstained fixed cells; FITC Mouse IgG1 was used as
an isotype control to exclude fluorescent background noise.
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Flow cytometry
FACS Calibur (BD Biosciences) was used to analyze cell proliferation, cell cycle and
cyclin expression. A blue laser with excitation at 488 nm was used, with FL1 detector
channel for CFSE and FITC, whereas a FL2 channel detector was used for PI staining.
Appropriate settings for forward and side scatter gates were applied to examine 20 000
events per sample. CFSE fluorescence intensity, cell cycle profiles and the percentage of
positive cells expressing cyclin B and D were analyzed and quantified with the FlowJo flow
cytometry analysis software (Tree Star, Inc.). To quantify G0/G1, S, and G2/M populations,
the Watson model for cell cycle analysis was used to fit the histograms of gated single cells
[35]. For cyclin B and D expression, gates on single cells were set with unstained cells and
an isotype control.

Statistics
Data (means ± standard deviations) were obtained from 3 independent series of
experiments. Statistical analysis was performed with the R programming software using the
Welch two sample t-test against the RPM control (or hyperfuge control where appropriate) at
each time point or analysis set unless otherwise stated. Differences were considered
statistically significant at P < 0.05 (indicated with a single asterisk) or very significant at
P < 0.005 (indicated with a double asterisk).
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Figures

Figure 1. Simulated microgravity inhibits cell proliferation. Cell growth was assessed by
collecting CFSE stained cells 6, 12, and 24 h after culture at 1 g or simulated microgravity
(SM). Representative histograms of the fluorescence intensities are shown (color online):
random positioning machine (RPM) control in blue, incubator control in red and SM in green
(A). The dashed gray line is placed on the same position on each histogram to help visualize
the shifts, symbolized by an arrow pointing to decreased fluorescence intensity (FI) values.
The graph with the data from all 3 experiment repetitions illustrates that as cells divide, they
lose fluorescence intensity (B). The SM (white columns) samples were brighter than the 1 g
samples: RPM control (dark gray columns) and incubator control (light gray columns). The
median fluorescence intensities (MFI) were normalized to the RPM control in the first time
point (6 h). Means ± standard deviations were obtained from 3 independent series of
experiments. NS, not significant; *: P < 0.05; **: P < 0.005 against the 6 h RPM control
unless described as against each RPM control.
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Figure 2. Simulated microgravity causes cells to accumulate at G2/M phase. Cells were
collected after 6, 12, and 24 h for the random positioning machine (RPM) control (dark gray
columns), incubator control (light gray columns), and simulated microgravity (SM, white
columns). The cell cycle analysis shows that the percentage of cells in G0/G1 + S phase (A)
decreased while the percentage of cells in the G2/M phase increased (B) in SM after 6 and
12 h, returning to control levels after 24 h. Means ± standard deviations were obtained from 3
independent series of experiments. *: P < 0.05; **: P < 0.005 against each RPM control.
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Figure 3. Simulated microgravity delays G2/M phase exit by 16 h. Representative
histograms with the fitted cell cycle model (A) are shown for the 0 h start point (middle left)
and after 2, 12, 18, and 24 h for the random positioning machine (RPM) control (top),
incubator control (middle), and simulated microgravity (SM; bottom). The G 1/G0 peak is
shaded gray to accentuate the difference (between SM and controls) in the rate of cell entry
into this phase after 2 h. A summary of the data collected from 3 experiments (B) shows the
percentage of cells in G2/M phase over time. Cells were synchronized with hydroxyurea for
3 h, released from the block and then placed on the RPM 6 h afterwards, when cells were
accumulated in the G2/M phase. Cells were collected after 2, 12, 18, and 24 h for the RPM
control (dark gray columns), incubator control (light gray columns), and SM (white columns).
Of importance is the similarity of the RPM control at 2 h and SM at 18 h. Means ± standard
deviations were obtained from 3 independent series of experiments. NS, not significant;
*: P < 0.05; **: P < 0.005 against each RPM control unless described otherwise.
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Figure 4. Simulated microgravity does not affect G0/G1 and S phase progressions.
Representative histograms from 3 independent series of experiments are shown for the 0 h
start point (middle left) and after 2, 4, and 6 h for the random positioning machine (RPM)
control (top), incubator control (middle), and simulated microgravity (SM, bottom). Cells were
synchronized with hydroxyurea for 3 h, released from the block and then placed immediately
on the RPM when cells were accumulated in the G0/G1 phase. Cells were collected after 2, 4,
and 6 h of cultivation under SM or at 1 g. A summary of the data collected from the 3
experiments is not shown as the model used to calculate the cell percentages in each phase
of the cell cycle could not be fitted to the histograms.
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Figure 5. Simulated microgravity enhances cyclin B but not cyclin D expression. Cyclin B
(A) and cyclin D (B) expressions were measured after 6, 12, and 24 h for the random
positioning machine (RPM) control (dark gray columns), incubator control (light gray
columns), and simulated microgravity (white columns). Means ± standard deviations were
obtained from 3 independent series of experiments, *: P < 0.05; **: P < 0.005 against each
RPM control.
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Figure 6. Hypergravity does not affect cell proliferation. Cells were collected after 6, 12,
and 24 h for the hyperfuge control (dark gray columns), incubator control (light gray
columns), and hypergravity (patterned columns). Cell growth was assessed by collecting
CFSE stained cells. The median fluorescence intensities (MFI) were normalized to the
hyperfuge control in the first time point (6 h). Means ± standard deviations were obtained
from 3 independent series of experiments. NS, not significant; *: P < 0.05; **: P < 0.005
against the 6 h hyperfuge control unless described as against each hyperfuge control.
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Figure 7. Cell cycle profiles are not disturbed by hypergravity exposure. The cell cycle
analysis shows that the percentages of cells in G0/G1 + S phase (A) and in G2/M phase (B)
stay constant throughout all the time points in all the samples. Cells were collected after 6,
12, and 24 h for the hyperfuge control (dark gray columns), incubator control (light gray
columns), and hypergravity (patterned columns). Means ± standard deviations were obtained
from 3 independent series of experiments, *: P < 0.05; **: P < 0.005 against each hyperfuge
control.
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Figure 8. Hypergravity does not affect cell cycle progression. For G0/G1 and S phase
progressions, cells were synchronized with hydroxyurea for 3 h, released from the block and
then placed immediately on the hyperfuge when cells were accumulated in the G0/G1 phase.
Cells were collected after 2, 4, and 6 h of growth at 1 or 4 g. Representative histograms (A)
from 3 independent series of experiments are shown for the 0 h start point (middle left) and
after 2, 4, and 6 h for the hyperfuge control (top), incubator control (middle), and hypergravity
(HG, bottom). For G2/M phase progression, cells were synchronized with hydroxyurea for
3 h, released from the block and then placed on the hyperfuge 6 h afterwards, when cells
were accumulated in the G2/M phase. Cells were collected after 2, 12, 18, and 24 h for the
hyperfuge control (dark gray columns), incubator control (light gray columns), and HG
(patterned columns). The percentage of cells in G2/M phase over time is shown (B). Means ±
standard deviations were obtained from 3 independent series of experiments, *: P < 0.05;
**: P < 0.005 against each hyperfuge control.
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Figure 9. Cyclin B and D expressions remain unchanged during hypergravity exposure.
Cyclin B (A) and cyclin D (B) expressions were measured after 6, 12, and 24 h for the
hyperfuge control (dark gray columns), incubator control (light gray columns), and
hypergravity (patterned columns). Means ± standard deviations were obtained from 3
independent series of experiments, *: P < 0.05; **: P < 0.005 against each hyperfuge control.
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Chapter 5
5. Synthesis
Since the first human travelled in space in 1961, the loss of muscle mass and strength in
response to the lack of gravity has been a vital issue for the astronauts not only while being
in space, but also at their return to earth when exposed again to normal gravity conditions.
Until now, more than 500 human beings have flown to space but still the mechanisms
defining space atrophy have not been fully elucidated [1]. One of the restraints is the small
sample size due to the limited number of astronauts that fly in the same mission. In addition,
there are several limitations regarding the variability of the experiments, including individual
differences, the duration of the spaceflight, and the in-flight activities related to possible
countermeasures taken as well as nutritional intake. As a consequence, several models to
study muscle disuse have been developed using ground-based tools, where results are
reconciled with data obtained from spaceflights. Through these studies, a vast amount of
data has been collected in humans and animals, with sufficient experimental repetitions to
obtain statistically significant results. The most commonly used models to simulate the
microgravity effects on muscle are bed rest, lower limb suspension, and immobilization.
However, the results obtained from these studies are broad, given for the whole organism or
more definite for single fibers, and not specifically for the cellular level. Consequently, there
is an emergent need for experiments to be performed directly on cells in order to elucidate
exactly how they sense and respond to the lack of gravity. One manner to achieve this is by
conducting the research on muscle cells in space, though the number of repetitions is limited
due to the few experiments that are actually sent to space because of the elevated costs
involved and intrinsic difficulties. In addition, cells exposed to space experience not only
microgravity, but also other mechanical stimuli like vibrations of the spacecraft, hypergravity
in the take-off and landing phases, and radiation, all of which can create artifacts making it
difficult to discern the pure effect of gravitational unloading. Another way to study muscle at
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the cellular level is through parabolic flight campaigns. However, the duration of microgravity
exposure is limited to only a few seconds, and in this scenario there are also inconvenient
additional mechanical inputs coming from the aircraft as well as hypergravity exposure
phases during the flight. Thus an alternative method to analyze multiple samples in an earthbound facility at an economical cost is the simulation of microgravity by using a random
positioning machine (RPM). The findings conferred through these analyses are fundamental
not only for astronauts undergoing missions in space, but also for humans on earth suffering
from muscle atrophy due to aging or prolonged periods of rest and immobilization.
As skeletal muscle has evolved under the force of gravity, it is important to understand
how muscle cells are affected when this constant mechanical input is removed. Thus by
establishing a zero baseline by unloading the cells from the unyielding force of gravity, it is
possible to detect how the cells sense and respond to it. Furthermore, the knowledge
obtained from these results can be enlarged by extending the experiments to partial and
hypergravity exposure. The main purpose of this thesis was to analyze muscle cells under
different gravitational conditions, aiding in the understanding of muscle development and in
the design of possible therapies against muscle wasting.
Three key areas of research required to reach this aim were identified in this thesis:
i)

The assessment of how muscle develops under normal and diseased conditions,
as well as when exposed to different mechanical stimuli.

ii)

The understanding of how muscle cells sense the lack of simulated micro and
partial gravity and the analyses of the subsequent mechanoresponses.

iii)

The use of hypergravity as a possible countermeasure against the negative effects
of hypogravity on muscle cells.
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The assessment of how muscle develops under normal and diseased conditions, as
well as when exposed to different mechanical stimuli
In Chapter 2, a summary of muscle development in health and disease was given. In
addition, a literature review of diverse mechanical inputs that stimulate a calcium-mediated
response in muscle was conducted. In this work, special attention was given to altered
gravity exposure as a means of mechanical stimulation, but also other stimuli were
presented, such as stretch, electric and magnetic stimulation, and shear stress. As the
response, mainly involving changes in intracellular calcium concentration, leads to a cascade
of events through the activation of downstream signaling pathways, the subsequent effects
were described. The key calcium-dependent pathways are the nuclear factor of activated T
cells (NFAT) and the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) activation, which play an
important role in muscle tissue repair and regeneration. Furthermore, myogenic responses
including cell cycle progression, growth, differentiation, and apoptosis, as well as changes in
cellular morphology comprising cytoskeletal remodeling, are necessary for healthy muscle
development. This background allowed a better understanding of the mechanical processes
that affect muscle, particularly regulated by mechano-gated calcium channels.

The understanding of how muscle cells sense the lack of simulated micro and
partial gravity and the analyses of the subsequent mechanoresponses
The state-of-the-art models to simulate micro, partial, and hypergravity were described in
detail in Chapter 3. Hypergravity research is performed mainly by means of a centrifuge, in
contrast, simulated micro and partial gravity can be studied by diverse methods. Thus a
comparison of these methods and their features was made. While each technical model has
its own advantages, the RPM has proven to allow research at a cellular level while acquiring
similar results as those obtained in space from real microgravity exposure, though with the
benefit of facilitating numerous repetitions at an economic cost. Therefore, simulating
microgravity by means of a RPM as a model to study muscle disuse atrophy was the focus of
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this thesis. Besides being a practical tool to prepare new experiments for future space
missions, the RPM also serves to extend observations made already in space. In addition,
the RPM has been used for other applications in research, like tissue engineering and 3-D
cell cultivation [2, 3].
Studies performed using the RPM have so far focused on different cell types, including
neurons [4], thyroid cells [5, 6], immune cells [7, 8], bone-forming cells [9, 10], endothelial
cells [3, 11], glial cells [12], and fibroblasts [13]. Still, according to the literature, only two
other studies have been performed on muscles cells cultured on a RPM, both carried out by
a group in Japan [14, 15]. In the first study, myoblast differentiation and the expression of
myogenesis-associated proteins at the mRNA and protein levels were analyzed in L6 rat
myoblastic cells. It was reported that the expression of the myogenesis-associated proteins
was inhibited, corresponding to a delay in differentiation and smaller myotube formation [14].
In addition, no changes in proliferation were detected on RPM samples compared to 1 g
controls. In the second study, the group investigated the potential inhibitory effects of
nutrients on C2C12 mouse myoblastic cells by focusing on the antioxidant properties of
polyphenols. The authors reported that simulated microgravity stimulated an increase in
atrogene expression (Atrogin-1 and MuRF-1, which are induced early in muscle atrophy,
preceding the loss of muscle mass) in C2C12 myoblasts and myotubes [15]. Furthermore,
myotubes cultured on the RPM exhibited an increase in ERK (extracellular signal-regulated
kinase) activation. The increase of atrogene expression and ERK phosphorylation was
inhibited through addition of polyphenols in the cell cultures, suggesting that polyphenols
downregulate the expression of atrogenes by inhibiting ERK activation in simulated
microgravity.
In this thesis, muscle cells were studied not only under simulated microgravity, but also
under partial gravity exposure. In Chapters 3 and 4, an apparent mechanoresponse detected
was slow cell proliferation, and when analyzed in more detail it was found that this decrease
in cell growth was not due to a decline in viability, but to a delay in the cell cycle progression.
Specifically, cells accumulated between the G2 checkpoint and the onset of anaphase, as
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they were positive for cyclin B expression. The hypothesis made was that muscle cells sense
the lack of gravity through the transient receptor potential channel 1 (TRPC1), a
mechanically-regulated calcium channel that controls a series of signaling pathways through
changes in intracellular calcium concentration, such as the cell cycle. It was then proposed
that the resultant depression of calcium entry into the cells due to simulated microgravity
alters the balance of calmodulin-modulated kinase II (CaMKII) activation and therefore
affects G2/M phase progression downstream of altered cyclin B expression.
In the analyses performed on muscle cells cultured under simulated microgravity, there
was a reduction in the expression of TRPC1, as well as two isoforms of the insulin-like
growth factor 1 (IGF-1), which are transcriptional events regulated by calcium. Also
dependent on calcium is myoblast differentiation into myotubes, which was impaired in cells
cultured on the RPM. Further supporting the initial hypothesis, when calcium entry was
blocked pharmacologically, an accumulation of muscle cells in the G2/M phase of the cell
cycle was identified similar to the cells exposed to simulated microgravity. Therefore, the
most significant finding within this thesis consisted of muscle cells responding to the lack of
gravity by a decrease in cell growth caused by a calcium-dependent delay in the cell cycle
progression, where cells accumulated in the G2/M phase. This effect was most prominent in
simulated 0 g, whereas in partial gravity the accumulation of cells in the G2/M phase followed
a linear trend in relation to the gravity level of exposure.

The use of hypergravity as a possible countermeasure against the negative effects
of hypogravity on muscle cells
As full prevention of muscle atrophy in space has not been achieved yet, different
countermeasures have been proposed to solve the problem. Besides nutritional and
pharmacological intervention, and the use of a deep pressure suit, the fundamental in-flight
therapy against muscle wasting is characterized by a strict exercise regime performed in
zero and / or artificial gravity. When exercising in zero gravity, the astronauts are simply
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harnessed to a treadmill or static bicycle in order to complete their workout. Whereas
exercising in artificial gravity becomes more complicated, as the equipment needs to be
conditioned in a centrifuge, or a cycling track needs to be installed in the inner wall of the
spacecraft.
The idea of using artificial gravity as a therapy against space atrophy rises from the
hypothesis that gravity on earth is needed for healthy muscle development, thus perhaps
providing an earth-like gravitational force in space could prevent muscle deconditioning. In
chapter 4, muscle cells cultured under hypergravity at 4 g were analyzed in an attempt to
stimulate proliferation, which was slowed down under simulated micro and partial gravity.
However, no difference in cell growth or cell cycle progression was detected in 4 g samples
when compared to 1 g controls. A recent report on the effect of hypergravity on myoblasts
demonstrated a significant rise in DNA concentration in cells cultured at 20 g, thus
suggesting an increase in proliferation [16]. In addition, protein synthesis was also
augmented when cells were cultured at 10 and 20 g, but not at 5 g. This lies in agreement
with the results presented on this thesis where cultivation at 4 g did not cause an effect on
cell growth, suggesting that perhaps higher levels of gravity are needed to induce an
acceleration in the cell cycle progression.

Limitations and future research
This thesis had several limitations. While blocking calcium entry pharmacologically
produced a similar effect on cell cycle progression as cells cultured in simulated microgravity,
other parameters were not compared. Future research can thus focus on blocking calcium
entry pharmacologically, or better yet, genetically by silencing TRPC1 expression, and
analyzing cyclin expression in order to obtain a better correlation with the results obtained
through simulated microgravity exposure. In addition, the calcium-signaling pathways could
be studied more in detail, specifically CAMKII and NFAT activation, via protein assays like
western blotting to determine their expression and phosphorylation levels.
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In a recent study performed in collaboration with the Space Biology Group, the
morphological changes undergone by C2C12 cells cultured on the RPM were analyzed using
digital holographic microscopy (DHM) [17]. Through this technology, changes in the
cytoskeleton of living unstained samples can be detected noninvasively and quantitatively in
real time. In this work, cells cultured under simulated microgravity exhibited a retraction of
lamellipodia and a perinuclear accumulation of actin. In this thesis, the actin filaments and
microtubules of cells cultured on the RPM were stained and observed under a fluorescence
microscope (data not shown). However, no obvious differences could be discerned between
RPM samples and 1 g controls probably due to the technical limitations of the microscope as
perhaps a more sophisticated apparatus is needed to detect more subtle changes. As the
cytoskeleton plays an important role in mechanotransduction, morphological alterations
should be further investigated in cells cultured on the RPM either by modern tools as DHM,
or by fluorescence histochemistry using confocal microscopy.
Although C2C12 mouse myoblasts are a good model to study muscle development in
vitro, other muscle cell types, such as L6 rat skeletal muscle cells or human muscle cells,
should be analyzed as well to determine if the results presented in this thesis are particular
for C2C12 cells or if they apply as well for other muscle cell types in general. Indeed, the
results from the Japanese group on L6 cells appeared to contradict our findings in C2C12
cells as they did not detect any changes in proliferation [14], while a perceivable difference
was reported in this thesis (see Chapters 3 and 4). Thus, further studies are needed to
elucidate this controversy. In addition, research done on muscle cells co-cultured on the
RPM with other cell types, such as neurons, would shed light on cellular development and
the interaction between different organ systems under simulated microgravity. Furthermore,
to analyze in more detail the natural state of muscle, a study on muscle cells grown on a 3-D
structure, for instance on an alginate scaffold, and cultured on the RPM should be
performed. The outcome would reveal any possible differences in mechanotransduction in
reference to the 2-D cultures analyzed in this thesis.
Another limitation of this thesis concerns the use of hypergravity as a possible
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countermeasure against the negative effect of hypogravity. In this work, cells were cultured
under hypergravity only at 4 g, where no difference compared to 1 g controls was detected.
Perhaps the negative effects of hypogravity could be reversed by a higher gravity level, as
maybe cells sense an increasing gravitational load only above a certain threshold, thus they
would need a stronger input to act in response. However, if the gravity level is increased too
much it may not be useful for human therapies as it may fall off the healthy range that is
tolerated physiologically. Other additional experiments that could be performed include cells
cultured under simulated micro or partial gravity and then at 4 g, as in the present work cells
were only cultured under 1 g and then at 4 g. Furthermore, besides examining proliferation
and cell cycle progression, differentiation under hypergravity should also be investigated.
It has been reported that hypergravity together with exercise training prevents muscle loss
in human subjects exposed to the simulated microgravity effects of bed rest [18]. Therefore,
an in vitro model where cells are exposed to both hypergravity and exercise, as in stretching
the cells while being cultured under hypergravity, could reveal interesting outcomes where
the mechanism impeding muscle loss could be better understood. Likewise, a model where
cells are exposed to both simulated micro or partial gravity and exercise could be
investigated. Moreover, pharmacological and nutritional intervention could be investigated at
the cellular level by adding drugs that augment cellular calcium uptake or aid in muscle
regeneration such as the mechano growth factor (MGF), or by increasing the extracellular
calcium concentration of cells cultured on the RPM. By these means, it may be possible to
circumvent muscle wasting if the calcium-dependent delay in cell cycle progression is
prevented.

Conclusion
Within the scope of the present thesis, three important achievements towards a more
accurate understanding of muscle development under different gravitational loads have been
made. First, a description was given of how muscle develops under normal and diseased
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conditions, as well as when exposed to different mechanical stimuli. Second, a state-of-theart summary of the models used to simulate micro, partial, and hypergravity was presented.
As the RPM was used in this thesis to simulate micro and partial gravity, an investigation of
how muscle cells sense hypogravity and the subsequent mechanoresponses was conducted
through analyses of proliferation, differentiation, apoptosis, cell cycle progression, and gene
and protein expression in cells cultured on this machine. Third, the use of hypergravity as a
potential therapy against muscle atrophy was explored through an extension of the analyses
mentioned above in cells cultured on a centrifuge. All together, the results indicate that a
decrease in proliferation caused by a calcium-dependent delay in the cell cycle progression
characterizes the mechanoresponse of muscle cells to gravitational unloading. Still, further
studies are needed to better understand this mechanism in order to design a potential
countermeasure against muscle atrophy.
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